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1 Introduction

1.1 Adaptive antennas for mobile radio systems

Due to the constantly increasing demand for mobile radio services, the existing second gen-

eration (2G) mobile radio systems will not meet the requirement for increased capacity in

the near future [Bai94, Bai96a, Bai96c, ASS98, NTD98]. Moreover, advanced services like

multimedia applications, which require higher data rates and higher transmission qualities

than voice services mostly o�ered by 2G mobile radio systems, and exibility concerning

the data rates and the transmission qualities, e.g., coexistence of voice and advanced ser-

vices, cannot be ful�lled by the existing 2G mobile radio systems [Bai96c, ASS98, NTD98].

Therefore, in the last decade worldwide research activities have aimed at the design and

standardization of third generation (3G) mobile radio systems, which, in addition to ful-

�lling the requirement of capacity, advanced services and exibility concerning the data

rates and the transmission qualities, should also attain a more eÆcient bandwidth uti-

lization than 2G mobile radio systems [NTD98, Bla98].

In Europe the work towards the third generation standard UMTS (Universal Mobile

Telecommunications System) is led by ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards

Institute) and has already reached a decision concerning the standard of the multiple

access air interface [NTD98], which is one of the most important issues when developing

a mobile radio system [Bai96c, Bai96b]. This air interface standard is termed UTRA

(UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access) and de�nes di�erent modes for the duplexing scheme

TDD (Time Division Duplex) to be applied in the unpaired UMTS bands, and for the

duplexing scheme FDD (Frequency Division Duplex) to be applied in the paired UMTS

bands [NTD98]. In the TDD band the multiple access scheme TD{CDMA (Time Divi-

sion Code Division Multiple Access) and in the FDD band the multiple access scheme

W{CDMA (Wideband CDMA) will be applied. The worldwide standardization activ-

ities towards a global wideband mobile communications system are directed by ITU

(International Telecommunications Union) with the goal of a worldwide 3G mobile ra-

dio air interface standard termed IMT{2000 (International Mobile Telecommunications

2000) [ITU97]. The work towards IMT{2000 is substantially supported by the third gen-

eration partnership project (3GPP), in which organizational partners, e.g., ETSI, and

market representation partners, e.g., UMTS Forum, from all over the world co{operate

for the production of technical speci�cations for a 3G mobile radio system [3GPP]. This

system should be based on the evolved core networks of the successful GSM (Global

System for Mobile Communications) [MP92, PGH95] and the radio access technologies

supported by the organizational partners [3GPP].

Although 3G mobile radio systems will cope with the requirements of high data rates up to

2 Mbit/s, exibility concerning the data rates and the transmission qualities, and eÆcient

bandwidth utilization [Bai96a, BK95, ASS98, NTD98], they will not ful�ll the require-

ment for capacity, if they exclusively use single antennas [Rap98, BBP97, BBS97, God97a,
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God97b] and state of the art equalization and coding techniques [NTD98, ASS98, ITU97].

Therefore, the achievement of increased capacity for 3Gmobile radio systems is the subject

of worldwide research and standardization activities at present [BBS97, God97a, God97b].

Among the techniques developed for increasing the capacity of 3G mobile radio systems,

adaptive antenna concepts are regarded as the most promising candidate [Rap98, God97a,

FN94a]. Moreover, adaptive antennas may be incorporated in the existing 2G mobile ra-

dio systems, e.g., GSM, for increasing their capacity [God97a, FN94a]. Independently

of the target mobile radio system, two di�erent approaches to an adaptive { also called

smart or intelligent { antenna may be followed:

� According to the �rst approach, an adaptive antenna consists of a certain multi{

antenna arrangement, e.g., a centro{symmetric array con�guration [XRK94, Haa97a],

and means for processing the output signals of the antenna elements. This signal

processing is performed only in the spatial domain. This means that a signal pro-

cessing in the temporal domain follows which is applied independently of the spatial

signal processing. This approach is, e.g., followed, when the multiple access scheme

SDMA (Space Division Multiple Access) is used [FN94a].

� According to the second approach, the adaptive antenna cannot be viewed as a

separate unit of the receiver. The signals of the antenna elements of the used multi{

antenna arrangement are processed jointly in the temporal and spatial domain.

Therefore, the adaptive antenna is considered to be integrated into the receiver.

This approach is, e.g., followed, when the multiple access scheme TD{CDMA is

used [BBS97, PFBP99].

Therefore, adaptive antennas are more challenging when the second of said approaches is

employed, i.e., when the signals are processed jointly in the temporal and spatial domain.

However, regardless of the followed approach, adaptive antennas have gained a consider-

able worldwide research interest in the last years, since their implementation will enable

the required increased system capacity [God97a, Gia99]

� without consuming additional bandwidth, and

� without posing the need for completely new systems, because their implementation

goes along only with modi�cations of the existing mobile radio systems.

Therefore, the incorporation of adaptive antenna concepts into base stations (BSs) is

thought to be a promising solution for system capacity increase of the existing 2G and

the future 3G mobile radio systems [God97a, God97b, Gia99, FN94a, BBS97].
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The general bene�ts o�ered by adaptive antennas are discussed in the following. These

bene�ts are relatively independent of the target mobile radio system [God97a, Rap98].

Only the amount of system performance improvement and capacity increase achieved

by adaptive antenna concepts is considered to depend on the target system, and not

the general bene�ts briey analyzed in the following. These bene�ts have been inten-

sively studied worldwide and can be classi�ed into the categories listed below. According

to [God97a, Gia99], adaptive antennas

� increase the capacity of mobile radio systems by

{ reducing interference due to selective reception and transmission, thus allowing

frequencies to be reused more often and

{ mitigating the e�ects of multipath reception caused by the mobile radio prop-

agation properties,

� increase the BS coverage without increasing the total radiated power, which leads to

a sparser infrastructure, thus compensating for the increased cost of the additional

hardware required for the BSs,

� are able to locate users in a cellular network, e.g., for emergency services,

� allow the use of dynamic channel assignment schemes which explicitly take advan-

tage of the directional characteristics of user signals impinging at the BSs, and

� do not require modi�cations of

{ the number of BSs,

{ the multiple access method,

{ the subscriber handsets, and

{ the modulation scheme,

since only the signal processing at the existing BSs has to be adapted [BBS97,

BPH00].

It is noted that the last one of the above categories is an important issue concerning the

incorporation of adaptive antennas into the existing 2G mobile radio systems [God97a,

God97b, FN94a, Pen99].

As mentioned above, the degree of performance improvement achieved by adaptive an-

tenna concepts generally depends on the target mobile radio system. In addition to this

dependence, the bene�ts of adaptive antennas depend on the [God97a, God97b, Gia99,

BBS97, BPW99]

� duplexing scheme, i.e., TDD or FDD,
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� amount of multipath{induced angular and delay spread of the mobile radio propa-

gation environment,

� Doppler spread,

� power level of co{channel interference,

� spatial separation of co{channel users,

� near{far e�ect,

� type of antenna con�guration used at the BS,

� equalization algorithm, and

� channel estimation techniques.

Finally, one of the main points when dealing with adaptive antenna concepts is the method

used for adapting the system behaviour to the instantaneous spatial scenario [God97a,

God97b]. In general, this method relies on the use of training sequences in the signal

format, or the adaptation of the antenna pattern is performed blindly.

After having discussed the concept of adaptive antennas for mobile radio systems in

this section, before jumping into the state of the art on adaptive antennas and the open

questions solved by the present thesis, the TD{CDMA mobile radio system, which is the

target mobile radio system of the thesis, is briey described in the following section.

1.2 Time Division CDMA (TD{CDMA)

In the late 1980ies investigations towards novel air interfaces for 3G mobile radio systems

began. In the mobile radio air interface considered in this thesis, the combination of

the multiple access methods FDMA (Frequency Division Multiple Access) and TDMA

(Time Division Multiple Access) known from GSM [MP92, PGH95] is supplemented by

a CDMA component [Bai94, BK95, KBJ95, KB93, BKNS94b]. The TD{CDMA air in-

terface concept has been veri�ed by extensive computer simulations [BBNS94, BKNS94b,

BJN94, SB96, Kle96] and by �eld tests performed with a TD{CDMA hardware demon-

strator [MSW97b, BEM98a, BEM98b].

TD{CDMA is a time{slotted CDMA mobile radio air interface. In the same frequency

band and time slot, the latter termed also burst, K mobile users are active, each using a

user speci�c spreading code, which allows signal separation at the receiver [Na�95, Kle96].

The well{known frame structure of this time-slotted CDMA concept is illustrated in

Fig. 1.1, where B, Tfr, Nfr, and Tbu denote the bandwidth of a frequency band, the dura-

tion of a TDMA frame, the number of bursts per TDMA frame, and the burst duration,

respectively. As shown in Fig. 1.1, the signal transmission in TD{CDMA takes place in

bursts. Each burst of user k, k = 1 : : :K, consists of
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� two data sections (blocks),

� a user speci�c midamble inserted between these data sections, which allows channel

estimation at the receivers [SK93, Ste95], and

� a guard interval to prevent subsequently transmitted bursts from overlapping at the

receiver [BKNS94b].

Each data block of a TDMA burst contains N symbols for each user k, k = 1 : : :K, and

each symbol is spread by a user speci�c CDMA code, which is Q chips long, see Fig. 1.2.

The midamble and the guard interval contain Lm and Lg chips, respectively, see Fig. 1.2.

The adopted frame and burst structure of TD{CDMA is similar to that used in GSM.

This is due to the fact that TD{CDMA has been historically developed as an evolution

of GSM by introducing a supplementary CDMA component [BJK96, Bai96a, Bai96c].

Thus, TD{CDMA bene�cially facilitates backward compatibility with GSM, which is the

de facto world standard of 2G mobile radio systems [Bai94, BK95].

In this thesis the acronym TD{CDMA is used for an air interface concept of a cellu-

lar mobile radio system, although in the standardization this acronym is used for an

entire system concept. The reliability and the transmission quality of TD{CDMA are

determined by the multiple access interference (MAI), i.e., TD{CDMA is interference

limited [Cal88, Lee82, Lee89]. The inuence of the MAI depends on, among other param-

eters, the data detection principle. In TD{CDMA the intracell MAI, i.e., the interference

from other users assigned to the same BS, is eliminated by the joint detection (JD) al-

gorithm [KB92b, Kle96] at the receivers. Therefore, in contrast to the situation in other

CDMAmobile radio systems, e.g., W{CDMA, the intercell MAI, i.e., the interference from

users of other cells, plays the most important role on the transmission quality and the re-

liability of the system. Moreover, in TD{CDMA channel estimation is performed jointly

for all users assigned to the same BS and is based on the midamble training sequence

inserted in each transmitted burst, see Figs. 1.1 and 1.2 [SK93, Ste95, Na�95, Bla98].

It is noted that joint data detection and joint channel estimation constitute the main

characteristics of TD{CDMA receivers.

For single antenna systems, the most important contributions to TD{CDMA from the

Research Group for RF Communications, University of Kaiserslautern, are listed in Ta-

ble 1.1. These contributions cover a very wide spectrum of research activities for TD{

CDMA prior to the system standardization [NTD98] and include

� early works on CDMA for 3G mobile radio systems,

� the comprehensive description of the TD{CDMA mobile radio air interface concept,

� the JD principle,

� bene�ts of JD for CDMA systems,
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Table 1.1. Contributions on TD{CDMA with single antennas from the Research

Group for RF Communications, University of Kaiserslautern

reference remarks

[BK91], [Bai94], CDMA for 3G systems

[BK95], [BJK96]

[KB92b], [KB93], joint data detection principle

[KB92a], [Kle96],

[KKB94], [KKB93]

[KBJ95], [Na�95], comprehensive description of the TD{CDMA

[Kle96] air interface concept

[BN93] bene�ts of JD for CDMA systems

[SK93], [Ste95] channel estimation

[BBNS94], [BKNS94b], performance evaluations by realistic simulations

[BJN94], [Na�95]

[BKNS94a], [BKNS94c], spectrum eÆciency and capacity

[SB96]

[Ste97], [Ste96] statistics of the C=I

[MSW97a], [MSW98] protocol and signaling aspects

[MSW97b], [BEM98a], realtime hardware feasibility

[BEM98b]

� the system performance evaluated by realistic simulations,

� the spectrum eÆciency and capacity of TD{CDMA,

� statistics of the carrier{to{interference (C=I) ratio,

� protocol and signaling aspects, and

� realtime hardware implementation.

Topics concerning the use of multi{antenna arrangements, including adaptive antennas,

in TD{CDMA are considered in detail in the following Section 1.3.

As mentioned in Section 1.1, TD{CDMA forms part of the 3G mobile radio air inter-

face standard for UMTS adopted by ETSI. Moreover, TD{CDMA is intensively studied

within the standardization activities of the 3GPP [3GPP], which support the works to-

wards IMT{2000. Since the standardization process has not been �nished yet, there is

intensive research worldwide concerning the choice of the �nal parameters of TD{CDMA

and, additionally, topics connected with the incorporation of advanced techniques such

as adaptive antenna concepts. This fact constitutes the most important motivation for

dealing with TD{CDMA, which is an important air interface concept for future mobile

radio systems.
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1.3 State of the art and open questions

The research �eld of adaptive antennas has gained a remarkable interest in the last decade,

since it has become clear that adaptive antennas will signi�cantly assist the achievement

of high user capacity in future wireless communications systems [God97a, Gia99]. In this

section, a general view on the state of the art concerning adaptive antenna concepts is

provided. It is stressed that this general view aims at demonstrating the importance and

the worldwide research interest for adaptive antennas. However, only part of the issues

considered in this general view are relevant for the present thesis. The relevant issues for

the thesis are explicitely stated in the �nal part of this section. In this �nal part, based

on the state of the art of adaptive antennas, the open questions treated in the thesis are

described in detail.

First, systems other than TD{CDMA are discussed. In what follows, TD{CDMA, which

is the mobile radio air interface investigated in the thesis, is considered in detail.

The research activities on adaptive antennas deal with a variety of issues [God97a, God97b].

In order to provide a general view on the state of the art concerning adaptive antennas,

the research activities are divided into the following categories:

I:

II:

III:

IV:

V:

VI:

Early works on adaptive antennas,

TDMA systems,

CDMA systems,

Channel modeling for systems with adaptive antennas,

DOA (Direction{Of{Arrival) estimation algorithms,

Inuence of errors and perturbations.

In Part I and Part II of Table 1.2 the most important contributions to each category are

listed. Category I deals with the �rst techniques developed for adaptive antennas. Based

on these techniques, the research �eld of adaptive antennas has remarkably expanded in

the last decade. As already mentioned in Section 1.1, one of the most important char-

acteristics of adaptive antennas is that they can be integrated into a variety of mobile

radio systems mainly distinguished by the multiple access scheme they use. Categories II

and III provide a summary of the research activities on adaptive antennas for TDMA

and CDMA systems, respectively. In most of the activities of Categories II and III the

performance of systems with adaptive antennas is assessed using computer{aided engi-

neering methods like computer simulations. However, the simulation of systems with

adaptive antennas requires a profound knowledge of the properties of the mobile radio

propagation including its directional characteristics [BBS97, FL96]. Hence, in the last

decade extensive worldwide research activities aimed at gaining more insight into the mo-

bile radio propagation in systems utilizing adaptive antennas. Category IV summarizes

the most important works on the state of the art of channel modeling including direc-

tional information and the channel sounding campaigns which have been useful for the

parametrization of the established channel models. Further, because of the importance of
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DOA estimation algorithms for adaptive antenna concepts and their independence from

the employed multiple access method, a separate category, Category V, on this area is

provided. It is noted that the contributions of Categories I to V assume ideal condi-

tions for the used antenna arrays. Unfortunately, these ideal conditions are not met

in practice [God97b]. Therefore, research activities aimed at investigating the inuence

of real world conditions on the performance of systems with adaptive antennas. The

most important contributions in this �eld are listed in Category VI. Before proceeding

with a more detailed discussion of the research activities related to each category, it is

mentioned that there are numerous other contributions in each category which are not

listed in Table 1.2. Thus, the contributions of Table 1.2 should be considered only as a

representative reference list for adaptive antennas, illustrating the present state of the art.

The origins of adaptive antennas can be traced back to the research activities on digital

signal processing in the 1960ies. Adaptive receiver antennas were formed by combining

the output signals of the antenna elements with time varying �lters [Rap98]. The papers

of Adams [Ada66] and Widrow et al. [WMGG67] are representative of the introductory

works made on adaptive antennas, see Category I of Table 1.2. Adams developed an

adaptive processor based on maximizing the signal{to{noise ratio (SNR) at its output.

This processor can be used in communications systems [MM80]. In [WMGG67] adaptive

array con�gurations were proposed for narrowband and broadband signals. The antenna

weights are adjusted by a relatively simple technique based on the least{mean{squares

(LMS) algorithm, and the adaptive spatial �ltering capability of the developed con�gura-

tions was illustrated by the results of computer simulations [WMGG67]. The later papers

of Gabriel [Gab76] and Applebaum [App76] involve more complex mathematics and il-

lustrate the capability of adaptive arrays for sidelobe cancellation and high{resolution

spectral estimation. The early research activities on adaptive antennas are summarized

in a tutorial manner in [SIT64] and [SIT76].

In Category II of Table 1.2 the most important contributions on adaptive antennas for

TDMA systems are mentioned. These contributions are divided into such on general

aspects on adaptive antennas, see Category IIa of Table 1.2, and such on the adaptive an-

tenna algorithms developed for TDMA mobile radio systems, see Category IIb. In [Tan94]

a three{step strategy towards the introduction of adaptive antennas in TDMA systems is

proposed. The three steps are: Spatial �ltering at the uplink only (SFU), spatial �lter-

ing for interference reduction (SFIR), and space division multiple access (SDMA). The

multiple access method SDMA and its advantages are also presented in detail in [FN94a,

FN97a, Far97, Pen99] and [GR94]. Special topics in SDMA like dynamic channel allo-

cation schemes, the spatial separation potential of adaptive antennas, and methods for

maximizing the capacity in SDMA are presented in [Har97, GT95, FN96b, FN96a, FN97b].

It is noted that in [Tan94] a signi�cant capacity increase is claimed for TDMA systems

applying the SDMA principle compared to single antenna systems. This increase is in the

order of
p
KaK, where Ka is the number of antenna elements used at the BS and K is

the number of simultaneously active users within the same frequency band and time slot.

Further, an overview of adaptive antenna technology is given in [BBA95], and network
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Table 1.2. Contributions on adaptive antennas, Part I

category reference remarks

I [Ada66], [WMGG67] - introduction to adaptive antennas

- array con�gurations for broadband

and narrowband signals

[Gab76], [App76] capability of sidelobe cancellation

and spectral estimation

[SIT64], [SIT76] summary of early research activities

on adaptive antennas

IIa [Tan94] three{step strategy towards adaptive

antennas

[FN94a], [FN97a], advantages of SDMA

[GR94]

[Har97], [GT95], special topics associated with SDMA

[FN96b], [FN96a],

[FN97b]

[BBA95] overview of adaptive antenna technology

[RTVW95] network aspects in systems with

adaptive antennas

IIb [Fuh97], [Hay91], - classi�cation of algorithms for

[Hsu82] adaptive antennas

- TR algorithms based on training

sequences: DMI, LS, RLS, SQRLS

[May93], [MDCM95], blind TR algorithms: CMA, algorithms

[VTP97], [TVP96], based on FA and HOS

[DLDMV96], [MJ96]

IIIa [Vit95], [SOSL85], design concept and coherent RAKE

[ASS98], [TBM97] combining

[Koh94], [IK96] joint spatial and temporal signal

processing

[TGM96], [ZS96], algorithms for adaptive antennas

[GTB98]

[KIH83], [PH94], IC techniques

[KA97], [KA98]

IIIb [RZ96], [RZ97] blind space{time RAKE receiver

[LZ97], [TX97] blind equalization and channel

estimation in CDMA

[VTP97], [RRPR97] comparison of di�erent algorithms

aspects in systems with adaptive antennas are covered in [RTVW95].

In Category IIb of Table 1.2 the main contributions concerning the variety of adaptive

antenna algorithms for TDMA systems are given. According to [Fuh97] these algorithms
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Table 1.2. Contributions on adaptive antennas, Part II

category reference remarks

IV [Hat80], [UHF90], propagation prediction models

[KCW93a], [Loe92]

[COS89], [BBJ95], models generating channel impulse

[MG96], [Fuh97], responses

[SP97], [SP98b]

[Egg94], [KMT96], channel sounding campaigns useful

[MG96], [FTH99] for the parametrization of channel

models

V [Sch79], [KT82], DOA estimation algorithms originally

[KT83], [EJS81] developed for radar and sonar

applications

[AMVW91], [GR94], possibility of using DOA estimation

[FHNP95], [KS95] algorithms in mobile communications

[Sch79], [Sch86], SE algorithms, e.g., MUSIC

[Cap69], [ZW88],

[Bur67], [Tho80]

[RK89], [HN95], PSBE algorithms, e.g., ESPRIT

[Haa97a], [PK89],

[VOD92], [VVP97]

[DLR77], [FW88] DPE algorithms, e.g., SAGE

[FDHT96], [PFM94],

[THT98], [FTH99]

[And63], [Sch78], model order estimation

[Aka66], [Ris78],

[WK85], [XRK94]

VI [God97b], [Pen99] inuence of errors and perturbations

[Ste76], [Nit79] on adaptive antennas

[CZO88],

[AS84], [DM80], array calibration methods

[RS87a], [RS87b],

[PN97], [PN98]

[KP85], [CZO87], robust beamforming techniques

[YU93]

can be classi�ed into time reference (TR) algorithms, i.e., algorithms which do not ex-

plicitely estimate the DOAs of impinging signals, and spatial reference (SR) algorithms,

which explicitely determine the DOAs. The class of TR algorithms is further divided

into [Fuh97]

� algorithms needing a training sequence for adaptation, and
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� blind algorithms which do not rely on training sequences.

One of the most important algorithms relying on training sequences is the DMI (Direct

Matrix Inversion) algorithm, which is the generalization of the Wiener �lter in the spatial

and temporal domain [Hay91]. Other representative algorithms of this class are the LS

(Least Squares) [Hay91], the RLS (Recursive Least Squares) [Hay91], and the SQRLS

(Square{Root RLS) [Hsu82] algorithms, which exhibit comparable performance in both

settling time and output SNR performance [Fuh97]. Concerning the most important

blind TR algorithms, which do not rely on training sequences for adapting to the spatial

scenario, these algorithms can be classi�ed into algorithms making use of [VTP97]

� the structure of the system matrix, i.e., the matrix formed by the outputs of all

antenna elements at di�erent time instances, and

� the signal modulation structure.

In systems with adaptive antennas the system matrix can be factorized into a matrix which

depends on the propagation properties of the channel, and a matrix which depends on

the transmitted signals [VTP97]. The matrices of this factorization are highly structured:

The matrix depending on the channel propagation properties is block Hankel [GvL90],

whereas the matrix depending on the transmitted signals is block Toeplitz [GvL90]. There-

fore, blind equalization is possible by column or row span methods which aim at �nd-

ing the unique matrix with the required structural properties [MDCM95, VTP97]. Fur-

ther, in many wireless systems, the transmitted waveform has a constant modulus (CM),

see, e.g., the phase modulated signals in GSM. The CM algorithm (CMA) determines

those linear combinations of the antenna outputs which yield signals with the CM prop-

erty [LT83, May93, TVP96]. Another important structure in digital communications

systems is their �nite alphabet (FA), see, e.g., BPSK (Binary Phase Shift Keying). As in

the CMA, the FA algorithm separates linear combinations of FA signals given a relatively

small number of samples [TVP96, Vee97]. Finally, the information about the source dis-

tribution makes the signal separation possible by using algebraic methods like the higher{

order statistics, which is a relatively new area of research [GM89, DLDMV96, MJ96].

Category III of Table 1.2 deals with adaptive antenna concepts developed for DS{CDMA

mobile radio systems. As in TDMA systems, see Category II of Table 1.2, adaptive an-

tenna concepts are categorized for DS{CDMA systems with respect to the use of pilot sym-

bols in the signal format. The most important contributions in the case where pilot sym-

bols are used are shown in Category IIIa, whereas blind CDMA, i.e., CDMA systems which

do not use pilot symbols in the signal format, is covered by the contributions listed in Cate-

gory IIIb. The design concept and the coherent RAKE combining [Vit95, SOSL85, Pro89]

applied in W{CDMA are described in detail in [ASS98, TBM97]. The transmitted pilot

symbols are associated with each data channel, which makes possible coherent detection in
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the uplink [ASS98, TSA97]. The more general approach of joint spatial and temporal sig-

nal processing for cellular DS{CDMA mobile radio systems is presented in [Koh94, IK96].

Further, a number of algorithms for DS{CDMA and their performance evaluation are ana-

lyzed in detail in [TGM96, ZS96, GTB98]. Finally, interference cancellation (IC) schemes

are treated in [KIH83, PH94, KA97, KA98].

Concerning blind CDMA, the most important contributions are listed in Category IIIb.

Methods for blind equalization in DS{CDMA with adaptive antennas have gained impor-

tance in the last years and, as for the TDMA systems, see Category IIb, these methods

take advantage of the structural properties of the system matrix. First works in this area

are presented in [NPK94, KPK94], whereas [RZ96, RZ97] deal in detail with the space{

time RAKE receiver. Blind equalization and channel estimation techniques for cellular

DS{CDMA can be found in [LZ97] and [TX97], respectively. Further, a generalization of

the subspace method used in TDMA systems to blind space{time signal processing for

CDMA can be found in [VTP97]. Finally, a detailed comparison of the di�erent algo-

rithms for adaptive antennas in blind CDMA systems is reported in [RRPR97].

Category IV deals with the worldwide research activities which have aimed at modeling

the mobile radio channel including its directional characteristics [FL96, BBJ95, BKM96,

FDHT96, Fuh97, KM96, MG96]. These activities were accompanied and supported by

channel sounding campaigns [Egg94, KMT96, MG96, FTH99], the results of which were

useful for the parametrization of the established channel models. The established channel

models can be divided into two general categories:

� Models for propagation prediction, and

� models generating channel impulse responses, which retain the properties of the

mobile radio channel.

Propagation prediction models aim at the development of models which provide an accu-

rate estimate of the mean received power or path loss (PL) based on geographical informa-

tion about the propagation environment [FL96]. These models are very helpful for mobile

radio service providers for planning their networks, because they allow optimization of

the cell coverage while minimizing interference e�ects [FL96]. Within this category three

model classes can be identi�ed: Empirical, deterministic, and semi{deterministic mod-

els [FL96]. Empirical models consist of diagrams or equations for PL calculation which

are obtained from statistical analysis of a large number of measurements. Such models

are the Hata empirical model [Hat80] and the COST 231{Hata Model [UHF90]. De-

terministic models are established by two approaches. First, a PL equation is provided

which is derived based on an idealized environment, retaining some basic features of the

physical one in order to make a theoretical treatment possible [FL96]. Such models can be

found in [BH94, LWK92]. Second, geographical information about the investigated site

supplied by means of digital maps is exploited to predict the dominant propagation paths
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and their loss. Some of the models of this kind can be found in [KCW93a, LK94]. Finally,

semi{deterministic models result from an empirical modi�cation of deterministic models

to improve the agreement with measurements [FL96]. The most well{known model of

this class is the COST 231{Wal�sh{Ikegami semi{deterministic model [Loe92, FL96].

The second category of channel models aim at the generation of channel impulse re-

sponses which retain the properties of the mobile radio channel including its directional

characteristics [FL96, BBS97]. These channel models describe the small{scale variations

of the mobile radio channel [Par92, FL96]. Further, they can be rather easily modi�ed to

include the large{scale variations as well [Par92, FL96]. The models of this category can

be divided into two classes:

� Algorithmic channel models, and

� geometry-based channel models.

In algorithmic channel models, the mobile radio channel can be represented by tapped

delay line arrangements [BBS97]. The well{known COST 207 channel models [COS89]

belong to the class of algorithmic channel models. In geometry-based channel models,

the model of the wave propagation in the real world mobile radio channel is based on

geographical, topographical and morphological data of the considered scenario [KCW93b,

BBJ95, Fuh97, MG96]. Such models are the UKL (University of Kaiserslautern) direc-

tional channel models presented in [BBJ95, Bla98]. In spite of the advantages o�ered

by the UKL directional channel models, they require an enormous expense of simulation

time [Fuh97, SP97, SP98b], and they do not allow the simulation of the movement of

an MS (mobile station) within a mobile radio scenario [SP97, SP98b]. These drawbacks

of the UKL directional channel models are overcome by the UKL 2 directional chan-

nel models [SP97, SP98b] and the moving scatterer models presented in [Fuh97]. These

models, on the one hand, considerably reduce the simulation time, and, on the other

hand, incorporate methods for simulating the movement of an MS in a scenario. How-

ever, a parametrization of the UKL 2 directional channel models is not available, which

is a fundamental requirement for investigating adaptive antenna concepts. As a �nal ob-

servation, by using directional channel models the investigation of adaptive antennas in

di�erent propagation environments has already been reported in a number of publications,

see [Fuh97, Bla98]. However, the speci�c similarities [BBJ95, Fuh97, Bla98] among the

di�erent channel models have not been studied in depth yet.

In Category V of Table 1.2 the most important contributions concerning the important

area of DOA estimation techniques are listed. The concept of DOA estimation is indepen-

dent of the utilized multiple access scheme. It depends only on the presuppositions made

for the spatial position of the used antenna elements. DOA estimation algorithms have

been originally developed for radar and sonar applications [Sch79, KT82, KT83, EJS81].

The possibility of using DOA estimation algorithms in mobile communications has been
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shown in [AMVW91, GR94, FHNP95, KS95]. According to [KV96, FTH99] the DOA

estimation algorithms for mobile radio communications can be grouped into three cate-

gories:

� Spectral estimation (SE) algorithms,

� parametric subspace{based estimation (PSBE) algorithms, and

� deterministic parametric estimation (DPE) algorithms.

SE algorithms, e.g., MUSIC (MUltiple SIgnal Classi�cation) [Sch79, Sch86], maximum{

likelihood (ML) methods [Cap69, ZW88, SS90, WWR94], and the maximum entropy (ME)

method of Burg [Bur67, Tho80], were developed for estimating frequencies and, although

they have many performance and implementation advantages, they are connected with

� a very high computational cost for searching over the entire parameter space,

� increased storage requirements for the array calibration data, and

� poor separation capability for wavefronts impinging from not signi�cantly separated

DOAs.

PSBE algorithms overcome the problem of computational complexity by imposing a con-

straint on the array structure, e.g., pairwise identical antenna con�gurations for ES-

PRIT (Estimation of Signal Parameters via Rotational Invariance Techniques) [RK89]

or centro{symmetric array con�gurations for 1D (one dimensional) and 2D (two dimen-

sional) Unitary ESPRIT [HN95, HZMN95, Haa97a]. Unitary ESPRIT is one of the most

important algorithms of this group because it signi�cantly reduces the computational

cost compared to the ESPRIT algorithm, since it can be formulated throughout in real

computations [HN95, HZMN95]. Further, Unitary ESPRIT o�ers an increased estimation

accuracy by inherently incorporating FBA (Forward{Backward Averaging), which prac-

tically doubles the number of available samples, and high resolution capability by spatial

smoothing techniques [Haa97a, PK89]. Moreover, the 2D Unitary ESPRIT algorithm is

capable of simultaneous azimuth and elevation estimation, which is an important topic

in current research studies for mobile radio [Haa97a, ZHM96, PFBP99]. Other subspace{

based estimation techniques for jointly estimating azimuth and elevation or azimuth and

time delay are presented in [VOD92, VVP97], and they are especially important for blind

deterministic beamforming in mobile radio communications [VTP97].

DPE algorithms are the third group of DOA estimation algorithms, and they are based

on joint ML vector parameter estimation. The expectation{maximization (EM) algo-

rithm reduces the computational cost of joint ML by implementing Kd separate maxi-

mization procedures, where Kd is the number of plane waves impinging at the antenna ar-

ray [DLR77, FW88]. The SAGE (Space{Altering Generalized Expectation{maximization)
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algorithm replaces the high{dimensional optimization procedure for computing the joint

ML parameter estimation by several separate maximization processes performed sequen-

tially [FDHT96, PFM94]. The SAGE algorithm has been successfully applied for joint

parameter estimation in real world mobile radio applications, see, e.g., [THT98, FTH99].

One of the most important issues concerning DOA estimation algorithms is the inher-

ent problem of the estimation of the number of DOAs present in the received signal.

This problem is the well{known model order estimation problem, which is solved by in-

formation theoretic criteria having as their starting point the eigenvalues associated with

the signal and the noise subspace [And63, Sch78]. Among the algorithms estimating the

number of DOAs, the AIC (Akaike Information Criterion) [Aka66] and the MDL (Min-

imum Description Length) criterion [Ris78] are the most well{known. The application

of these algorithms to realistic wireless communications scenarios has been investigated

in [WK85]. In [XRK94] the AIC and the MDL criterion have been modi�ed to include

the information about the array con�guration used at the receiver.

The contributions on adaptive antennas for mobile radio of Categories I to V assume

that the used antenna con�gurations are free from errors and perturbations. In real sys-

tems, though, these ideal conditions are practically not met and the system performance

is inuenced by the amount the real conditions deviate from the ideal ones [God97a].

Important contributions from this research area are listed in Category VI of Table 1.2.

The most important types of errors include [God97b, Pen99, Ste76, Nit79, CZO88]

� deviation in the plane wave assumption,

� uncertainty in the positions and the characteristics of the array elements,

� interelement radiation coupling e�ects,

� non{linearities of the ampli�ers,

� computational errors caused by �nite{precision arithmetic,

� errors in adaptive weights, and

� errors in phase and amplitude.

The position of the array elements is determined by calibration processes, which require

either auxiliary sources in known locations [AS84, DM80] or only sources in unknown

locations [RS87a, RS87b]. Recently developed methods of array calibration designed for

mobile radio communications are presented in [PN97, PN98]. Finally, various general

schemes have been proposed to overcome parameter errors and perturbations in systems

with adaptive antennas. Some of these schemes, known as robust beamforming tech-

niques, may be found in [KP85, CZO87, YU93].
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As already mentioned at the beginning of this section, the state of the art of adap-

tive antennas for TD{CDMA is treated separately, since TD{CDMA is the investigated

mobile radio system of the thesis. First, the state of the art of the uplink is discussed.

Next, the downlink case is considered. Table 1.3 provides a list of the contributions for

both the uplink, see Category I of Table 1.3, and the downlink, see Category II of Ta-

ble 1.3, of TD{CDMA from the Research Group for RF Communications, University of

Kaiserslautern.

In [BBS97, Bla98] it is shown that adaptive antennas can realize spatial micro diver-

sity which is a class of antenna diversity techniques. Other classes of antenna diversity

techniques are polarization diversity, �eld component diversity, spatial macro diversity,

and directional diversity [BBS97, Bla98]. The �rst step of the works for TD{CDMA us-

ing multi{antenna arrangements at the BS receiver has been the investigation of antenna

diversity techniques [BBNS94, BKNS94b, BJN94, BJSB96, Bla98], see Category I Ta-

ble 1.3. A comprehensive summary of antenna diversity techniques for the TD{CDMA

uplink can be found in [BBS97, Bla98].

As already mentioned in Section 1.2 for the single antenna case, data detection in TD{

CDMA is performed according to the JD principle [KB92b, Kle96]. In [BBNS94, BKNS94b,

Bla98] the JD principle is generalized to include the use of antenna diversity techniques,

which are treated in a uni�ed manner with respect to data detection in TD{CDMA. Fur-

ther, extensive simulation results are presented in [Bla98], which illustrate the improve-

ment of the bit error ratio (BER) performance achieved by antenna diversity techniques

in the TD{CDMA uplink. However, a straightforward approach is not followed in [Bla98]

for illustrating the bene�ts of using JD when antenna diversity techniques are applied in

TD{CDMA, compared to the use of single antennas. Moreover, the di�erences between

adaptive and single antennas when applying JD are not presented in a tutorial manner,

but only by simulation results.

In contrast to data detection in TD{CDMA, channel estimation is not treated in a uni-

�ed manner in the published literature, see [Bla98], when applying antenna diversity

techniques. When applying spatial macro diversity and directional diversity, channel

estimation is performed independently for each antenna, by implementing the Steiner

estimator [Ste95], which is the state of the art channel estimation technique for TD{

CDMA [BPW99]. In contrast to this situation, when applying spatial micro diversity by

using adaptive antennas, advanced channel estimation techniques are required for tak-

ing advantage of the directional inhomogeneity of the mobile radio channel. Such an

advanced channel estimation technique is presented in [BHP97, Bla98], see Category I

Table 1.3. Unfortunately, this technique is only appropriate for rural and typical urban

propagation environments. This is due to the fact that the model assumptions adopted

in [BHP97, Bla98] collapse in environments where the signals impinge at the BS array

from an extended spatial range [BARY95, FL96], as, e.g., in dense urban propagation

environments. Further, although simulation results are presented in numerous publica-

tions, see [Bla98], for the BER performance of TD{CDMA using the channel estimation
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Table 1.3. Contributions on antenna diversity techniques, including adaptive anten-

nas, for TD{CDMA from the Research Group for RF Communications,

University of Kaiserslautern

category reference remarks

I [BBNS94] - spatial macro diversity

[BJN94] - directional diversity

[BJSB96] - JD principle for TD{CDMA using antenna diversity

[BBP97] techniques

[Bla98] - simulation results of the BER performance

[BBS97] - comprehensive summary of antenna diversity techniques

for the uplink

[BHP97] - channel estimation technique for adaptive antennas

[Bla98] appropriate for rural and typical urban propagation

environments

- simulation results of the BER performance

[Bla98] simulation concept for TD{CDMA, including

adaptive antennas

[Bla98] - determination of the intercell covariance matrix

[WPS99] - technique for estimating the intercell

[WP99a] covariance matrix

[BSPJ97] - spectrum eÆciency of TD{CDMA for spatial

[BBS97] macro diversity and directional diversity

[BBP97] - spectrum eÆciency of TD{CDMA for the

adaptive antenna concept of [BHP97, Bla98]

II [SB97b] - adaptive antennas for the rural propagation environment

[SB97a] - simulation results of the C=I

[BBS97] - BER performance

[SP98a] - spectrum eÆciency of TD{CDMA

[BBS97] comprehensive summary of antenna diversity techniques

for the downlink

technique of [BHP97, Bla98], no simulation results are available for illustrating the per-

formance of channel estimation independently of the BER performance. Moreover, the

simulation results of [Bla98] are made under the assumption that the information about

the DOAs of signals impinging at the BS array is perfectly known at the receiver. This

assumption is certainly an unrealistic one when the realtime application of TD{CDMA is

considered. Finally, the exclusive use of 1D array con�gurations for the simulation results

of [BHP97, Bla98] constitutes another drawback, since the use of 2D array con�gurations

achieve a more eÆcient exploitation of the directional inhomogeneity of the mobile radio

channel in real world mobile radio scenarios [Haa97a].

All simulation results presented for antenna diversity techniques in TD{CDMA, see [Bla98],
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are produced by using a generalization of the simulation concept developed in [Na�95]

for TD{CDMA with single antennas, see Category I of Table 1.3. Although the de-

veloped simulation concept for TD{CDMA o�ers the advantage of rather cost eÆcient

investigations compared to measurements with realtime experimental hardware setups,

simulations are still connected with an enormous expense of time and complexity. More-

over, the simulation concept developed in [Na�95, Bla98] is highly inexible with respect

to the use of coding, interleaving, and modulation schemes: If a new coding, interleaving,

and modulation scheme has to be investigated, all simulation steps have to be repeated

for evaluating the performance of TD{CDMA under the new conditions. No simulation

concept for TD{CDMA has been presented which overcomes the shortcomings of enor-

mous expense of time and inexibility concerning the use of coding, interleaving, and

modulation schemes.

A new research area in TD{CDMA with adaptive antennas is the exploitation of the

correlation properties of the intercell MAI for improving the system performance, see

Category I of Table 1.3. In [Bla98] the theory for determining and using the covariance

matrix of the intercell MAI in TD{CDMA is presented. However, in the simulations

of [Bla98] the covariance matrix of the intercell MAI is taken into account neither in

channel estimation nor in data detection. In [WPS99, WP99a] a technique for estimat-

ing the intercell MAI covariance matrix is presented, and simulation results illustrate the

bene�ts of using the intercell MAI covariance matrix when applying JD in TD{CDMA.

However, a straightforward approach for investigating the inuence of the intercell MAI

covariance matrix on the system behaviour is not reported.

Concerning the eÆciency of a mobile radio system with respect to the bandwidth utiliza-

tion and the available resources, its evaluation should be based on widely accepted perfor-

mance measures such as the spectrum eÆciency and the spectrum capacity [HV99, Bla98,

May99]. Concerning the investigated TD{CDMA mobile radio system, in [BSPJ97, Bla98]

a three{step simulation concept is presented for determining the spectrum eÆciency of

TD{CDMA, including the use of adaptive antennas. However, the simulations performed

by this simulation concept require an enormous simulation time and complexity, since

they are based on the simulation concept of [Na�95, Bla98] for determining the BER.

Moreover,

� the movement of users within the simulation scenario is not considered, which is a

fundamental characteristic of mobile radio systems,

� a perfect knowledge of the DOAs of signals impinging at the BS array is assumed,

which is an unrealistic assumption in real world applications of TD{CDMA, and

� the information about the covariance matrix of the intercell MAI is used neither in

channel estimation nor in data detection.

Further, a four{step simulation concept for determining the spectrum capacity of TD{

CDMA is presented in [May99]. However, this concept does not rely on the spectrum
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eÆciency of TD{CDMA, which is an undesired result, since the spectrum eÆciency and

the spectrum capacity are two closely related performance assessment quantities for mo-

bile radio systems [EHV97]. Moreover, the case of adaptive antennas is not considered at

all in the results presented in [May99].

Finally, in [SB97b, SB97a, BBS97] adaptive antenna concepts are presented for the TD{

CDMA downlink, see Category II of Table 1.3. In [BBS97] a summary of the developed

concepts is provided. The research activities of [SB97b, SB97a] aim at illustrating the

improvement of the C=I statistics achieved by adaptive antennas, compared to the single

antenna case. Further, in [SP98a] simulation results of the BER performance and the

spectrum eÆciency of TD{CDMA are presented. However, although the di�erences be-

tween the uplink and the downlink in TD{CDMA are explained theoretically in [SP98a],

no measure is provided for illustrating in a straightforward manner the performance dif-

ferences between the two links.

The overview of the state of the art in the �eld of adaptive antennas has shown that

sophisticated concepts have already been developed. However, there are still several open

questions associated with adaptive antennas. These open questions are treated in the

following of this section with respect to the TD{CDMA air interface. Nevertheless, most

of the open questions encountered in this thesis are also connected directly or under slight

modi�cation with the use of other CDMA{based mobile radio air interfaces, e.g., IS{95

and W{CDMA, or other TDMA{based mobile radio system concepts, e.g., GSM. There-

fore, the open questions considered in the following are generally valid for other CDMA{

or TDMA{based mobile radio systems as well.

Setting out from the state of the art of adaptive antennas for TD{CDMA, the open

questions are the following:

� When developing adaptive antenna concepts, a major problem is the investigation

of their advantages compared to the use of single antennas. This investigation is

associated with the directional information of the signals impinging at the BS array,

and it should take place in two steps: In a �rst step, simple directional channel

models are required in order to illustrate the advantages o�ered by adaptive antennas

in a straightforward manner. Such models should

{ �rst, be based on widely accepted channel models for single antenna systems,

and

{ second, incorporate the directional information in a simple way, e.g., by using

single DOAs for the signals impinging at the BS array.

By establishing such models, adaptive antennas can be investigated in a tutorial

manner and, moreover, upper bounds for the performance of adaptive antennas

can be obtained. In a second step, sophisticated directional channel models should

be used which reect the real world in a more realistic way, thus enabling the
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determination of the performance degradation of adaptive antennas, compared to

the performance of adaptive antennas in the �rst step. Such models are the UKL 2

directional channel models [SP98b], which are an evolution of the UKL directional

channel models presented in [BBJ95]. As already mentioned during the discussion

corresponding to Category IV of Table 1.2, in addition to the advantages o�ered

by the UKL directional channel models, the UKL 2 directional channel models

allow the simulation of the movement of an MS in a mobile radio scenario, which

is desired in simulations of mobile radio systems. Moreover, the UKL 2 directional

channel models reduce considerably the simulation time, compared to the UKL

directional channel models. However, a parametrization of the UKL 2 directional

channel models for di�erent propagation environments, e.g., rural and urban, is

still required in order to use these models for investigating adaptive antennas in a

TD{CDMA mobile radio system.

� As already mentioned during the discussion of Category IV of Table 1.2, the investi-

gation of adaptive antennas in di�erent propagation environments has been a major

research issue [Fuh97, Bla98]. However, when considering the developed channel

models with respect to their directional characteristics, there are speci�c similari-

ties [BBJ95, Fuh97, Bla98] which have not been exploited yet. Therefore, a uni�ed

approach for the di�erent channel models with respect to their directional charac-

teristics is needed, which will also enable the uni�ed treatment of these models,

when adaptive antennas are investigated.

� Although the JD principle in TD{CDMA with multi{antenna con�gurations is pre-

sented and investigated by simulations, see Table 1.3, the bene�ts of using multi{

antenna con�gurations with respect to joint data detection still have to be inves-

tigated in a tutorial manner. This investigation should be based on well{known

solved mathematical problems, and, moreover, it should clearly state the di�erences

between antenna diversity techniques, including adaptive antennas, and single an-

tennas when JD is applied.

� In spite of the development of a channel estimation technique for adaptive anten-

nas [BHP97, Bla98], see also Table 1.3, this technique is not appropriate for prop-

agation environments where the signals impinge at the BS array from an extended

spatial range [BARY95, FL96], see also the discussion corresponding to Table 1.3.

Therefore, novel channel estimation techniques should be developed, the model as-

sumptions of which are in accordance with the directional characteristics of the sig-

nals in the considered environment. Further, despite the similarities among di�erent

propagation environments, there is a lack of a uni�ed approach for all propagation

environments concerning channel estimation. Moreover, suitable measures have to

be developed for evaluating the performance of channel estimation independently

from data detection. Finally, two more issues still have to be considered when chan-

nel estimation is investigated for TD{CDMA. The �rst one is the use of 2D array

con�gurations at the BS receiver, which is expected to increase the performance

of adaptive antennas. The second issue is the implementation of well{known DOA
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estimation algorithms, e.g., Unitary ESPRIT, with the goal to determine the per-

formance degradation of adaptive antennas, compared to the case where the DOAs

are assumed to be known at the BS receiver, see [Bla98].

� Although the developed simulation concepts for TD{CDMA o�er the advantage of

rather cost eÆcient investigations compared to measurements with realtime experi-

mental hardware setups, simulations still require an enormous expense of time and

inexibility concerning the use of coding, interleaving and modulation schemes, see

also the discussion corresponding to Table 1.3. Therefore, novel simulation con-

cepts are required which, on the one hand, o�er a considerable reduction of the

simulation time and complexity, and, on the other hand, are exible with respect to

the use of coding, interleaving, and modulation schemes. Certainly, such concepts

should retain the accuracy of the original simulation concept developed for TD{

CDMA [Na�95, Bla98]. Further, other performance assessment methods should

be pursued, which not only reduce the simulation time, but also achieve a more

straightforward view of the data detection process in TD{CDMA.

� In addition to the open questions concerning channel modeling, data detection and

channel estimation in TD{CDMA with adaptive antennas, there are still three open

problems which are not directly related to the development of adaptive antennas,

but they are also valid for systems with adaptive antennas. These open problems

are described separately as follows:

{ If a single antenna is used at the BS, the information about the CDMA codes of

all users and the channel impulse responses for the links between each user and

the BS antenna are necessary for applying the JD principle [KB92b, Kle96]. In

spite of the extensive research activities on JD, the inuence of the correlation

properties between the used CDMA codes and the channel impulse responses

on the system behaviour still have to be investigated. Unfavourable correlation

properties between the used CDMA codes and the channel impulse responses

are addressed as the code{channel mismatch problem in the following. Suitable

quantities for evaluating the inuence of the code{channel mismatch problem

have to be sought, as well as techniques for solving the problem in realtime

implementations. Finally, a generalization to systems with adaptive antennas

would be useful for improving the system behaviour.

{ In air interfaces using TDMA, like the TD{CDMA mobile radio air interface,

the information about the DOAs of the users to be assigned in a TDMA frame,

see Figure 1.1, may be exploited for applying channel assignment strategies,

which explicitely incorporate the information about the DOAs. The devel-

opment of such channel assignment strategies should be pursued, and their

inuence on the behaviour of TD{CDMA should be investigated.

{ Although the covariance matrix of the intercell MAI has already been used for

improving the behaviour of TD{CDMA [WPS99, WP99a, PW99], a method

for explaining in a straightforward manner this improvement is not available

for TD{CDMA.
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� Concerning the spectrum eÆciency of TD{CDMA, the three{step simulationmethod

of [BSPJ97, Bla98] is widely accepted. However, this method is connected with an

enormous simulation time and complexity. Methods for reducing the simulation time

and complexity of the method presented in [BSPJ97, Bla98] should be sought. Fur-

ther, the simulations for determining the spectrum eÆciency of TD{CDMA should

{ consider the movement of users within the simulation scenario,

{ use well{known DOA estimation algorithms for determining the DOAs of si-

gnals impinging at the BS array, and

{ incorporate the covariance matrix of the intercell MAI in both channel estima-

tion and data detection, thus improving the system behaviour when adaptive

antennas are used.

� Concerning the spectrum capacity of TD{CDMA, a method should be pursued

which explicitely considers the spectrum eÆciency of the system during the calcu-

lation of its spectrum capacity. Based on this method, the spectrum capacity of

TD{CDMA has to be determined for the case of both single and adaptive antennas.

� Finally, although the di�erences between uplink and downlink in TD{CDMA have

been stated [SP98a], a suitable method has to be found for investigating these

di�erences in a more straightforward manner. Then, simulation results should be

obtained, where the uplink and downlink of TD{CDMA are compared for both

single and adaptive antennas at the BS.

In the following section, the structure of the thesis is presented with respect to the open

questions described in this section.

1.4 Structure of the thesis

In addition to the introduction, this thesis consists of nine chapters, the contents of which

are outlined in this section. The contents of these chapters provide answers to the open

questions described in the last part of Section 1.3. It is noted that the analysis performed

in Chapters 2 and 3 is valid for both the uplink and downlink of TD{CDMA. Chapters 4

to 8 are devoted to the investigation of adaptive antennas for the uplink, whereas in

Chapter 9 adaptive antennas are considered separately for the downlink and compared to

the uplink case.

First, Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive theory of the propagation of electromag-

netic waves in mobile radio systems including its directional characteristics according

to [BBS97]. This theory describes in a tutorial manner the directional characteristics of

the mobile radio channel, which constitute the key issue for the application of adaptive

antennas in mobile radio. Moreover, the directional characteristics of the mobile radio
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channel are the basis for developing directional channel models, which are used in sim-

ulations for assessing the performance of systems with adaptive antennas. Therefore,

although this theory is not explicitly related to the rest of the chapter, it is presented be-

cause it provides the fundamentals for applying adaptive antennas in TD{CDMA. Then,

in order to enable the investigation of adaptive antennas by simulations, two directional

channel models are considered in Chapter 2:

� First, in order to investigate adaptive antennas in a tutorial manner, and in order

to obtain upper bounds for the performance of adaptive antennas in TD{CDMA,

simple directional channel models are presented. These models are addressed as

the modi�ed COST 207 channel models. The modi�ed COST 207 channel models

are based on the widely accepted COST 207 channel models [COS89], and they

incorporate the directional inhomogeneity of the mobile radio channel by using single

DOAs for the signals impinging at the BS array. Based on the results of channel

sounding campaigns [Egg94, KMT96] and the de�nition of the COST 207 channel

models [COS89, Na�95], three di�erent propagation environments are de�ned within

the modi�ed COST 207 channel models: Rural area (RA), typical urban (TU), and

bad urban (BU).

� Second, in order to model the real world e�ects in a realistic way, the UKL 2

directional channel models are described according to [SP97, SP98b]. Then, a

parametrization of the UKL 2 directional channel models for di�erent propaga-

tion environments is presented. This parametrization is based on the one proposed

in [BBJ95, Bla98] for the UKL directional channel models.

The last part of Chapter 2 is devoted to the investigation of the similarities between the

di�erent directional channel models. A novel approach is presented which enables the

uni�ed treatment of the di�erent directional channel models with respect to their direc-

tional characteristics. According to this approach, a general classi�cation of the di�erent

directional channel models into the large cell channel type and the small cell channel

type is proposed. These channel types enable the uni�ed treatment of data detection and

channel estimation in TD{CDMA with adaptive antennas presented in Chapter 4 and

Chapter 5, respectively.

As already mentioned during the discussion corresponding to Table 1.3, adaptive an-

tennas realize spatial micro diversity, which forms a class of antenna diversity techniques.

Antenna diversity techniques are treated in a uni�ed manner with respect to the applica-

tion of JD in TD{CDMA. Therefore, in Chapter 3 a brief summary of antenna diversity

techniques is provided based on [BBS97]. Further, the di�erent antenna types used for

realizing the di�erent antenna diversity techniques are classi�ed according to [BBS97].

During the discussion of the di�erent antenna types, emphasis is laid on the centro{

symmetric array con�gurations, which are used for applying adaptive antennas in mobile

radio. The bene�ts of using the centro{symmetric array con�gurations with respect to
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data detection and channel estimation in TD{CDMA are investigated in depth in Chap-

ter 4 and Chapter 5, respectively.

In Chapter 4 the problem of data detection in TD{CDMA is treated in detail. Based

on the system model of the uplink, a novel approach is presented for illustrating the

bene�ts of antenna diversity techniques in TD{CDMA, compared to the use of a sin-

gle antenna. Then, the data detection algorithms developed for TD{CDMA are briey

summarized, having the goal to explain the rationale for using the zero forcing block lin-

ear equalizer (ZF{BLE) [KB92b, Kle96] as the state of the art equalizer in TD{CDMA.

Based on the ZF{BLE, a novel view on the JD process is presented, which enables a

straightforward approach for investigating the bene�ts of adaptive antennas in a theo-

retical manner, compared to the use of single antennas. This investigation is performed

for the large cell channel and the small cell channel types introduced in Chapter 2. Fur-

ther, simulation results are presented for supporting the theoretical analysis. However,

the analysis in Chapter 4 is presented under the assumption of perfectly known channel

impulse responses at the receiver. Channel estimation is treated separately in the fol-

lowing Chapter 5. Moreover, in the simulations the modi�ed COST 207 channel models,

presented in Chapter 2, are used, which model the directional inhomogeneity of the mo-

bile radio channel in a simple way. Therefore, the results obtained in Chapter 4 should

be considered as upper bounds for the performance of TD{CDMA with adaptive antennas.

In Chapter 5 the problem of channel estimation in TD{CDMA is considered. First,

the Steiner estimator, which is the state of the art channel estimation technique in TD{

CDMA with single antennas, and its generalization to the multi{antenna case are briey

described. Then, based on the large cell and the small cell channel type de�ned in Chap-

ter 2, channel estimation is treated with respect to adaptive antennas. Concerning the

large cell channel type, the channel estimation technique presented in [BHP97, Bla98]

is revisited by following a novel approach. This approach is closely related to the novel

view on antenna diversity techniques with respect to JD, which is presented in Chapter 4.

Concerning the small cell channel type, a novel channel estimation technique is presented,

which explicitely conforms to the directional characteristics of the impinging signals in

this channel type. Furthermore, in order to enable an evaluation of the channel estimation

performance independently of the data detection process, a measure is proposed which

is appropriate for mobile radio applications. Finally, based on the proposed measure,

simulation results are presented which illustrate the performance of channel estimation

techniques for adaptive antennas, compared to the Steiner estimator. In contrast to the

state of the art for TD{CDMA, the simulations of Chapter 5 are conducted by consider-

ing 2D array con�gurations at the BS receiver, and by using the well{known 2D Unitary

ESPRIT algorithm [HZMN95, Haa97a] for DOA estimation.

In Chapter 6 two performance assessment methods for TD{CDMA are presented. Con-

cerning the �rst method, based on the novel view on the JD process presented in Chapter 4,

a novel simulation concept is introduced, which, on the one hand, o�ers a considerable

reduction of the simulation time and complexity, and, on the other hand, is highly exi-
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ble with respect to the used coding, interleaving, and modulation scheme. Moreover, this

novel simulation concept retains the accuracy of the original simulation concept developed

for TD{CDMA [Na�95, Bla98]. The novel simulation concept is presented in two steps:

In a �rst step, the channel impulse responses are assumed to be perfectly known at the

receiver. In a second step, the concept is extended to include the use of estimated chan-

nel impulse responses. Concerning the second performance assessment method, based on

the SNR degradation of TD{CDMA receivers de�ned in [SK93, Kle96], a more adequate

de�nition of the SNR degradation is presented, which is useful in two respects:

� First, based on the SNR degradation, a simpli�ed version of the novel simulation

concept presented in the �rst part of this chapter can be obtained, which achieves

an additional reduction of the simulation time and complexity, compared to the

original simulation concept for TD{CDMA. This simpli�ed version is also presented

in Chapter 6.

� Second, this SNR degradation can be used for evaluating the performance of TD{

CDMA in a straightforward manner. Such an evaluation is performed, on the one

hand, in Chapter 7, where the code{channel mismatch problem and the inuence of

the correlation properties of the intercell MAI are studied, and, on the other hand,

in Chapter 9, when comparing the uplink with the downlink of TD{CDMA.

Next, the novel simulation concept and its simpli�ed version are compared to the original

simulation concept developed for TD{CDMA with respect to simulation time and accu-

racy. Finally, simulation results obtained by the novel simulation concept are presented,

which illustrate the inuence of di�erent parameters associated with adaptive antennas

on the performance of TD{CDMA. It is noted that these simulation results assess the

link level performance of TD{CDMA, i.e., the intercell MAI is modeled as additive white

Gaussian noise (AWGN). The evaluation of the system level performance of TD{CDMA,

i.e., when the intercell MAI is modeled by real users signals coming from the adjacent

cells, is performed in Chapter 8 by determining the spectrum eÆciency and capacity of

TD{CDMA.

Chapter 7 is devoted to three special techniques which are not directly connected with

the development of adaptive antenna concepts, but they can be used in systems with

adaptive antennas for enhancing their performance. In the �rst part of the chapter, the

code{channel mismatch problem is treated with respect to JD in TD{CDMA. Based on

the SNR degradation de�ned in Chapter 6, the inuence of the code{mismatch problem

is explained theoretically and illustrated by simulation results for the single antenna case.

Further, a novel technique is presented which leads to an improvement of the system

behaviour when code{channel mismatch occurs in TD{CDMA with single antennas. In

the second part of the chapter, at �rst the inuence of the user spatial separation on the

system performance is considered. This inuence constitutes the motivation for develop-

ing a novel channel assignment strategy, which explicitely uses the DOAs of all users to
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be served in a TDMA frame, see Fig. 1.1. This strategy is veri�ed by simulation results,

and is compared to the case where the users are assigned randomly to the time slots of a

TDMA frame. Finally, the channel assignment strategy is extended to include the consid-

eration of the code{channel mismatch problem in TD{CDMA with adaptive antennas. In

the third part of the chapter, an elementary study of the inuence of the intercell MAI on

a TD{CDMA mobile radio system is presented. This study is based on a simple spatial

scenario of the intercell MAI, and aims at illustrating in a straightforward manner the

bene�ts of using the intercell MAI covariance matrix in the data detection process. As a

measure for assessing these bene�ts, the SNR degradation de�ned in Chapter 6 is utilized.

In Chapter 8 the spectrum eÆciency and capacity of TD{CDMA are determined for both

single and adaptive antennas. Concerning the spectrum eÆciency of TD{CDMA, the ba-

sis of the investigations is the three{step simulation method presented in [BSPJ97, Bla98].

This simulation method is briey described and, then, the modi�cations concerning its

application for the purpose of this thesis are presented. These modi�cations reduce the

simulation time and complexity, while achieving a more realistic representation of the

real world. Concerning the reduction of the simulation time and complexity, the UKL 2

directional channel models, see Chapter 2, are used in the second step of the simulation

method, whereas the novel simulation concept presented in Chapter 6 is used in the third

step of the simulation method. Concerning the more realistic representation of the real

world, the following features are included in the simulations:

� The movement of users within the simulation scenario is considered, since the UKL 2

directional channel models are used in the second step of the simulation method.

� 2D array con�gurations are used in the third step of the simulation method, when

adaptive antennas are investigated.

� The 2D Unitary ESPRIT algorithm is used for estimating the DOAs of signals

impinging at the BS array in the third step of the simulation method, when adaptive

antennas are investigated.

Moreover, the intercell MAI convariance matrix is used in both channel estimation and

data detection, as described in Chapters 5 and 4, respectively. The simulation results for

the spectrum eÆciency are presented for di�erent operational situations of TD{CDMA,

which are de�ned by the propagation environment, the velocity of the users, and the

antenna con�guration used at the BS receiver. Concerning the determination of the spec-

trum capacity of TD{CDMA, based on its de�nition for mobile radio systems presented

in [EHV97, HV99], a novel approach is presented, which explicitely uses the spectrum

eÆciency of TD{CDMA while calculating its spectrum capacity. Then, the spectrum ca-

pacity of TD{CDMA is evaluated for the respective operation situations investigated for

the spectrum eÆciency, thus enabling a uni�ed treatment of the system level performance

of TD{CDMA.
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As already mentioned at the beginning of this section, the analyses in Chapters 4 to

8 consider the TD{CDMA uplink. In Chapter 9, the system model of the downlink is

briey described for both single antennas and antenna diversity techniques. In order to

enable a straightforward approach for comparing the performance between the uplink and

the downlink of TD{CDMA, a novel measure is presented, which is based on the SNR

degradation of TD{CDMA receivers de�ned in Chapter 6. According to this measure,

extensive simulation results are presented for illustrating the performance di�erences be-

tween the uplink and the downlink of TD{CDMA mobile radio systems.

Finally, Chapter 10 summarizes the results of Chapters 2 to 8 in English and German

and concludes the thesis.
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2 Directional mobile radio channels

2.1 Introduction

In Chapter 1 an introduction into the application of adaptive antennas in mobile radio

communications is provided. As stated in Chapter 1, the design of systems with adaptive

antennas can be considerably supported by computer simulations, which require a pro-

found knowledge of the properties of the mobile radio channel including its directional

characteristics [BBS97]. In this chapter, the properties of the mobile radio channel in sys-

tems with adaptive antennas are described according to [BBS97]. Although this theory is

not explicitly related to the rest of the chapter, it is presented because it provides the fun-

damentals for applying adaptive antennas in TD{CDMA. Then, the directional channel

models used throughout this thesis are considered. Finally, a novel uni�ed approach for

treating the di�erent mobile radio propagation environments is presented. This approach

is very useful when the bene�ts of adaptive antennas are investigated, especially when the

problem of channel estimation is considered. The bene�ts of adaptive antennas using the

channel models presented in this chapter are illustrated theoretically and by computer

simulation results in Chapter 4 to 6.

2.2 Theory of the mobile radio propagation

2.2.1 Relevant conditions for the application of adaptive

antennas

In mobile radio communications a part of the electromagnetic energy radiated by the

transmitter reaches the receiver by propagating through di�erent paths [Par92, FL96]. In

contrast to free space propagation, the line of sight (LOS) path between transmitter and

receiver is generally obstructed in mobile radio communications [Par92, BARY95, FL96,

BBS97]. Even if the BS antenna is at an elevated location, it usually is not visible from

the MS, because the MS is surrounded by buildings, trees, hills, etc. Therefore, the radio

connection of an MS to a BS has to rely on physical e�ects like reection, refraction,

scattering and di�raction by the various objects in the propagation environment [Par92,

BARY95]. This means that the electromagnetic waves in a point-to-point connection

between a BS and an MS generally propagate along a multitude, or even a continuum, of

di�erent paths with each path consisting of several hops [BBS97]. The signals transmitted

over these paths are superimposed at the receiver. Because of the movement of the MS

and possibly other objects in the propagation environment, these paths are time variant

and exist for only a limited life time. In addition, the paths di�er more or less from each

other in [BBS97]

� delay time,
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� attenuation and phase shift,

� launching direction at the transmitter and direction of incidence at the receiver,

� change of the polarization along the path and dependence of the attenuation and

phase shift on the starting polarization chosen at the transmitter,

� time dependence of the path characteristics,

� path life time.

The above mentioned di�erences among paths lead to variations of the received signal,

which are divided into small{scale and large{scale variations [BARY95, FL96]. As the MS

moves over small distances, e.g., a fraction of the wavelength, the signal at the receiver,

which is the sum of many contributions from di�erent directions, exhibits rapid variations

due to phase changes of the di�erent contributions. These rapid variations are called

small{scale variations and lead to the fast fading of the received signal envelope [Par92].

As the MS moves over larger distances, e.g., some tens of the wavelength, some paths

may become partly obstructed or disappear, while new ones may arise. The resulting

variations of the received signal averaged over these larger distances are called large{scale

variations and lead to the slow fading of the average received signal power [Par92]. The

large{scale variations are less rapid than the small{scale variation, but usually they have

a larger dynamic range compared to the small{scale variations [BARY95].

In a mobile radio system where a single antenna is used at both the BS and the MS,

the channel between the input of the transmitter antenna and the output of the receiver

antenna can be described by an impulse response, which originates from a weighted su-

perposition of the impulse responses of a selection of paths, the weighting and selection

being determined by the employed antennas [BBS97]. This impulse response exhibits a

more or less distinct spread along the delay axis, i.e., delay dispersion occurs, and it is

time variant [Par92]. It can be described by its lowpass equivalent h(�; t), where � and t

denote the delay and the time, respectively. h(�; t) is related via Fourier transformation

to a time variant transfer function [Par92, BBS97]

H(f; t) =

1Z
�1

h(�; t)e�j2�f� d� , (2.1)

which is frequency selective on account of the delay dispersion of h(�; t). h(�; t) and

H(f; t) are manifestations of the active paths of the propagation environment as seen

through the employed antennas [BBS97].

If one is interested in a fundamental understanding of the potential of adaptive antennas

in mobile radio communications, the description of the mobile radio channel by the above

mentioned functions h(�; t) and H(f; t) is not suÆcient. Rather, a more basic and di�er-

entiated description is required, which is not a priori biased by the chosen antennas, but
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Figure 2.1. Determination of a point with coordinates (#,') or (�,�) at the transmitter

or receiver location, respectively

which describes the electromagnetic properties of the propagation environment between

the locations of a transmitter and a receiver in such a way that the channel impulse re-

sponse can be determined depending on the properties of any given pair of antennas. Such

a description should, in addition to taking into account delay dispersion and time variance,

also tackle the e�ects of directional dispersion and polarization dispersion [BBS97]. Direc-

tional dispersion means that a unidirectionally radiated wave may impinge at a receiver

location from a more or less extended angular range, and polarization dispersion means

that a wave radiated with a certain polarization may arrive at a receiver location with a

set of di�erent polarizations [BBS97]. To obtain such a description, spherical coordinate

systems are introduced at the transmitter and receiver locations with the co-elevation

angles # and �, respectively, and the azimuthal angles ' and �, respectively. In order

to obtain an unambiguous relation between the angles #; ';�;� and the four cardinal

points at each of the two locations, the following de�nitions are adopted [BBS97]:

� # equal to zero and � equal to zero indicate the vertical directions at the transmitter

and receiver locations, respectively, and

� ' equal to zero and � equal to zero indicate the south directions at the transmitter

and receiver locations, respectively.
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Then, a point with coordinates (#,') or (�,�) at the transmitter or receiver location,

respectively, is determined as shown in Fig. 2.1. Let us assume that ideal omnidirectional

antennas are used at the transmitter and receiver, with the transmitter antenna gener-

ating a wave which has an electrical �eld component only in #-direction, and with the

receiver antenna being sensitive only to electrical �eld components in �-direction. The

partial impulse response between the ports of the two antennas resulting from illuminat-

ing the scenario in the solid angle d# � d' � sin# centered around #, ' and from probing

the scenario in the solid angle d� � d� � sin� centered around �, � can be represented

in the form g
c
(�;#)(#; ';�;�; �; t) � d# � d' � d� � d� � sin# � sin�, where the delay dis-

persive and time variant function g
c
(�;#)(#; ';�;�; �; t) is termed di�erential directional

channel impulse response [BBS97]. In order to obtain a comprehensive description of

the propagation environment between the transmitter and receiver locations, which is

independent of the antenna characteristics, four di�erential directional channel impulse

responses g
c
(�;�)(#; ';�;�; �; t), � 2 f�;�g, � 2 f#; 'g are needed [BBS97]. Each of

these functions describes the transfer characteristics of the scenario for a certain pair of

transmitter and receiver polarizations, and these functions cover the dispersions of delay,

direction and polarization. Because each of the four functions is constituted by a di�erent

set of propagation paths between the transmitter and receiver locations, these functions

are more or less independent from each other [BBS97].

However, in order to apply the above introduced di�erential directional channel impulse

responses with the goal to determine the channel impulse response h(�; t), see (2.1),

the transmitter and receiver antennas should not be too closely surrounded by obsta-

cles [BBS97]. Rather, the objects closest to the antennas should lie in the far �eld regions.

Admittedly, this presupposition restricts the applicability of the above theory because,

especially in the near�eld regions of the MS, antennas are usually not free from obsta-

cles. Nevertheless, this theory may be helpful in developing a basic understanding of the

physical e�ects being relevant in adaptive antenna design and application [BBS97].

Once the four di�erential directional channel impulse responses g
c

(�;�)(#; ';�;�; �; t),

� 2 f�;�g, � 2 f#; 'g, are known for a pair of locations, the channel impulse response

h(�; t), cf. (2.1), between the ports of any transmitter antenna and any receiver antenna

being situated at these locations can be determined depending on the antenna charac-

teristics, as described in the following. First, for each antenna two characteristics are

required, one for the #- and �-components, respectively, and the other for the '- and

�-components, respectively, of the electrical �elds. These two characteristics are termed

f (#)
t
(#; ') and f (')

t
(#; ') for the transmitter antenna and f (�)

r
(�;�) and f (�)

r
(�;�) for

the receiver antenna [BBS97]. Then, with these four antenna characteristics and the

above introduced four di�erential directional channel impulse responses, the time variant

impulse response h(�; t) between the input of the transmitter antenna and the output of

the receiver antenna can be determined. To this purpose, the vectors [BBS97]

f t(#; ') =
h
f (#)
t
(#; ') f (')

t
(#; ')

iT
, (2.2)
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f r(�;�) =
h
f (�)
r

(�;�) f (�)
r
(�;�)

iT
, (2.3)

and the matrix [BBS97]

Gc(#; ';�;�; �; t) =

�
g
c
(�;#)(#; ';�;�; �; t) g

c
(�;')(#; ';�;�; �; t)

g
c
(�;#)(#; ';�;�; �; t) g

c
(�;')(#; ';�;�; �; t)

�
(2.4)

are introduced. Then,

h(�; t) =

Z Z Z Z
#;�=0:::�
';�=0:::2�

f
T
r (�;�) �Gc(#; ';�;�; �; t) � f t(#; ') � sin# � d # �

sin� � d� � d' � d� (2.5)

holds [BBS97].

Knowledge of the properties of the mobile radio channel, i.e., ideally about the above

introduced di�erential channel impulse responses, see (2.4), is important in two di�erent

respects [BBS97]. On the one hand, such knowledge is required for designing mobile ra-

dio systems in an optimum way for the environments in which they have to work, and

for comparing di�erent system concepts on a realistic basis. The information required

for these purposes is usually obtained by channel sounders (CS) [FBKM93] in expensive

measurement campaigns [Egg94, KMT96, MG96] and by evaluation of the measurement

results, but also by implementing channel models which imitate the geometrical and elec-

trical conditions of the considered scenario on the computer [KCW93b, Bla98], see also

the discussion pertaining to Category IV of Table 1.2 for a detailed analysis of the state

of the art of channel modeling for systems with adaptive antennas. On the other hand,

when operating a mobile radio network, the valid channel properties have to be estimated

continuously in order to be able to adapt the transmitter and/or receiver including their

antennas to the channel and, thus, to optimize transmission with the ultimate aim to

achieve a large capacity. To solve this task, channel estimation devices are required which

work in real time [SK93]. However, it is noted that, usually, not the total knowledge

on the channel, i.e., not the above introduced di�erential channel impulse responses, see

(2.4), but rather a knowledge of h(�; t), see (2.5), becomes available by channel sounders

as well as by channel estimation devices. The consideration of channel sounders is be-

yond the scope of this thesis. For a detailed analysis see [FBKM93, BARY95, BBS97].

However, channel estimation is treated in detail in this thesis, see Chapter 5.

2.2.2 Directional e�ects in mobile radio channels

In a mobile radio scenario, a multitude of radio links is simultaneously active in the same

service area, and a priori no natural isolation between the di�erent links exists [Par92,

BBS97]. As a consequence of this lack of isolation, the radiated signals arrive not only

at those receivers for which they are intended, which means that part of the radiated
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power is wasted, but also at the other receivers where the signal is undesired. The sum

of undesired signals impinging at a receiver location from within and from outside their

own cell constitutes the intracell and intercell MAI, respectively, see also Section 1.2.

In most cases cellular mobile radio systems are interference limited, which means that

the factor which limits capacity is not thermal receiver noise but MAI. If the multiple

access schemes FDMA and/or TDMA are applied, intracell MAI is a priori avoided in

conventional system architectures, where each time slot and frequency band is allocated

only to a single user in each cell. This is not true in the case of CDMA, where intracell

MAI is unavoidable but may be afterwards eliminated by JD or IC [BBS97]. A vital task of

the receivers consists in detecting the desired signals with suÆcient quality despite of the

presence of MAI. As an essential feature of mobile radio scenarios, the transmitters and

receivers are spatially distributed over the service area. For any pair of transmitter and

receiver locations, a matrix Gc(#; ';�;�; �; t) of di�erential directional channel impulse

responses exists [BBS97], see (2.4). With respect to the application of adaptive antennas

it is important that, in general, the di�erential directional channel impulse responses of

two pairs of locations di�er especially with respect to their dependence on their angles

#; ';�;�. This is true if at least one location is not the same for the two pairs, i.e., if at

least three di�erent locations are involved [BBS97]. Even in the case of LOS propagation

such di�erences would arise. In addition, in the case of real world mobile radio scenarios

e�ects of the following kinds may be observed [BBS97]:

� Signals emitted by two transmitters T1 and T2, which appear under the same LOS

directions at a certain receiver location R, may impinge with di�erent DOAs at this

receiver location, see Fig. 2.2a.

� Signals emitted by two transmitters T1 and T2, which appear under di�erent LOS

directions at a certain receiver location R, may impinge with the same DOA at this

receiver location, see Fig. 2.2b.

� Signals emitted by a transmitter T in two di�erent directions may impinge at two

receiver locations R1 and R2 appearing under the same LOS direction from this

transmitter location, see Fig. 2.2c.

� Signals emitted by a transmitter T in one direction may impinge at two receiver

locations R1 and R2 appearing under di�erent LOS directions from this transmitter

location, see Fig. 2.2d.

Such e�ects, which result from the spatial distribution of transmitters and receivers, o�er

the potential to increase the isolation between di�erent radio links in the same service area

by adaptive antennas [BBS97]. However, in order to illustrate this potential of adaptive

antennas, directional channel models are required, which consider directional e�ects as

the ones discussed in this section. The directional channel models used in this thesis is

the subject of the following section.
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Figure 2.2. Directional e�ects in mobile radio channels: a) Same LOS direction of T1

and T2, b) di�erent LOS direction of T1 and T2 c) same LOS direction of R1 and R2 d)

di�erent LOS direction of R1 and R2 (taken from [BBS97])
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2.3 Directional channel models used in the thesis

2.3.1 Introduction

In this section, the directional channel models used in the subsequent chapters of this

thesis are described. These models include also the directional characteristics of the

mobile radio channel, see Section 2.2.2, and are appropriate for investigating the be-

haviour of mobile radio systems using adaptive antennas at the BS transceiver. First,

we set out from the COST 207 channel models [COS89], which do not include direc-

tional characteristics of the mobile radio channel. It is possible, though, to incorporate

information about the DOAs of impinging signals, e.g., as illustrated in Section 2.2.2,

and the resulting directional channel models provide a powerful tool for illustrating in a

rather straightforward manner the advantages of adaptive antennas in mobile radio sys-

tems [PFBP99, PFB97b]. These channel models are addressed as the modi�ed COST 207

channel models in the following. Second, the geometry-based UKL 2 directional channel

models are described [SP97, SP98b]. These models are an evolution of the UKL channel

models presented in [BBJ95, Bla98], and they model the directional inhomogeneity of the

mobile radio channel in a more realistic way, compared to the modi�ed COST 207 channel

models introduced above and presented in the following Section 2.3.2.

2.3.2 Modi�ed COST 207 channel models for systems with adap-

tive antennas

The COST 207 channel models belong to the category of channel models which generate

channel impulse responses retaining the properties of the mobile radio propagation, see

Category IV of Table 1.2. They belong to the class of algorithmic channel models de�ned

in [BBS97], see also Section 1.2, and they are described in detail in [COS89, FL96, Na�95].

In [Ste95, Na�95], the COST 207 channel models have been applied to the considered TD{

CDMA air interface when a single antenna is used in both the MS and the BS. In this

thesis, the models de�ned in [Ste95, Na�95] for the TD{CDMA air interface using single

antennas are modi�ed to include the directional characteristics of the impinging signals

in a rather straightforward manner. The resulting modi�ed COST 207 channel models

are described in the following.

In [Ste95, Na�95] a created channel impulse response is valid for the link between an

MS and a BS, each using a single antenna. Each channel impulse response is the incoher-

ent superposition of P uncorrelated sinusoids, each having a zero phase �i, i = 1 : : : P , a

Doppler frequency fd;i, i = 1 : : : P , and a time delay �i, i = 1 : : : P [COS89, Na�95]. The

zero phases �i, i = 1 : : : P , are taken from a uniform distribution in the interval [0; 2�],

and the Doppler frequencies are distributed according to the Jakes or classical Doppler

spectrum [Jak74, Na�95]. The P time delays �i, i = 1 : : : P , are realizations of a random

variable having the probability density function (pdf) determined by one of the power
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delay pro�les (PDP) de�ned within COST 207 for the propagation environments rural

area (RA), typical urban (TU), bad urban (BU), and hilly terrain (HT) [COS89, Na�95].

Further, the zero phase �i, the Doppler frequency fd;i and the time delay �i pertaining to

each sinusoid i, i = 1 : : : P , are assumed to be independently distributed [Ste95, Na�95].

With Æ(�) designating the Dirac's delta function, the time continuous channel impulse

response h(�; t), see (2.5), is expressed in the form

h (�; t) =
1p
P

PX
i=1

exp(j�i) exp(j2�fd;it) Æ(� � �i); (2.6)

where t denotes the time and � the delay. When applying the above described COST 207

channel models in TD{CDMA, the system bandwidth can be taken into account by,

�rst, applying an ideal lowpass �lter to the contribution of each sinusoid and sampling

at the chip rate, after the contributions from each sinusoid are summed up according

to (2.6). The bandwidth of the ideal lowpass �lter is equal to the inverse of the chip

duration [Ste95, Na�95]. Thus, the resulting time discrete channel impulse response in

the equivalent lowpass domain can be produced by a tapped delay line, as illustrated

in [BBS97]. The channel impulse responses generated according to this scheme exhibit

the fast fading characteristics of the mobile radio channel, meaning that variations of the

received power due to fast fading are present in the received signal, whereas variations

due to path loss or birth and shadowing are supposed to be perfectly eliminated by power

control.

The above described COST 207 channel models do not include directional information

about the impinging signals. As already mentioned in Section 1.1, adaptive antenna

concepts take advantage of the directional inhomogeneity of the mobile radio channel to

improve the system behaviour compared to single antenna systems. Thus, a performance

evaluation of adaptive antennas should be based on channel models which, besides time

variance and frequency selectivity, explicitly incorporate the directional inhomogeneity

of the mobile radio channel [BHP97, PFBP99]. When antenna arrays [Haa97a] are used

at the BS of a TD{CDMA mobile radio system, the narrowband assumption [RK89]

is valid, i.e., time delays of the signal propagation between successive antennas which

are smaller than the inverse bandwidth amount only to changes of the argument of the

complex signal envelope. These changes depend on the DOA of the impinging signal on

the BS array and the array con�guration [RK89]. Therefore, it is possible to produce

directional channel impulse responses by multiplying the complex channel impulse re-

sponse created at a reference point of the array con�guration according to the COST 207

channel models by a complex exponential which depends only on the DOA and the ar-

ray con�guration [PFB97b, PFBP99]. The number and the distribution of the DOAs

depend on the propagation environment, and they should be based on measurement re-

sults [Egg94, KMT96, MG96, Bla98], which have been conducted in the considered prop-

agation environments.

In the case of the rural propagation environment the waves impinge at the BS within
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Figure 2.3. Illustration of the modeling of the directional inhomogeneity for the modi�ed

COST 207 channel models

a small azimuthal range [KMT96, BHP97], which can be approximated by a single DOA.

For this reason, the channel models speci�ed by COST 207 [COS89] for transmission

over RA channels are used, with the additional introduction of a single DOA for each

user assigned to the considered BS. The resulting channel model is termed modi�ed

COST 207 RA channel model. For the urban propagation environment two cases are

considered. First, for a non{hilly urban environment, the channel models speci�ed by

COST 207 [COS89] for transmission over TU are used by assigning two uniformly and

statistically independent DOAs to the P sinusoids mentioned above in this section, see

also (2.6), for the directional channel impulse responses of each user. This is a typical

situation of the directional inhomogeneity of the mobile radio channel in a non{hilly ur-

ban environment [KMT96, PFBP99]. The resulting channel model is termed modi�ed

COST 207 TU channel model. Second, for a hilly urban environment, the channel mod-

els speci�ed by COST 207 [COS89] for transmission over BU are used by assigning 30

equidistant DOAs in an impinging range of 30Æ, thus modeling an angular spread (AS),

which is a realistic situation in such propagation environment types [KMT96, BBJ95].

The resulting channel model is termed modi�ed COST 207 BU channel model. The di-

rectional inhomogeneity adopted for the modi�ed COST 207 channel models is illustrated

in Fig. 2.3.

The modi�ed COST 207 channel models presented in this section do not incorporate

the directional inhomogeneity of the mobile radio channel in a realistic manner, but they

can be used for investigating adaptive antennas in a tutorial manner, compared to the

use of single antennas, and obtaining upper bounds for the performance of systems with

adaptive antennas. However, when evaluating adaptive antenna concepts for real world
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mobile radio applications, more sophisticated directional channel models should be used,

which model the real world properties of the mobile radio channel, see Section 2.2.1, in

a more realistic way. Such models are the geometry{based UKL 2 directional channel

models described in the next section.

2.3.3 UKL 2 directional channel models

In this section the UKL 2 directional channel models are briey described according

to [SP97, SP98b], and a parametrization of the UKL 2 directional channel models for

di�erent propagation environments is presented. These models o�er a more realistic

approach to the directional inhomogeneity of the mobile radio channel, compared to the

modi�ed COST 207 channel models of Section 2.3.2. The UKL 2 directional channel

models are an evolution of the UKL directional channel models presented in [BBJ95,

Bla98]. In addition to the advantages o�ered by the UKL channel models, the UKL 2

directional channel models

� enable the modeling of the movement of an MS in a mobile radio scenario, and

� reduce considerably the number of necessary scatterers for producing the channel

impulse responses on the digital computer.

In the following, the main topics connected with the UKL 2 directional channel models

are described and the parameters for three mobile radio propagation environments are

established.

The transmission channel between an MS and a BS with single antennas is considered in

the following. The channel impulse response at a time instance t is created by a linear

superposition of Ke impulse responses, the number Ke of which is much greater than

one [Bla98, H�oh90, H�oh92]. Further, only those impulse responses are considered, which

are produced by single reection, single scattering, or single di�raction [BBJ95, Bla98].

Moreover, a line of sight connection between the MS and the BS is excluded. A time delay

� (ke), a Doppler frequency f
(ke)
D , a zero phase �(ke), a direction of departure '

(ke)
s , a DOA

'
(ke)
e , and a gain factor �(ke) are assigned to each impulse response ke, ke = 1 : : :Ke [Bla98].

The quantities � (ke), f
(ke)
D , '

(ke)
e , '

(ke)
s , and �(ke) assigned to each impulse response ke,

ke = 1 : : :Ke, can be directly determined by the position (x
(ke)
s ; y

(ke)
s ) of a scatterer (S)

relative to the position of the MS and the BS, and the velocity vector ~v of the MS [Bla98],

see Fig. 2.4. In Fig. 2.4 d is the distance between the MS and the BS, r
(ke)
1 is the distance

between the MS and the scatterer ke, r
(ke)
2 is the distance between the scatterer ke and the

BS, ~v is the velocity vector of the MS, and 'v is the angle characterizing the direction of

movement of the MS [Bla98]. Finally, the zero phase �(ke) of the ke{th impulse response
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Figure 2.4. De�nition of parameters for the UKL 2 directional channel models

is assumed to be generated from a uniform distribution in the interval [0; 2�]. Then, if

the gain factor for each impulse response is given by [Bla98]

a(ke) =
�0�

r
(ke)
1 r

(ke)
2

��=2 ; ke = 1 : : :Ke ; (2.7)

i.e., all Ke scattering processes are characterized by the constant factor �0 [Bla98], the

di�erential directional channel impulse response at a reference point (RP) of the BS is

given by [Bla98]

g
d
(�; t; ') =

KeX
ke=1

a0

r
(ke)
1 r

(ke)
2

� e j
�
2�f

(ke)
D t+�(ke)

�
� Æ
�
� � � (ke)

�
� Æ
�
'� '(ke)e

�
; (2.8)

see also the analysis of Section 2.2.1 concerning the di�erential directional channel im-

pulse responses. In the case that multi{antenna con�gurations are used at the BS and

K users are simultaneously active, a di�erential directional channel impulse response

g(k;ka)
d

(�; t; '), for each user k, k = 1 : : :K, and each antenna ka, ka = 1 : : :Ka, can be

de�ned by taking into account the antenna positions relative to the RP of the BS [Bla98],

see also Section 2.3.2.

In order to model the propagation geometrically, a circular area of radius Rs, called
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Figure 2.5. Hierarchical division of the scenario area into non{relevant scatterers, scat-

tering areas, and scatterers

scenario area and representing an instantaneous scenario, is covered with scatterers obey-

ing a uniform distribution in the (x; y) plane, see Fig. 2.5. The position of the scatterers

within the scenario area is not changed. The BS is placed at the center of the scenario

area and the position of an MS is randomly distributed within the scenario area. Then,

the scenario area is hierarchically subdivided into

1. Regions with scatterers which are not relevant for the link between the considered

MS and the BS.

2. Nz circular scattering areas each of diameter D(nz), nz = 1 : : :Nz. The scattering
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areas may represent, e.g., urban or suburban ensembles of buildings. The scattering

area 1 with diameter D(1) is always placed around the considered MS.

3. Np
(nz) scatterers which are de�ned by each circular scattering area nz, nz = 1 : : :Nz.

These scatterers model, e.g., individual buildings or spots on a building from which

scattered electromagnetic waves originate.

An example of the hierarchy of the UKL 2 directional channel models is shown in Fig. 2.5

with

Nz = 2; Np
(1) = 9; Np

(2) = 8: (2.9)

The above mentioned model allows the movement of the MS by simultaneously moving

the scattering area 1 placed around the MS [SP97, SP98b]. As the MS takes another

position within the scenario area, the scattering area 1 de�nes a new number of scatterers

Np
(1), which are relevant for the link between the considered MS and the BS. However,

if there are additional scattering areas within the scenario area which do not pertain

to a certain user, these scattering areas do not change their position as the MS moves

within the scenario area [SP97, SP98b]. Compared to the UKL channel models de�ned

in [BBJ95, Bla98], the UKL 2 directional channel models

� allow the modeling of the movement of the MS by de�ning a scenario area and

distinguishing relevant scatterers from non{relevant scatterers for the considered

link, and

� do not contain the hierarchy level of circular scatterers of the UKL channel mod-

els, thus considerably reducing the number of propagation paths, and consequently

the simulation time for producing directional channel impulse responses. Never-

theless, the UKL 2 directional channel models retain the accuracy of the UKL

channel models concerning the characteristics of the produced channel impulse re-

sponses [SP97, SP98b].

Based on the UKL directional channel models [BBJ95, Bla98], a parametrization for

the UKL 2 directional channel models is presented in the rest of this section. The model

parameters for three typical macrocellular propagation environments are proposed. These

environments are the rural, urban, and dense urban propagation environments. The

constellation of the scattering areas for these environments are shown in Fig. 2.6 and

correspond to the model types rural, urban 1, and urban 2 of the UKL directional channel

models [BBJ95, Bla98]. As already mentioned above in this section, the scattering area 1,

which is always centered around the MS, follows the movement of the MS, whereas the

position of the additional scattering area 2, if present, remains unchanged while the MS

moves. The proposed parameters are shown in Table 2.1, and the resulting model types

are addressed as the UKL 2 rural, urban, and dense urban channel models in the rest
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Table 2.1. Parameters for the models rural, urban and dense urban

Rs

km
Nz

D
(1)

km
D

(2)

km
Np

�N
(1)

p
�N
(2)

p

rural 5 1 0.1 - 6000 10 -

urban 2 2 0.5 0.25 1500 20 10

dense urban 2 2 0.5 0.25 1500 20 10

of the thesis. In Table 2.1 �N
(1)
p and �N

(2)
p denote the mean number of relevant scatterers

for the �rst and second scattering area, respectively. The averaging has been performed

over 104 independent scenarios. In the next section of this chapter, a novel approach for

a uni�ed treatment of the di�erent mobile radio channel types is presented.

2.4 A novel approach for a uni�ed treatment of the

di�erent propagation environments

2.4.1 General

The channel impulse responses are typical of the environment and the mobility scenarios

of the MSs [BARY95, FL96, BBS97]. For each mobile radio scenario, which is determined

by the topology and the morphology of the considered environment, the cell and cluster

sizes, and the distribution of BSs and MSs, these channel impulse responses have typical

properties [BBS97]. As shown in Section 2.2.1, a channel impulse response is made up

by partial waves leaving the transmitter and impinging at the receiver with a variety of

directions at the receiver locations. Moreover, the channel impulse responses can be ex-

pressed by time variant di�erential directional channel impulse responses in combination

with the characteristics of the applied antennas, see (2.5). However, in order to investi-

gate the performance of mobile radio systems on the computer, the mobile radio channel

including its directional properties is described by directional channel models, see Sec-

tion 2.3. In this thesis, in order to evaluate adaptive antenna concepts for the considered

TD{CDMA mobile radio system, a general classi�cation into large cell and small cell

channel types is adopted. In order to de�ne the large cell and the small cell channel type,

it is assumed that the full solid angle domain 4� is discretized into Ks >> 1 di�erential

elements of size 4�=Ks. Then, a time discrete directional channel impulse response in the

equivalent lowpass domain, which is derived by sampling the continuous time directional

channel impulse response at time instants equal to the inverse of the bandwidth utilized

by the investigated mobile radio system, is characterized in general by KsW complex ele-

ments [BPW99], where W is the total dimension of the time discrete directional channel

impulse along the delay axis [Ste95]. In what follows, the characteristics of the large cell

and the small channel type are presented.
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Figure 2.7. Exemplary scenario of a large cell channel type

2.4.2 Large cell channel type

For the large cell channel type it is assumed that the multipath propagation arises due to

Kd
(k) scattering areas for each MS k, k = 1 : : :K. Each scattering area contains uniformly

distributed local scatterers and is modeled by a circle of radius �(kd), kd = 1 : : :Kd
(k), see

also Section 2.3.3. The radius �(kd) of each scattering area is assumed to be small compared

to the distance D(kd), kd = 1 : : :Kd
(k), of its center to the BS site. Therefore, in the large

cell channel type it can be assumed that signals coming from an MS impinge at the BS

only from a limited number K
(k)
d << Ks of di�erent directions. In this case, a directional

channel impulse response is determined byK
(k)
d W complex elements. In Fig. 2.7 a scenario

with a single MS is depicted where there are Kd
(k) equal to two scattering areas, i.e., two

directional channel impulse responses arise at the BS receiver. The modi�ed COST 207

RA, the modi�ed COST 207 TU, the UKL 2 rural, and the UKL 2 urban channel models

belong to this channel type and, as it will be presented in Chapter 5, they can be treated in

the same manner with respect to channel estimation in TD{CDMA mobile radio systems.
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Figure 2.8. Exemplary scenario of a small cell channel type

2.4.3 Small cell channel type

In the small cell channel type it is assumed that the radius �(k) of the single scattering

area valid for each user k, k = 1 : : :K, see Fig. 2.8, is in the order of the distance

between the MS and the BS. Therefore, it is reasonable that each of the W elements

of a channel impulse response is associated with only a single direction of incidence,

see also [VTP97] for a similar assumption. In this case, a directional channel impulse

response is determined by only W complex elements. The modi�ed COST 207 BU and

the UKL 2 dense urban channel models belong to the small cell channel type because of

the directional characteristics of the produced channel impulse responses [BPW99]. As

for the models of the large cell channel type, see Section 2.4.2, the models of the small

channel type are treated in the same manner, when channel estimation is performed in

TD{CDMA, see Chapter 5 for a detailed analysis. However, before dealing with data

detection and channel estimation in TD{CDMA with adaptive antennas, see Chapter 4

and Chapter 5, respectively, antenna diversity techniques and the di�erent antenna types

used for applying antenna diversity in mobile radio are briey treated in the Chapter 3.
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3 Antenna diversity and antenna types

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter a brief summary of antenna diversity techniques for mobile radio systems

is provided based on [BBS97, Bla98]. Further, the di�erent antenna types, which are

of special interest to this thesis, i.e., the antenna types used for realizing spatial macro

diversity and spatial micro diversity, are described according to [BBS97]. As already

mentioned in Section 1.3, antenna diversity techniques, including adaptive antennas, are

treated in a uni�ed manner with respect to the application of JD in TD{CDMA. The

bene�ts of using antenna diversity with respect to JD in TD{CDMA are investigated in

depth in Chapter 4.

3.2 Antenna diversity

As already mentioned in Section 2.2.2, the use of the multiple access method CDMA cre-

ates MAI at the receiver. Moreover, both time variance and frequency selectivity of the

mobile radio channel, see Section 2.2.1, are undesired in mobile radio communications,

because they increase the sensitivity of the receiver to MAI [Hess93, BBS97]. Therefore, if

a certain quality of service [HV99] has to be guaranteed, the increased sensitivity to MAI

has to be compensated by reducing MAI [BBS97]. Such a reduction can be achieved by

decreasing the number of users per cell and/or increasing the cluster size, both of which

directly lower capacity [BBS97]. It is well known that the detrimental e�ects of time

variance and frequency selectivity can be combatted by diversity, i.e., by transmitting the

desired signal not only over one, but over several channels, and by properly combining the

channel output signals at the receiver [KSS95, BBS97, BSPJ97, Bla98]. The more uncor-

related these channels are, the more pronounced the bene�ts of diversity become [BBS97].

As another positive aspect of diversity, the di�erences of MAI powers and time variance

on the di�erent channels lead to interferer diversity, which can be exploited to improve

the resulting MAI statistics [Ste96]. In the case of single port antennas at the transmitter

and receiver, two of the possible ways to translate the diversity principles into action are

time diversity, realized, e.g., by interleaving in combination with FEC (Forward Error

Correction) coding [Vit95], and frequency diversity, realized, e.g., by frequency hopping

or spreading (CDMA) [BBS97]. In both cases, in fact di�erent channels are not actually

used, but one and the same channel is accessed at di�erent instants of time or at di�erent

carrier frequencies [BBS97].

A basically di�erent diversity approach is antenna diversity, which is characterized by

employing for each BS and/or MS instead of only one single port antenna a number of

such antennas which are separately accessible. If these antennas are closely spaced, an

antenna array is produced [Haa97a]. According to (2.5) the propagation environment
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Figure 3.1. Multiport network (taken from [BBS97])

o�ers the potential to obtain, depending on the chosen antennas, a variety of more or

less independent channel impulse responses between each pair of transmitter and receiver

locations. Antenna diversity can be applied as the only diversity approach or in addition

to, e.g., time diversity and frequency diversity [BBS97]. However, it should be mentioned

that there is a limit to the total diversity bene�t achievable [BBS97, Bla98].

With the antenna numbers K
(BS)
a and K

(MS)
a at the BS and the MS, respectively, the

antenna system can be considered as a multiport network [BBS97]. Fig. 3.1 shows such a

network for the case K
(BS)
a equal to three and K

(MS)
a equal to two. The multiport network

is characterized by K
(BS)
a �K(MS)

a channel impulse responses h(�;�)(�; t), � 2 f1 : : :K(BS)
a g,

� 2 f1 : : :K(MS)
a g, see Fig. 3.1. Each of these impulse responses originates by a weighted

superposition of the impulse responses of a selection of paths, the weighting and selection

being determined by the characteristics of the employed antennas, see also Section 2.2.1.

In contrast to time diversity or frequency diversity with single port antennas at both sta-

tions, novel channels are generated by antenna diversity, and a new dimension of diversity

is opened by the following basic e�ects [BBS97]:

� Introduction of additional paths: Sets of paths not used for the transmission of the

signal when employing single port antennas can be made usable.

� Path separation: Portions of the same signal transmitted over di�erent sets of paths

can be separately received and processed.
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Figure 3.2. Macro structure: Di�erent wavefronts impinge at each of the antenna locations

(taken from [BBS97])

� Reuse of paths: Portions of a signal having traveled over a set of paths can be used

several times with di�erent complex weightings.

On account of space limitations at the MSs, multi{antenna con�gurations can be much

easier implemented at the BSs. Therefore, only multi{antenna con�gurations at the BSs

are considered in this thesis, with the number of BS antennas termed Ka, see also Chap-

ter 2. However, it is known that antenna diversity techniques can be also utilized at the

MSs [FBB95].

According to [BBS97], multi{antenna arrangements are classi�ed into macro structures

and micro structures. The di�erence between these two antenna types will be explained

next in this chapter by considering the receiver side of multi{antenna systems.

3.3 Antenna types

3.3.1 Macro structures

In the case of macro structures, the Ka antennas are so far apart, e.g., tens of wavelengths,

that di�erent wavefronts impinge at each of the Ka antenna locations, see Fig. 3.2. Macro

structures enable spatial macro diversity [SBS66, BSPJ97, Bla98, BBS97] and can be im-

plemented in the form of BS diversity and of remote antennas. By spatial macro diversity

additional paths are introduced [BBS97], see the analysis presented in Section 3.2.

In the following, it is shown how the channel impulse responses h(ka)(�; t), ka = 1 : : :Ka,

result from the di�erential directional channel impulse responses introduced in Section 2.1,

see (2.4), when macro structures are used at the BS. Here, for each of the Ka antenna

locations a di�erent set of directional channel impulse responses contained in the matrix
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Figure 3.3. Micro structure: Each antenna is hit by the same impinging wavefronts (taken

from [BBS97])

G(ka)
c (#; ';�;�; �; t), ka = 1 : : :Ka, is valid. If it is assumed that all Ka antennas are

equal and equally oriented, i.e., the characteristics of each antenna are described by the

vector f r(�;�), see (2.3), then the Ka channel impulse responses are expressed as [BBS97]

h(ka)(�; t) =

Z Z Z Z
#;�=0:::�
';�=0:::2�

f
T
r (�;�) �G(ka)

c (#; ';�;�; �; t) � f t(#; ') � sin# � d # �

sin� � d� � d' � �d�; ka = 1 : : :Ka; (3.1)

where f t(#; ') is de�ned in (2.2). As seen from (3.1), the use of macro structures has

the e�ect that Ka channel impulse responses exist between the BS and each MS, which

experience more or less independent fading processes. Owing to space diversity, the

e�ective fading depths can be reduced by appropriately combining the received signals,

e.g., by maximal ratio combining (MRC) [BSPJ97, Bla98, BBS97]. However, depending

on the directional properties of the received signals, it is necessary to separate the receiver

antennas by rather large distances in order to guarantee for independent fading processes.

Concerning the TD{CDMA air interface, which is considered in this thesis, the use of

the space diversity concept implemented by the class of macro structures is analyzed in

Chapter 9 when comparing the uplink with the downlink performance. In the next section,

the class of micro structures is considered. Micro structures are of special interest in this

thesis, since they are used for implementing adaptive antennas in the TD{CDMA air

interface.
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RP

� �=2

Figure 3.4. Cross con�guration with Ka = 10 antennas

3.3.2 Micro structures

In the case of micro structures, the Ka antennas are so closely spaced that each of the

antennas is hit by the same impinging wavefronts, although with di�erent delays, see

Fig. 3.3. Practical concepts which apply micro structures are the following [BBS97]:

� Polarization diversity realized by a set of Ka co{located antennas with di�erent

orientations of polarization [ETO93], which results in path separation and in the

introduction of additional paths.

� Field component diversity realized by a set of Ka antennas, with di�erent an-

tennas having di�erent characteristics for the electric and magnetic �eld compo-
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nents [Lee82, Lee89]. This leads to path separation and to the introduction of

additional paths.

� Directional diversity realized by a set of Ka co{located directional antennas covering

di�erent solid angles [BJSB96], which leads to path separation.

� Spatial micro diversity realized by antenna arrays of Ka generally equal and equally

oriented antennas at closely spaced locations [FHNP95], which has the e�ect of path

reuse and path separation.

The last of the above mentioned concepts applying micro structures, i.e., spatial micro

diversity, is of special interest in this thesis. Practical antenna con�gurations which

belong to the class of micro structures and realize spatial micro diversity are the centro{

symmetric array con�gurations, e.g., uniform linear arrays (ULAs), uniform rectangular

arrays (URAs), and cross array con�gurations. In Fig. 3.4 a cross array con�guration is

shown withKa equal to ten antenna elements. The centro{symmetric array con�gurations

are the most important antenna types in this thesis, because they can be used for applying

adaptive antenna concepts in TD{CDMA mobile radio systems. Throughout this thesis

it is assumed that the used centro{symmetric array con�gurations are free from errors

and perturbations. As mentioned in Section 1.3, in real systems these ideal conditions

are practically not met and the system performance is inuenced by the amount the real

conditions deviate from the ideal ones [God97a]. Therefore, array calibration techniques

should always support the operation of adaptive antennas. However, the consideration of

array calibration techniques is beyond the scope of this thesis. For a detailed consideration

of array calibration the reader is referred to [PN97, PN98, Pen99].
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4 Data detection

4.1 General

One of the �rst problems encountered when dealing with a communications system is the

data detection problem [Pro89]. This chapter deals with the problem of data detection

in the TD{CDMA uplink. The data detection problem for the downlink case is analyzed

separately and compared to the uplink in Chapter 9. It is noted that the analysis of this

chapter is done under the assumption that the channel impulse responses are perfectly

known at the BS receiver. The problem of channel estimation in TD{CDMA is treated

separately in Chapter 5.

4.2 System model

In this section the discrete time system model of a TD{CDMA air interface is described in

the equivalent lowpass domain. This system model considers only data block � of a trans-

mitted burst, see Fig. 1.2, since the analysis is similar for data block � [Kle96, Bla98].

It is assumed that TD{CDMA operates synchronously [Kle96, Na�95], and that burst

synchronization is achieved by using particular access and synchronization bursts, as it

is, e.g., the case in GSM [ETSI88]. First, the system model is derived for the use of a

single antenna at the BS. Then, the system model is considered, when multi{antenna

con�gurations are used at the BS receiver. The separate treatment of the single and

multi{antenna case will be useful for providing a novel view on the bene�ts o�ered by the

use of multi{antenna con�gurations in TD{CDMA, compared to single antennas. In the

following, the dimension of vectors as well as the dimensions of matrices are always given

in chips, see also Section 1.2 and Fig. 1.2.

When a single antenna is used at the BS receiver, the mobile radio channel can be char-

acterized by K channel impulse responses h(k) of dimension W [SK93], each valid for an

individual user k, k = 1 : : :K, see Fig. 4.1 and [Na�95, Ste95, Kle96, Bla98]. With the

user speci�c CDMA codes contained in the vector c(k) [Na�95, Kle96], k = 1 : : :K, of

dimension Q, the KNQ�KN block diagonal CDMA code matrix [PHFB97, PFBP99]

Cu = blockdiag
h
C(1) : : :C(K)

i
; (4.1)

C(k) = I(N) 
 c(k); k = 1 : : :K; (4.2)

can be formed. In (4.2) 
 denotes the Kronecker product [Gra81] and I(N) is the N �N

identity matrix, where N is the number of symbols contained in each data section of the
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Figure 4.1. Uplink system model for TD{CDMA, when a single antenna is used at the

BS

burst transmitted by each user, see Section 1.2 and Fig. 1.2. With the channel impulse

responses h(k) the (NQ +W � 1)�KNQ channel impulse response matrix

Hu;s =
h
H(1)

u;s : : :H
(K)
u;s

i
; (4.3)

h
H(k)

u;s

i
n+w�1;n

=

8>><
>>:

h(k)w ; w = 1 : : :W;

n = 1 : : :NQ

0 ; otherwise

can be obtained. According to (4.1) and (4.3), the system matrix [Kle96]

Au;s = Hu;s Cu (4.4)

can be established, when a single antenna is used at the BS receiver. If the data vectors

d(k), k = 1 : : :K, of all K users are combined to the total data vector [KB92b, Kle96]

d =
h
d(1)T : : :d(K)T

iT
(4.5)

of dimension KN , the received total signal originating from the K simultaneously trans-

mitted data vectors d(k), k = 1 : : :K, is represented by the vector [KB92b, Kle96, Na�95]

eu;s = Au;s d+ n (4.6)

of dimension NQ+W � 1, which contains, in addition to the desired signals, an additive

vector n, which represents the received intercell MAI [KB92b, Kle96].
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Figure 4.2. Structure of a block A(k)
u;s , see (4.9), of the system matrix Au;s, see (4.8)

An equivalent representation of the system model can be obtained by considering the com-

posite channel impulse response b(k), k = 1 : : :K, which is the convolution of the channel

impulse response h(k) and the user speci�c CDMA code c(k) [KB92b, Kle96, Na�95]:

b(k) = c(k) � h(k); k = 1 : : :K; (4.7)

where � denotes the operation of discrete convolution. b(k), k = 1 : : :K, has the dimension

(Q + W � 1) [KB92b]. With b
(k), k = 1 : : :K, given by (4.7), the system matrix is

determined as follows [Kle96]:

Au;s =
h
A(1)

u;s : : :A
(K)
u;s

i
(4.8)

h
A(k)

u;s

i
(n�1)Q+l;n

=

8>><
>>:

b
(k)
l ; n = 1 : : :N;

l = 1 : : :Q +W � 1;

0; otherwise:

(4.9)

Note that (4.8) is an expression equivalent to (4.4). In Fig. 4.2 the structure of a block

A(k)
u;s , k = 1 : : :K, is shown with the respective dimensions, see also [Kle96, Na�95].
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Figure 4.3. Uplink system model for TD{CDMA, when multi{antenna con�gurations are

used at the BS

When multi{antenna con�gurations of Ka antennas are used at the BS receiver, see

for instance Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3, the mobile radio channel can be characterized by

KKa channel impulse responses h(k;ka) [BBP97, Bla98], ka = 1 : : :Ka, k = 1 : : :K, see

Fig. 4.3. This characterization of the mobile radio channel includes the use of any multi{

antenna con�guration at the BS receiver. With the channel impulse responses h(k;ka) the

Ka(NQ +W � 1)�KNQ channel impulse response matrix

Hu;m =
h
H(1)T

u;m : : :H(Ka)T
u;m

iT
(4.10)

H(ka)
u;m =

h
H(1;ka)

u;m : : :H(K;ka)
u;m

i

h
H(k;ka)

u;m

i
n+w�1;n

=

8>><
>>:

h(k;ka)w ; w = 1 : : :W;

n = 1 : : : NQ

0 ; otherwise

can be obtained. Then, according to (4.10) and (4.1), the system matrix

Au;m = Hu;m Cu (4.11)

can be established when multi{antenna con�gurations are used at the BS receiver. Cu

of (4.1) is valid for both the single antenna and the multi{antenna case, compare (4.4)

and (4.11). However, this is not the case for the channel impulse response matrix Hu;m,

compare (4.3) and (4.10). However, in analogy to the single antenna system, see (4.6),

the received total signal from all Ka antennas and all K users is expressed by [BBNS94,

BHP97, Bla98]

eu;m = Au;m d+ n: (4.12)
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eu;m and n of (4.12) have dimension Ka(NQ +W � 1). (4.12) includes the use of any

multi{antenna con�guration at the BS. This explains the fact that data detection in TD{

CDMA is treated in a uni�ed manner when antenna diversity is considered, including the

use of adaptive antennas, see also Section 1.3.

An equivalent representation of the system model with multi{antenna con�gurations at

the BS receiver can be obtained by the composite channel impulse responses [Na�95]

b(k;ka) = c(k) � h(k;ka); k = 1 : : :K; ka = 1 : : :Ka: (4.13)

As in the single antenna system, b(k;ka), k = 1 : : :K, ka = 1 : : :Ka, has the dimension

(Q+W � 1). With b(k;ka), k = 1 : : :K, ka = 1 : : :Ka, given by (4.13) the system matrix

of (4.11) is equivalently de�ned as [Bla98]

Au;m =

2
64

A(1;1)
u;m : : : A(K;1)

u;m
...

...

A(1;Ka)
u;m : : : A(K;Ka)

u;m

3
75 (4.14)

h
A(k;ka)

u;m

i
(n�1)Q+l;n

=

8>><
>>:

b
(kka)
l ; n = 1 : : :N;

l = 1 : : :Q +W � 1;

0; otherwise:

(4.15)

The structure of each block A(k;ka)
u;m , k = 1 : : :K, ka = 1 : : :Ka, is the same as the structure

of A(k)
u;s shown in Fig. 4.2.

In the following, a novel approach concerning data detection in TD{CDMA is presented.

This approach aims at illustrating the main di�erence between single and multi{antenna

systems by comparing the received total signal eu;s of (4.6) with the received signal eu;m of

(4.12). (4.6) and (4.12) represent linear systems of equations [BPW99], where the number

of unknowns, i.e., the KN data symbols of the K simultaneously active users contained

in the total data vector d, see (4.5), remains unchanged, when more than one antenna

is used at the BS receiver. However, the number of components of the received total

signal eu;m in (4.12) is Ka times larger than the number of components of the received

total signal eu;s in (4.6). Equivalently stated, although the number of components of the

total data vector d remains unchanged when more than one antenna is used at the BS

receiver, the number of equations becomes Ka times larger. This increase of the number

of equations while the number of unknowns remains unchanged is known as the problem

of appending additional rows to a linear system of equations in estimation theory and

computational analysis [Gol69, LH74], and leads to an improvement of the estimation or

the computation of the vector containing the unknown parameters. Concerning (4.6) and

(4.12), the previous statement means that an improved estimation quality of the total

data vector d is expected when (4.12) is applied, compared to the case where (4.6) is

used. The improvement of the estimation quality of d when multi{antenna con�gurations
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are used is valid for both macro and micro structures, see Section 3.3 and Section 3.4,

respectively [BPW99]. However, the amount of the improvement achieved by each con�g-

uration depends on the mobile radio channel type in which the system operates [BPW99].

In Sections 4.3 and 4.4 it is shown that the increase of the number of equations while keep-

ing the number of unknowns unchanged can be directly translated into a more favourable

structure of the matrix A�T
u;mAu;m, see (4.11), valid for multi{antenna systems, compared

to the matrix A�T
u;sAu;s, see (4.4), valid for single antenna systems. This more favourable

structure directly depends on the channel type where the multi{antenna con�guration is

used. Before proceeding with the investigation of the inuence of the channel type on the

structure of Au;m, though, the data detection algorithms for TD{CDMA are considered

in the following section, where the importance of the above mentioned matrices A�T
u;sAu;s

and A�T
u;mAu;m for single and multi{antenna systems, respectively, is illustrated.

4.3 Detection algorithms

4.3.1 Preliminaries

In this section the main types of equalizer algorithms developed for TD{CDMA are de-

scribed. For a detailed analysis of the di�erent equalizers applicable to TD{CDMA the

reader is referred to [Kle96]. The task of the equalization or data detection algorithms is

to determine an estimate d̂ of the total data vector d, see (4.5), based on the received

total signal eu;s of (4.6) or eu;m of (4.12). In TD{CDMA mobile radio systems the data

detection algorithms require a priori information about [Kle96]

� the CDMA codes c(k), k = 1 : : :K, of all users, see (4.2),

� the channel impulse responses h(k), k = 1 : : :K, for the single antenna case, see

(4.3), or h(k;ka), k = 1 : : :K, ka = 1 : : :Ka, for the multi{antenna case, see (4.10),

� the data symbol alphabet V d of size j Vd j equal to M ,

� in some cases the covariance matrix

Rd = E
�
d d�T

	
(4.16)

of the total data vector d, see (4.5), and

� in some cases the covariance matrix

Rn = E
�
n n�T

	
(4.17)

of the additive intercell MAI vector n, see (4.6) and (4.12).

The data detection algorithms for TD{CDMA can be divided into three general categories:
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� Maximum likelihood algorithms,

� linear algorithms, and

� algorithms with decision feedback.

As already mentioned in Section 1.2, one of the most important characteristics of TD{

CDMA is the use of JD. Therefore, in the following we concentrate on JD techniques [KB92b,

Kle96], and the most important data detection algorithms derived for TD{CDMA are de-

scribed.

4.3.2 Maximum likelihood algorithms

In this section two optimum algorithms performing JD are briey described. According

to the approach of [Kay93], these algorithms belong to the classical estimation algo-

rithms, since the total data vector d of (4.5) to be estimated is unknown, but deter-

ministic. It is noted that these algorithms are an extension of the algorithms presented

in [KIH82a, KIH83, Ver86] for the single path channel. For a more detailed analysis the

reader is referred to [Kle96].

The �rst optimum equalizer described in this section is the maximum likelihood sequence

estimator (MLSE). The MLSE minimizes the sequence error probability, which is equiva-

lent to maximizing the conditional probability Prob fd j eg with respect to the total data

vector d when the received total vector e is given at the receiver [Kle96]. e stands for one of

the received signals of (4.6) or (4.12) for the single antenna or the multi{antenna case, re-

spectively. The estimate determined by the MLSE is given by [For72, Ett76, Ver86, Kle96]

d̂MLSE = arg max
d2V KN

d

Prob fd j eg = arg min
d2VKN

d

j e�A d j2; (4.18)

where arg denotes the argument of the function, and A expresses one of the system ma-

trices Au;s, see (4.4), or Au;m, see (4.11), for the single antenna or the multi{antenna case,

respectively. The MLSE minimizes the squared Euclidean distance between the received

vector e and the noise{free received vector A d. The estimated vector d̂MLSE is the total

data vector, which has most likely been transmitted among all possible transmitted data

vectors [Kle96]. The MLSE de�ned by (4.18) can be realized by using an extended ver-

sion of the Viterbi algorithm [Ett76, Ver86], the number of states of which is determined

by [Kle96]

1. the maximum number of data symbols which contribute to a single sample ei, i =

1 : : : NQ + W � 1 for the single antenna and i = 1 : : :Ka(NQ + W � 1) for the

multi{antenna case, of the received vector e, which form the ISI, and
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2. the number of simultaneously active users K, which form the MAI in CDMA sys-

tems, see also Section 2.2.2 and Section 3.2.

For K equal to eight users, for the size of the symbol alphabet M equal to four, and Ka

equal to one, the number of states of the Viterbi algorithm takes on extremely high values

(in the order of 1013). This implies that the unrealistically high computational cost of the

MLSE makes its implementation with today's hardware impossible [Kle96]. Therefore,

suboptimum linear equalizer algorithms have been developed for TD{CDMA, which are

feasible in realtime, see Section 4.3.3.

The second optimum equalizer performing JD for TD{CDMA mobile radio systems is

the maximum likelihood symbol{by{symbol estimator (MLSSE). The MLSSE minimizes

the symbol error probability, which is equivalent to maximizing the conditional probabil-

ity Prob
�
dj j e

	
for each data symbol dj when the received total vector e is provided at

the receiver [Kle96]. The estimate determined by the MLSSE is given by [HR90, Kle96]

d̂MLSSE;j = arg max
dj2V d

Prob
�
dj j e

	
; j = 1 : : :KN: (4.19)

d̂MLSSE;j, j = 1 : : :KN , see (4.19), is the data symbol which has most likely been transmit-

ted among all possible transmitted data symbols [Kle96]. The MLSSE performs slightly

better than the MLSE, but is even more complex than the MLSE [Kle96]. Therefore,

as in the case of the MLSE, the unrealistically high computational cost of the MLSSE

excludes its realtime implementation.

4.3.3 Linear and decision feedback algorithms

4.3.3.1 General

The unrealistically high computational cost for implementing the optimum MLSE and

MLSSE, see Section 4.3.2, has led to the development of suboptimum estimators for TD{

CDMA [Kle96]. In contrast to the optimum estimators of Section 4.3.2, the estimators

presented in [Kle96] are suboptimum in the sense that they deliver estimates of the total

data vector d of (4.5) without using the constraint that d is taken from a speci�c data

symbol alphabet V d during the estimation process [Kle96, Kay93]. However, they can be

implemented with today's hardware and their performance meets the speci�cations for

the realtime operation of TD{CDMA [MSW97b, BEM98a, BEM98b].

The suboptimum data detection algorithms developed for TD{CDMA can be classi�ed

into two main categories [Kle96]:

� Linear algorithms and
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� algorithms with decision feedback.

A thorough investigation of the algorithms with decision feedback applicable to TD{

CDMA can be found in [Kle96]. The linear algorithms are [Kle96]

� the decorrelating matched �lter (DMF),

� the zero forcing block linear equalizer (ZF{BLE), and

� the minimum mean square error block linear equalizer (MMSE{BLE).

From the above mentioned linear algorithms without feedback which perform JD, the

ZF{BLE is the state of the art algorithm for TD{CDMA with single antennas [MSW97b],

which makes JD one of the main features of the TD{CDMA mobile radio air interface, see

also Section 1.2. The ZF{BLE outperforms the DMF and performs equally well with the

MMSE{BLE [Kle96], whereas the computational cost of the ZF{BLE is smaller than the

one of the MMSE{BLE. Therefore, the ZF{BLE is exclusively considered in this thesis.

Based on the ZF{BLE, a novel view on the JD process in TD{CDMA is presented in the

following section.

4.3.3.2 ZF{BLE

The received total signal in TD{CDMA is determined by one of the equations (4.6) or

(4.12), see Section 4.2. Here, in order to deal generally with the ZF{BLE, we express the

received signal as

e = A d+ n; (4.20)

where e stands for one of the received total signals of (4.6) or (4.12), and the system matrix

A expresses one of the system matrices Au;s of (4.6) or Au;m of (4.12), respectively, see

also Section 4.3.2. In (4.20), e is known at the receiver. This is also approximately true

for the system matrixA with the accuracy of A depending on the accuracy of the channel

impulse response estimates [BPW99]. As already mentioned in Section 4.1, throughout

this chapter the channel impulse responses are assumed to be perfectly known at the

receiver. Consequently, A is also assumed to be perfectly known. Further, the vectors d

and n in (4.20) are unknown. However, the covariance matrix Rn of n, see (4.17), shall

be assumed to be known. The task of data detection consists in determining d, see (4.5),

from (4.20). This equation can be considered as a linear system of equations for the KN

unknown data symbols contained in d, see also the analysis of Section 4.2. Then, by

applying the ZF{BLE to perform JD, a linear estimate [Kle96, Na�95, Bla98]

d̂ =
�
A�TR�1

n A
�
�1
A�TR�1

n e =M e (4.21)
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for d can be obtained from (4.20), where [POB99]

M =
�
A�TR�1

n A
�
�1
A�TR�1

n : (4.22)

If the expression for e in (4.20) is substituted into (4.21), the equation

d̂ = d +M n = d+ nout (4.23)

is valid, where

nout =M n: (4.24)

(4.23) and (4.24) o�er a novel view on the JD process in TD{CDMA, when the channel

impulse responses h(k), k = 1 : : :K, see (4.3), or h(k;ka), k = 1 : : :K, ka = 1 : : :Ka, see

(4.10), for the single antenna or the multi{antenna case, respectively, are known at the

receiver [BPW99, POB99]. The JD process according to (4.23) is transparent for the data

transmitted by the users assigned to the considered BS [BPW99, POB99]. The only e�ect

of the JD process is a transformation of the input intercell MAI vector n, see (4.20), into

an output MAI vector nout according to (4.24) [BPW99, POB99]. This transformation

depends on the information contained in the matrixM, i.e., the channel type, the CDMA

codes c(k), k = 1 : : :K, and the used antenna con�guration at the BS receiver, and not

on the way the user data are coded, interleaved, and modulated [BPW99, POB99]. Since

(4.23) and (4.24) are also valid for the case where adaptive antennas are used [Bla98],

one should not explicitly think of DOAs and beamforming techniques performed at the

BS receiver, whenM, see (4.22), is applied to the received signal of (4.20). If the channel

impulse responses for the links between each user and each antenna are known at the

BS receiver, see Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.3, the ZF{BLE performs optimally among all linear

detectors which perform JD. It is noted, though, that the equivalent receiver represen-

tation of [BHP97, PWBB98], which explicitly includes the beamformers for the DOAs

of each user, is valid. However, since the representation of [BHP97, PWBB98] departs

considerably from the straightforward explanation of the e�ect of JD in TD{CDMA of-

fered by (4.23) and (4.24), that representation is not followed in this thesis. Moreover,

the straightforward explanation of the e�ect of JD of according to (4.23) and (4.24) con-

stitutes the basic step for the formulation of a novel simulation concept for TD{CDMA,

including the use of adaptive antennas, which o�ers a reduced computational cost com-

pared to the original simulation concept developed for TD{CDMA [Na�95, Bla98]. This

novel simulation concept is presented in detail in Chapter 6, where the e�ect of channel

estimation on the JD process is also included.

Additionally to the novel view on the JD process in TD{CDMA given by (4.23) and

(4.24), a relatively straightforward method for evaluating the system performance is pre-

sented in what follows. To this end, the covariance matrix Rn;out of the vector nout of

(4.24) is used, which is de�ned as [Kle96, Bla98]

Rn;out = E
�
nout n

�T
out

	
=
�
A�TR�1

n A
�
�1
: (4.25)
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Figure 4.4. Structure of the matrix A; Ka = 2, K = 2, N = 3, Q = 2, W = 2

In what follows in this chapter it is assumed that the additive intercell MAI noise vector n

is white and Gaussian distributed, i.e., Rn of (4.17) is expressed as [Ste95, Na�95, Kle96]

Rn = �2I(Ka(NQ+W�1)); (4.26)

where �2 denotes the noise power, which is assumed to be equal for all components of

n. The inuence of the intercell MAI covariance matrix Rn on the performance of TD{

CDMA is analyzed in detail in Section 7.4. For the scope of this chapter, if (4.26) is valid,

Rn;out takes the form

Rn;out = �2 Z�1; (4.27)

with

Z = A�T A: (4.28)

As it is shown in detail in Chapter 6, Rn;out of (4.27), and consequently the matrix Z

of (4.28), plays an important role for the signal{to{noise ratio (SNR) degradation in

TD{CDMA, which is the key quantity to characterize the system performance [BPW99]

according to the following rule: If the diagonal elements of Z�1 are small, a favourable

system performance is obtained, whereas large values of the diagonal elements of Z�1 lead

directly to degradations of the system performance, see Chapter 6 for a detailed analysis.

Therefore, because of the importance of Z, see (4.28), for TD{CDMA, in the rest of this

section it is explained how the structure of Z inuences the behaviour of TD{CDMA.
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Figure 4.5. Structure of the matrix Z; Ka = 2, K = 2, N = 3, Q = 2, W = 2

Setting out from the structure of the system matrix A, see (4.4), (4.11) and Fig. 4.2,

the matrix Z of (4.28) is Hermitian and consists of K2 blocks Z(k1;k2), k1 = 1 : : :K,

k2 = 1 : : :K, of dimensions N � N each. The diagonal blocks Z(k;k), k = 1 : : :K, are

Toeplitz and Hermitian matrices, whereas the o�{diagonal blocks Z(k1;k2), k1 6= k2, are

only Toeplitz. Figs. 4.4 and 4.5 illustrate the structure of the system matrix A and the

matrix Z, respectively, for

Ka = 2; K = 2; N = 3; Q = 2; W = 2; (4.29)

where the shaded regions in Figs. 4.5 and 4.5 indicate that the respective matrix element

is di�erent from zero. However, since

NQ +W � 1 >> Q +W � 1 (4.30)

is valid in TD{CDMA [Na�95, Kle96, Bla98], the blocks Z(k1;k2), k1 = 1 : : :K, k2 = 1 : : :K,

of Z, see (4.28), are rather sparse matrices and, in the general case where multi{antenna

con�gurations are employed at the BS receiver, they can be expressed in the following

fashion:

Z(k1;k2) =

KaX
ka=1

A(k1;ka)�TA(k2;ka); k1 = 1 : : :K; k2 = 1 : : :K: (4.31)

Then, the following Theorem holds, the proof of which is given in Appendix B.1:

Theorem: If the diagonal elements of the matrix Z, see (4.28), are multiplied by a constant

factor l greater than one, with the resulting matrix denoted as Zl, the diagonal elements

of Z�1l take lower values compared to the values of the diagonal elements of Z�1.

According to this Theorem, if the elements of the o�{diagonal blocks Z(k1;k2), k1 6= k2,

see for instance the blocks Z(1;2) and Z(2;1) of Fig. 4.5, take small values compared to the

values of the elements of the diagonal blocks Z(k;k), k = 1 : : :K, see the blocks Z(1;1) and
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Z
(2;2) of Fig. 4.5, i.e., if Z has a structure close to the block diagonal structure [Gant91],

it is expected that the diagonal elements of the inverse matrix Z�1, which determine the

SNR degradation and consequently the system performance [BPW99], take also small val-

ues and the system performance is favourable. In this case, the matrix Z is said to have

favourable structural properties. In contrast to this situation, if the elements of the o�{

diagonal blocks Z(k1;k2), k1 6= k2, take large values compared to the values of the elements

of the diagonal blocks Z(k;k), k = 1 : : :K, i.e., if the structure of Z di�ers considerably

from the block diagonal structure [Gant91], it is expected that the diagonal elements of

Z�1 take also large values and the system performance is degraded. In this case, the

matrix Z is said to have unfavourable structural properties. The unfavourable structure

of Z, see (4.28) and Fig. 4.5, is closely related to the code{channel mismatch problem,

which is treated in detail in Section 7.2. In Section 4.4 the conditions under which the

matrix Z has favourable structural properties, or, equivalently, o�ers a favourable system

behaviour, are investigated. Goal of the investigations is the illustration of the bene�ts

of adaptive antennas compared to single antennas.

4.4 Bene�ts of adaptive antennas

4.4.1 Introduction

In Section 3.4 centro{symmetric array con�gurations are described. Centro{symmetric

array con�gurations belong to the class of micro structures, and they are used for applying

adaptive antennas in mobile radio, see also Section 3.4. In this section, the bene�ts o�ered

by adaptive antennas are investigated both theoretically and by simulations for the two

channel types introduced in Section 2.4, i.e., the large cell and the small cell channel

type. In the simulations the modi�ed COST 207 channel models, see Section 2.3.2, are

used, which, in contrast to the more sophisticated UKL 2 directional channel models, see

Section 2.3.3, enable the investigation of adaptive antennas in a tutorial manner, see also

the analysis of Section 1.3.

4.4.2 Large cell channel type

When centro{symmetric array con�gurations are used in the large cell channel type, see

Section 2.4.2, there is a rather easy procedure for evaluating the bene�ts of adaptive

antennas in TD{CDMA. Without loss of generality we assume that the number of DOAs

Kd
(k) from user k, k = 1 : : :K, equals one, see Section 2.4.2 and Fig. 2.6. In this case,

the channel impulse response matrix H(k;ka), see (4.10), can be written in the following

fashion [PFBP99]

H(k;ka) = a
(k)
s;ka

�H(k)
d ; (4.32)
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Figure 4.6. Considered spatial scenario for the large cell channel type; modi�ed COST 207

RA channel model; K = 8 users

where a
(k)
s;ka

denotes the ka{th component of the user speci�c steering vector a
(k)
s [Haa97a,

BHP97], and H
(k)
d is the user speci�c channel impulse response matrix which contains

the directional channel impulse response, see Section 2.4.2, which pertains to user k,

k = 1 : : :K, and is measured by a single omnidirectional antenna positioned at the RP

of the centro{symmetric array con�guration used at the BS [BPW99, Bla98]. Then, the

(k; ka){th block A(k;ka), see (4.14) and Fig. 4.4, of the system matrix A is written as

A(k;ka) = a
(k)
s;ka

�A(k)
d ; (4.33)

where

A
(k)
d = H

(k)
d C(k); (4.34)

see (4.32) and (4.2). According to (4.33), (4.31) takes the simple form

Z(k1;k2) = a(k1)�Ts a(k2)s A
(k1)�T
d A

(k2)
d ; k1; k2 = 1 : : :K: (4.35)

In the worst case, where all user signals impinge from the same DOA,

a(k1)�Ts a(k2)s = Ka; k1; k2 = 1 : : :K; (4.36)
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holds. Therefore, according to (4.35), a centro{symmetric array con�guration o�ers a gain

factor equal to Ka compared to single antenna systems, since in this case the elements

of the matrix Z valid for the centro{symmetric array con�guration are Ka times larger

than the corresponding elements of the matrix Z valid for a single antenna. However, in

any other case of the spatial distribution of the user signals in the large cell channel type,

an additional gain factor is observed, since the values of the elements of the o�{diagonal

blocks of Z, see (4.28), take smaller values compared to the elements of the diagonal

blocks, see also the Theorem of Section 4.3.3.2. This is due to the fact that (4.36) holds

only in the case where the signals from users k1 and k2 impinge on the BS receiver from

the same DOA. In any other case, a
(k1)�T
s a

(k2)
s , k1 6= k2, delivers a smaller value than Ka,

cf. (4.36). As a �nal remark, it is noted that a simple channel assignment strategy, which

explicitly takes into account the DOAs of the impinging signals, would lead to a more

favourable behaviour of TD{CDMA in the large cell channel type, compared to the case

where the information about the DOAs is not explicitly taken into account, see Section 7.3

for a detailed analysis.

In order to illustrate the bene�ts of adaptive antennas in TD{CDMA for the large cell

channel type, the scenario depicted in Fig. 4.6 is considered. There are K equal to eight

users active in the same frequency band and time slot and, moreover, they are spatially

ideally separated, see Fig. 4.6. The chip duration Tc equals 0.5 �s. Further, the modi�ed

COST207 RA channel model introduced in Section 2.3.2, which belongs to the large cell

channel type, is used. A cross array con�guration with Ka equal to 16 antennas, see

Fig. 4.6, is assumed to be used at the BS receiver. Each user transmits N equal to ten

data symbols and the channel impulse responses are assumed to be perfectly known at

the BS. In the following, a single time slot is considered. For the considered scenario, the

signal from user k = 8 is received with the highest energy, whereas the signal from user

k = 3 is received with the lowest energy. In order to enable a direct comparison of the

single antenna with the adaptive antenna case, the normalized matrix ~Z is introduced,

the elements of which are de�ned according toh
~Z
i
i;j
=

1

max
i;j

j [Z]i;j j
[Z]i;j ; i; j = 1 : : :KN: (4.37)

In Figs. 4.7 and 4.8 the absolute values of the elements of the blocks ~Z
(3;3)

and ~Z
(3;8)

,

respectively, are shown, when a single antenna is used at the BS receiver. In Figs. 4.9

and 4.10 the respective values are shown, when a cross array con�guration with Ka equal

to 16 antennas, see Fig. 4.6, is used at the BS receiver. From Figs. 4.7 and 4.8 the

unfavourable structure of the matrix ~Z, see (4.37), and consequently of the matrix Z of

(4.28), is obvious, when a single antenna is used at the receiver, since the elements of

the o�{diagonal block ~Z
(3;8)

have large values compared to the elements of the diagonal

block ~Z
(3;3)

. In contrast to this situation, the structure of the matrix ~Z of (4.37) is more

favourable, when adaptive antennas are used at the BS receiver, see Figs. 4.9 and 4.10.

This favourable matrix structure depends on the favourable spatial separation between

the users, see the spatial scenario of Fig. 4.6 and (4.35). Finally, in order to illustrate
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the inuence of the structure of the matrix Z, see (4.28), on the system performance,

the values of the diagonal elements of the matrix Z�1 are shown in Figs. 4.11 and 4.12

for the single antenna and the adaptive antenna case, respectively. As mentioned in

Section 4.3.3.2, small values of the diagonal elements of the matrix Z�1 lead directly

to small values of the SNR degradation, which is the key quantity when evaluating the

performance of TD{CDMA [BPW99]. Therefore, comparing Fig. 4.11 with Fig. 4.12, the

more favourable performance of TD{CDMA is obvious, when adaptive antennas are used

at the BS receiver, compared to single antenna systems.

4.4.3 Small cell channel type

If centro{symmetric array con�gurations are used in the small cell channel type, see

Section 2.4.3 and Fig. 2.7, the diagonal elements of the block Z(k1;k2), k1 6= k2, can be

written in the following fashion:h
Z(k1;k2)

i
i;i
= h

(k1)�T
d Z

(k1;k2)
d h

(k2)
d ; i = 1 : : :N: (4.38)

In (4.38) h
(k)
d denotes the vector of dimension W with the arguments and amplitudes of

each directional component of the channel impulse response of user k, k = 1 : : :K, ob-

served by a single omnidirectional antenna positioned at the RP of the centro{symmetric

array con�guration. Z
(k1;k2)
d is a W �W matrix with elementsh

Z
(k1;k2)
d

i
w1;w2

= a(k1;w1)�Ts a(k2;w2)s R(k1;k2)
c;w1;w2

; w1; w2 = 1 : : :W; (4.39)

where R(k1;k2)
c;w1;w2

denotes the (w1; w2){th element of the crosscorrelation function between

the CDMA codes c(k1) and c(k2) of users k1 and k2, respectively, and a
(k;w)
s is the steering

vector, which pertains to the DOA of the w{th component of the channel impulse response

of user k, k = 1 : : :K [BPW99]. (4.38) and (4.39) demonstrate that the resulting values

of the elements of the o�{diagonal blocks Z(k1;k2), k1 6= k2, are normally kept small, since

it is not probable for all W DOAs between two users in the small cell channel type to be

closely spatially situated. Moreover, good crosscorrelation properties of the CDMA codes

lead to small values of the elements of the o�-diagonal blocks even in the case, when the

DOAs between two users are closely spatially situated, see (4.39).

In order to illustrate the bene�ts of adaptive antennas in the small cell channel type,

the spatial scenario depicted in Fig. 4.13 is considered. Here, the modi�ed COST207 BU

channel model introduced in Section 2.3.2, which belongs to the small cell channel type, is

used. The remaining parameters are the same as the ones used for the simulation results

presented in Figs. 4.7 to 4.12. In the considered scenario, the signal from user k = 8 is

received with the highest energy, whereas the signal from user k = 3 is received with the

lowest energy. In Figs. 4.14 and 4.15 the absolute value of the elements of the blocks ~Z
(3;3)

and ~Z
(3;8)

, respectively, see (4.37), are shown when a single antenna is used at the BS
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Figure 4.13. Considered spatial scenario for the small cell channel type; modi�ed

COST 207 BU channel model; K = 8 users

receiver. In Figs. 4.16 and 4.17 the respective values are shown when a cross array con�gu-

ration of Ka equal to 16 antennas, see Fig. 4.7, is used at the BS receiver. From Figs. 4.14

and 4.15 the unfavourable structure of the matrix ~Z, see (4.37), and consequently of the

matrix Z of (4.28), is obvious when a single antenna is employed at the receiver. This

unfavourable structure of the matrix Z, see (4.28), has been also observed in the large cell

channel type, see Figs. 4.7 and 4.8. In contrast to this situation, a favourable structure of

the matrix ~Z of (4.37) occurs when adaptive antennas are used, see Figs. 4.16 and 4.17.

Finally, in order to illustrate the inuence of the structure of the matrix Z, see (4.28), on

the system performance, the values of the diagonal elements of the matrix Z�1 are shown

in Figs. 4.18 and 4.19 for the single antenna and the adaptive antenna case, respectively.

As in the large cell channel type, see Figs. 4.11 and 4.12, the comparison of Fig. 4.18 with

Fig. 4.19 shows the more favourable system behaviour when adaptive antennas are used

in the small cell channel type. As it is demonstrated in Chapter 6 concerning the BER

performance of TD{CDMA, the improvement illustrated by Figs. 4.11 and 4.12 for the

large cell channel type and by Figs. 4.18 and 4.19 for the small cell channel type leads

directly to improvements of the BER performance of TD{CDMA when adaptive anten-

nas are used, compared to the single antenna case. However, before proceeding with the

investigation of the BER performance of TD{CDMA, the channel estimation problem is

tackled in the following chapter.
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5 Channel estimation

5.1 Introduction

In Chapter 4 the bene�ts of adaptive antennas in TD{CDMA are investigated under the

assumption that the channel impulse responses are perfectly known at the BS receiver.

Therefore, the results presented in Chapter 4 should be considered as an illustration of the

increased potential of adaptive antennas for transmission quality and capacity enhance-

ment in TD{CDMA. In practice, though, the time variance and frequency selectivity of

the mobile radio channel, see Section 2.2, makes the knowledge about the channel state

in each transmitted burst mandatory. As a consequence, channel estimation techniques

should be applied for obtaining the information about the channel impulse responses. In

this chapter, it is shown how the accuracy of the channel impulse response estimates,

which are necessary for the JD of the user data [KB92b, Kle96], see also Section 4.3.3.2,

can be increased in TD{CDMA, when adaptive antennas are used at the BS receiver.

The analysis presented in this chapter is based on the large cell and the small cell channel

types introduced in Section 2.4, which enables a uni�ed approach for channel estimation

in TD{CDMA. However, before jumping into the advanced channel estimation techniques

developed for systems with adaptive antennas, the Steiner estimator [SK93, Ste95], which

is the state of the art channel estimation technique for TD{CDMA, is addressed in the

following section. The generalization of the Steiner estimator for multi{antenna con�gu-

rations constitutes the �rst step of all advanced channel estimation techniques developed

for systems with adaptive antennas in this chapter. Finally, throughout this chapter, if

not otherwise stated, it is assumed that a vector of dimension A belongs to the subspace

C
A of the vector space C over the �eld of complex numbers, while a matrix of dimensions

B1 � B2 belongs to the subspace C
B1�B2 of C .

5.2 Steiner estimator

The state of the art channel estimation technique for TD{CDMA has been proposed by

Steiner in [SK93, Ste95], and has been veri�ed by extensive simulation results [Ste95,

Na�95] and �eld tests performed with a TD{CDMA hardware demonstrator [MSW97b,

BEM98a, BEM98b]. Steiner developed a technique for jointly estimating the channel

impulse responses h(k), k = 1 : : :K, see Fig. 4.1, between each active user in the con-

sidered cell and a single antenna at the receiver. By taking advantage of the midamble

section inserted between the two data sections of the burst transmitted by each user, see

Section 1.2 and Fig. 1.2, the novelty of the Steiner estimator is associated with the design

of the midamble training sequences. If the midamble training sequences of all users are

derived from a single periodic basic code, the channel estimator can be implemented as a

low cost cyclic correlator [Ste95]. In general, channel estimation in TD{CDMA, when a

single antenna is used at the BS receiver, can be described mathematically as follows. The
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received signal em at the BS, which exclusively depends on the midamble section and not

on the data sections of the transmitted burst of each user, has dimension [SK93, Ste95]

L = Lm �W + 1; (5.1)

where Lm is the total dimension of the midamble in chips, see Fig. 1.2, and W is the

dimension of each channel impulse response h(k), k = 1 : : :K, see (4.3). The channel

impulse responses from all K users are combined to the total channel impulse response

vector

h =
h
h(1)T : : :h(K)T

iT
: (5.2)

of dimension KW according to [SK93, Ste95]. Let now m(k), k = 1 : : :K, be the Lm{long

midamble training sequence of user k, k = 1 : : :K, which is periodic with period L [Ste95].

Then, the L �W Toeplitz matrix of the midamble training sequence for the k{th user

takes the form [Ste95]

G(k) =

2
666666666666666664

m
(k)
W m

(k)
W�1 � � � m

(k)
1

m
(k)
W+1 m

(k)
W � � � m

(k)
2

� � �
� � �
� � �

m
(k)
L�1 m

(k)
L�2 � � � m

(k)
L�W

m
(k)
L m

(k)
L�1 � � � m

(k)
L�W+1

� � �
� � �
� � �

m
(k)
W�1 m

(k)
W�2 � � � m

(k)
L

3
777777777777777775

; (5.3)

which means that the matrix GT can be de�ned by any of its column vectors, i.e., it is

right{circulant [Mar87]. The matrixG of allK user speci�c midamble training sequences,

known at the receiver, which is used for channel estimation, is given by [Ste95]

G =
h
G(1) : : :G(K)

i
2 f�1; 1;�jjgL�KW ; (5.4)

where G(k), k = 1 : : :K, is de�ned in (5.3). If we further admit an additive intercell

MAI noise vector nm of dimension L disturbing channel estimation, the received signal

becomes [SK93, Ste95]

em = G h+ nm: (5.5)

Generally L is chosen to be slightly larger than KW , which means that the system

of equations in (5.5) is slightly overdetermined. From (5.5), according to the maximum{

likelihood principle [Wha71, Kay93], the estimate of h, see (5.2), is given by [SK93, Ste95]

ĥ =
�
G
�T
R
�1
m;tG

�
�1
G
�T
R
�1
m;tem; (5.6)
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where the L�L matrix Rm;t denotes the temporal covariance matrix of the intercell MAI

vector nm [PHFB97, Bla98]. In [BHP97, Bla98] it is shown that the Steiner estimator

can be generalized to take into account the use of multi{antenna con�gurations at the BS

receiver. If

h =
h
h
(1)T : : :h(Ka)T

iT
(5.7)

now represents the total channel impulse response vector of dimension KaKW valid for

all links between each user k, k = 1 : : :K, and each antenna ka, ka = 1 : : :Ka, see Fig. 4.3,

with

h(ka) =
h
h(1;ka)T : : :h(K;ka)T

iT
; ka = 1 : : :Ka; (5.8)

then the received signal em of dimension KaL from all Ka antennas can be written

as [PHFB97, Bla98]

em =
�
I(Ka) 
G

�
h + nm: (5.9)

In (5.9) nm represents the received intercell MAI vector from allKa antennas of dimension

KaL. The KaL � KaL covariance matrix of nm, denoted as the total intercell MAI

covariance matrix [WPS99], can be expressed as [Bla98, PFBP99]

Rm = Rs 
Rm;t; (5.10)

where Rs denotes the Ka � Ka spatial intercell MAI covariance matrix, and Rm;t ex-

presses the L � L temporal intercell MAI covariance matrix valid for channel estima-

tion [Bla98, PFBP99], see also (5.6). In Section 7.4, the detailed derivation of (5.10) and

the conditions, under which (5.10) is valid, are given. For the purpose of this chapter, the

expression for Rm by the tensorial product of (5.10) is suÆcient. Then, from (5.9), the

estimate

ĥ =
h
I(Ka) 


�
G�TR�1

m;tG
�
�1
G�TR�1

m;t

i
em; (5.11)

of the channel impulse response vector h, see (5.7), is obtained [BHP97, Bla98, PFBP99].

(5.11) expresses the generalization of the Steiner estimator, see (5.6), when multi{antenna

con�gurations are used at the BS receiver. Note that, as in the single antenna case, see

(5.6), the spatial intercell MAI covariance matrix Rs, see (5.10), is not used in (5.11).

At this point, a novel view on channel estimation in TD{CDMA is presented, when the

Steiner estimator is applied. The main idea of this view is similar to the one presented

in Section 4.2 for data detection in TD{CDMA. However, in contrast to the case of data

detection, see Section 4.2, by comparing (5.5) and (5.9), we note that, as the number

of antennas increase from one to Ka, the number of unknown components contained in

the vector h increases proportionally from KW to KaKW . Equivalently stated, by in-

creasing the number of equations in (5.9) compared to (5.5), the number of unknowns

in (5.9) increases proportionally compared to (5.5). This observation implies that the
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advantage o�ered by multi{antenna con�gurations for data detection, where the number

of unknowns remains unchanged as the number of antennas increase, see Section 4.2, is

not valid for channel estimation, if the generalized Steiner estimator is applied. Therefore,

the estimation quality of ĥ from (5.11) is expected to be in the order of the quality of ĥ

from (5.6). This statement can be also explained by observing that (5.11) describes Ka

individual channel estimation processes as the one described by (5.6), each valid for the

respective antenna of the used multi{antenna con�guration:

ĥ
(ka)

=
�
G�TR�1

m;tG
�
�1
G�TR�1

m;te
(ka)
m ; ka = 1 : : :Ka: (5.12)

Therefore, the generalized Steiner estimator does not o�er additional advantages, when

multi{antenna con�gurations are used in TD{CDMA, compared to single antenna sys-

tems. In the following sections of this chapter, it is shown how novel channel estimation

techniques developed for adaptive antennas in TD{CDMA overcome this drawback of the

Steiner estimator, i.e., the proportional increase of the number of unknowns as the num-

ber of equations increase. As a �nal remark, the receiver using the generalized Steiner

estimator will be addressed in the following as the conventional channel estimation scheme

in order to distinguish it from the novel channel estimation techniques presented in Sec-

tion 5.3 and Section 5.4, which will be addressed as the novel channel estimation schemes.

5.3 Adaptive antennas for the large cell channel type

5.3.1 Preliminary remark

The channel estimation technique for the large cell channel type considered in this section

is presented in [BHP97, Bla98]. Here, the system model valid for the large cell channel type

is extended to include the use of 2D array con�gurations at the BS receiver. Moreover, a

novel view on the bene�ts o�ered by adaptive antennas in the large cell channel type is

presented, compared to the use of the Steiner estimator, see Section 5.2. However, for the

purpose of this section, the reader is explicitely referred to [BHP97, Bla98], which serves

as the basis for the following considerations.

5.3.2 System model

In this section the system model valid for channel estimation in the large cell chan-

nel type, see Section 2.4.2, is considered when 2D centro{symmetric array con�gura-

tions [XRK94, Haa97a], see also Section 3.4, are used at the BS receiver. In Fig. 5.1

the de�nition of parameters associated with the use of 2D array con�gurations is illus-

trated. In this section, only the parameters valid for the information carrying signals,

i.e., the signals which produce the intracell MAI in a TD{CDMA mobile radio system,

see Section 2.2, are considered. The parameters valid for the intercell MAI are explained
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Figure 5.1. For the de�nition of 2D centro{symmetric array con�guration parameters

in Section 7.4, where the total intercell MAI covariance matrix Rm, see (5.10), is derived

for a TD{CDMA mobile radio system with adaptive antennas.

According to Fig. 5.1, the ka{th array element has a distance of l(ka) to an assumed

RP and the angle spanned by the reference line and the line on the array plane connect-

ing the referred array element with the RP is termed �(ka), ka = 1 : : :Ka. The kd{th DOA

of a signal coming from transmitter k, k = 1 : : :K, is split into the azimuth angle �
(k;kd)
1

and the elevation angle �
(k;kd)
2 , kd = 1 : : :Kd

(k), k = 1 : : :K. As already mentioned in

Section 2.4.2 for the large cell channel type, for each DOA of a desired signal one channel

impulse response can be de�ned, which could be observed by an omnidirectional antenna

located at the RP of the used array con�guration [BHP97, PHFB97]. The channel impulse

response vector for the kd{th DOA of the k{th user is denoted by h
(k;kd)
d , kd = 1 : : :K

(k)
d ,

k = 1 : : :K, and has dimension W [PFBP99]. h
(k;kd)
d represents the directional channel

impulse response valid for the kd{th DOA of user k, see also Sections 2.2.1 and 2.3. With

the user speci�c W �K
(k)
d matrices [PHFB97, Bla98]

H
(k)
d =

�
h
(k;1)
d : : :h

(k;K
(k)

d
)

d

�
; k = 1 : : :K; (5.13)
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the directional channel impulse response vectors from all users can be combined to the

W �Kd matrix

Hd =
h
H

(1)
d : : :H

(K)
d

i
; (5.14)

where

Kd =

KX
k=1

K
(k)
d : (5.15)

Accordingly, the channel impulse response vectors corresponding to the links between the

k{th user and each array element ka, ka = 1 : : :Ka, are combined to the W �Ka matrix

H(k) =
h
h(k;1) : : :h(k;Ka)

i
; (5.16)

see also (5.8), and the channel impulse responses from all users are then arranged to the

KW �Ka matrix

H =
h
H(1)T : : :H(K)T

iT
; (5.17)

see also (5.7). As mentioned in Section 2.3.2, the signals are assumed to be narrowband,

i.e., their amplitudes and phases vary slowly with respect to the propagation time across

the array. Then, the propagation delay can be modeled by multiplying the complex signal

envelope by a complex exponential [RK89], the phase factor ej (k;ka;kd), where

 (k; ka; kd) = 2�
l(ka)

�
cos(�

(k;kd)
1 � �(ka)) sin(�

(k;kd)
2 ); (5.18)

k = 1 : : :K, ka = 1 : : :Ka, kd = 1 : : :Kd, are the spatial frequencies with respect to the

RP [Haa97a], see also Fig. 5.1, and � denotes the carrier wavelength. If it is further

assumed that the array element outputs are stacked columnwise, progressing downwards

the reference line on the array plane, see Fig. 5.1, the steering vector

a(k;kd) =
�
ej (k;1;kd) : : : ej (k;Ka;kd)

�T
(5.19)

can be de�ned, which contains the Ka phase factors for the k{th user and its kd{th

DOA. In this case, the channel impulse response vector h(k;ka), see (5.8), is related to the

directional channel impulse responses h
(k;kd)
d , kd = 1 : : :Kd, see (5.13), corresponding to

the di�erent DOAs of the k{th user, by [PHFB97]

h(k;ka) =

K
(k)

dX
kd=1

ej (k;ka;kd) h
(k;kd)
d : (5.20)

With

A(k)
s =

h
a(k;1) : : :a(k;K

(k)

d
)
i
; k = 1 : : :K; (5.21)
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the Ka �K
(k)
d user speci�c steering matrix [RK89, HN95, Haa97a], the relation between

the channel impulse responses for the k-th user contained in the matrix H(k), see (5.16),

and the directional channel impulse responses for the k-th user contained in the matrix

H
(k)
d , see (5.13), is expressed by [PHFB97]

H(k) =

K
(k)

dX
kd=1

h
(k;kd)
d a(k;kd)T = H

(k)
d A(k)T

s : (5.22)

The part of the received signal for each array element which depends exclusively on the

midamble training sequences is denoted by e
(ka)
m , ka = 1 : : :Ka, see also Section 5.2, and

these Ka vectors are arranged columnwise in the L�Ka matrix Em. If we further admit

an intercell MAI vector n
(ka)
m , ka = 1 : : :Ka, at each array element and arrange these Ka

noise vectors columnwise in the L�Ka matrix Nm, then the expression

Em = G H+Nm (5.23)

relates the received signals at the Ka array elements, which depend exclusively on the

midamble training sequences, to the channel impulse responses from all K users, where

the matrix G is de�ned in (5.4). Note that (5.23) is equivalent to (5.9), since

em = vec fEmg ; (5.24)

h = vec fHg ; (5.25)

nm = vec fNmg ; (5.26)

where the vecf�g{operator denotes a vector{valued function that maps an m� n matrix

into an mn{dimensional column vector by stacking the columns of the matrix [Gra81],

and [PFBP99]

vec fG Hg =
�
I(Ka) 
G

�
h (5.27)

holds. Then, inserting (5.4), (5.17), and (5.22) into (5.23) yields

Em =
h
G(1) : : :G(K)

i
�
h
A(1)

s H
(1)T
d : : :A(K)

s H
(K)T
d

iT
+Nm

=

KX
k=1

G(k)H
(k)
d A(k)T

s +Nm: (5.28)

If we further de�ne

hd = vec fHdg ; (5.29)

where Hd is given by (5.14), and use the relation [Gra81]

vec
n
G(k)H

(k)
d A(k)T

s

o
=
�
A(k)

s 
G(k)
�
h
(k)
d ; (5.30)
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where

h
(k)
d = vec

n
H

(k)
d

o
; (5.31)

see (5.13), (5.28) can be written as

em = Gd hd + nm; (5.32)

with

Gd =
h
A(1)

s 
G(1) : : :A(K)
s 
G(K)

i
; (5.33)

see also (5.4) and (5.21). The representations (5.9) and (5.32) of the received signal from

all Ka array elements, which depends exclusively on the midamble training sequences,

will be used for the channel estimation technique for the large cell channel type described

in the next section. However, before proceeding with this channel estimation technique,

a novel view on the main di�erence between the generalized Steiner estimator, which

is based on (5.9), and the channel estimation technique for the large cell channel type,

which is based on (5.32), is presented. Note that the basis of this view is similar to the

one presented in Section 4.2 for data detection in TD{CDMA and in Section 5.2 for the

Steiner estimator.

We set out from (5.9) and (5.32). (5.9) describes the received signal when the gener-

alized Steiner estimator is applied, whereas (5.32) describes the received signal when the

novel channel estimation technique of this section is used. Comparing (5.9) and (5.32),

we observe that the number of equations, i.e., the number of components of the received

signal em, is the same in both expressions. However, if the number of antennas of the

centro{symmetric array con�guration is chosen to ful�ll the inequality

Ka > Kd
(k); k = 1 : : :K; (5.34)

the number of unknown parameters in (5.32), i.e., the KdW components of the direc-

tional channel impulse response vector hd, is reduced, compared to the KaKW unknown

components of the channel impulse response vector h. E.g., when considering the rural

propagation environment, see Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3, Kd
(k), k = 1 : : :K, is assumed to

be equal to one. Then, if Ka is chosen to be, e.g., equal to eight, a considerable reduction

of the number of unknowns in (5.32) is achieved, compared to the KaKW unknown com-

ponents in (5.9). This reduction of the number of unknown parameters is known as the

problem of reducing or deleting variables from a linear system of equations in estimation

theory and computational analysis [Gol69, LH74], and leads to an improvement of the

estimation or the computation of the vector containing the reduced number of unknown

parameters, compared to the original vector of the unknowns. Concerning (5.9) and (5.32),

the previous statement means that an improved estimation quality of the vector hd from

(5.32) is expected, compared to the estimation quality of h from (5.32). The reduction

of the number of the unknowns in hd compared to the number of the unknowns in h is

considered to be the most important bene�t o�ered by adaptive antennas in the large cell
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channel type, see also [Bla98, BPW99, PSWB99]. As a �nal observation, refering to the

problem of appending additional rows to a linear system of equations, which is used in

Section 4.2 for explaining the main di�erence between single and multi{antenna systems

with respect to joint data detection, the problem of reducing or deleting variables, which

is valid for channel estimation in TD{CDMA with adaptive antennas, may be viewed

as its inverse problem. Therefore, according to the opinion of the author of this thesis,

a novel uni�ed theoretical approach is achieved for explaining the bene�ts of adaptive

antennas in a straightforward manner for both data detection and channel estimation in

TD{CDMA mobile radio systems.

5.3.3 Novel channel estimation

5.3.3.1 Introduction

In this section, the channel estimation technique for the large cell channel type is de-

scribed according to [BHP97, Bla98], when adaptive antennas are used at the BS receiver.

This approach can be divided into three steps [BHP97, Bla98, PFBP99]:

� In a �rst step, the channel impulse responses h(k;ka), ka = 1 : : :Ka, k = 1 : : :K, see

(5.20), for the links between each user and each antenna are estimated according to

the generalized Steiner estimator, see Section 5.2, leading to the separation of the

channel impulse responses which belong to the di�erent users.

� Then, the user speci�c channel impulse responses are used for a user speci�c DOA

estimation.

� In a third step, the information about the DOAs and the channel impulse responses

of each user is exploited for an enhanced joint channel estimation, which leads

to improved channel impulse response estimates compared to the channel impulse

response estimates delivered by the generalized Steiner estimator, see the theoretical

analysis of Section 5.3.2.

In the large cell channel type, see Section 2.4.2, (5.34) is valid, i.e., the number of di-

rectional channel impulse responses is small compared to the number of the elements of

the used array con�guration. This is due to the fact that in rural or typical urban chan-

nel models the impinging signals are con�ned within relative small spatial ranges [KM96,

Egg94, Egg95, Fuh97, Bla98], see also Section 2.3.2 and Section 2.3.3. In such models, one

dominant DOA from each spatial range is used for the third step of the channel estimation

technique developed for the large cell channel type, see also Fig. 2.6. In Section 5.5 sim-

ulation results illustrate the improvement achieved by the channel estimation technique

described in this section with respect to the channel impulse response estimates, compared

to the generalized Steiner estimator. The BER performance of the considered TD{CDMA
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mobile radio system using this technique is evaluated in Chapter 6 for di�erent scenarios

in rural and typical urban channel models, i.e., in the large cell channel type.

5.3.3.2 DOA estimation

As shown in detail in Section 5.2, the result of the application of the generalized Steiner es-

timator is to produce separate estimates for the elements of the channel impulse response

vectors h(ka), ka = 1 : : :Ka, see (5.11) and (5.12), and consequently for the combined chan-

nel impulse response vector h, see (5.6). The parts of ĥ which belong to the same user

can be used for the purpose of a user speci�c DOA estimation as described in what follows.

Let Ĥ denote the matrix which contains the estimates of the channel impulse responses,

arranged as in (5.17). Then, the estimate of the channel impulse response vector h can

be expressed as

ĥ = vec
n
Ĥ

o
; (5.35)

see also (5.25). By using (5.23) and (5.25), (5.11) can be written as

Ĥ = H+MmNm (5.36)

where

Mm =
�
G�TR�1

m;tG
�
�1
G�TR�1

m;t: (5.37)

Then, based on (5.36), the matrix Ĥ can be written in its transposed form as

Ĥ
T
= HT +NT

mM
T
m; (5.38)

According to (5.17), we can use the blocks of H which depend only on one user in order

to perform a user speci�c DOA estimation for each user k, k = 1 : : :K. The extraction

of the blocks H(k)T, k = 1 : : :K, can be described as

H(k)T = HT(u(k) 
 I(W )); (5.39)

where u(k) is the K�1 identity column vector for the k{th user, with its elements de�ned

as

u
(k)
l =

8<
:

1 ; l = k;

0 ; otherwise;

(5.40)
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and I(W ) is the W �W identity matrix. According to (5.39), the relation

Ĥ
(k)T

= A(k)
s H

(k)T
d +NT

m MT
m(u

(k) 
 I(W )); k = 1 : : :K; (5.41)

can be obtained from (5.38) and (5.22). If we de�ne

X(k) = Ĥ
(k)T

; (5.42)

S(k) = H
(k)T
d ; (5.43)

N(k) = NT
m MT

m(u
(k) 
 I(W )); (5.44)

(5.41) can be written as

X(k) = A(k)
s S(k) +N(k); k = 1 : : :K: (5.45)

According to the notation used in DOA estimation theory, see for instance [RK89, HN95,

Haa97a], X(k) denotes the noise{corrupted measurement matrix [Haa97a] of the k{th user

composed by W snapshots. S(k) and N(k) are the signal and noise matrices [Haa97a] of

the k{th user, respectively, and A(k)
s is the array steering matrix, which depends on the

DOAs of the user k, see (5.21). According to (5.45), K independent DOA estimation

processes can be performed. An algorithm producing an increased estimation accuracy

with a reduced computational burden is Unitary ESPRIT [HN95]. Unitary ESPRIT can

be applied to centro{symmetric array con�gurations [Haa97a], which are used for imple-

menting adaptive antennas in TD{CDMA, see Section 3.4. This algorithm is used in the

simulations for the estimation of the DOAs for each user. In Appendix C.1, a summary of

the 2D Unitary ESPRIT algorithm is given for the general case that 2D centro{symmetric

array con�gurations are used at the BS receiver. It is �nally noted that the performance

of 2D Unitary ESPRIT can be considerably enhanced, when the information about the

covariance matrix of N(k) of (5.45) is used in the estimation process. In Appendix C.2,

the covariance matrix of N(k), k = 1 : : :K, see (5.45), is derived for the large cell channel

type. Note that this additional information is used in Chapter 8 for system performance

enhancement, when the spectrum eÆciency and capacity of TD{CDMA with adaptive

antennas are determined for the large cell channel type.

5.3.3.3 Enhanced joint channel estimation

Since the process of DOA estimation produces DOA estimates for each user k, and,

consequently, for the user speci�c array steering matrices A(k)
s , k = 1 : : :K, see (5.21),

the maximum{likelihood estimate of the combined directional channel impulse response

vector hd, see (5.29), can be expressed from (5.32) as [BHP97, Bla98, PSWB99, PFBP99]

ĥd = (G�T
d R

�1
m Gd)

�1G�T
d R

�1
m em; (5.46)

where the matrixRm denotes the total intercell MAI covariance matrix valid for the chan-

nel estimation, see (5.10). According to (5.46), the additional advantage of taking into ac-

count the total intercell MAI covariance matrix Rm is illustrated when adaptive antennas
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are used, compared to the generalized Steiner estimator where only the temporal intercell

MAI covariance matrix Rm;t can be incorporated in the estimation process, see (5.11).

This property of the enhanced joint channel estimation, see (5.46), is due to the joint

temporal and spatial processing of the outputs e
(ka)
m , ka = 1 : : :Ka, of the antennas, see

(5.46). As already mentioned in Section 5.2, the generalized Steiner estimator processes

the outputs of the Ka antennas separately, i.e., only a temporal processing is performed,

see (5.11). The joint spatial and temporal signal processing performed by the enhanced

joint channel estimation expressed by (5.46) can be also illustrated by the equivalent

representation of the enhanced channel estimator derived in [BHP97, PWBB98], which

explicitely includes the beamformers for the DOAs of each user. However, as for data de-

tection, see the rationale of Section 4.3.3.2, since the representation of [BHP97, PWBB98]

departs considerably from the straightforward explanation presented in Section 5.3.2 for

the bene�ts of adaptive antennas in TD{CDMA, it is not followed in this thesis.

5.4 Adaptive antennas for the small cell channel type

5.4.1 System model

In the present section the system model for channel estimation is presented for the small

cell channel type, when adaptive antennas are used at the BS. As already mentioned

in Section 2.4.3, each of the W elements of a directional channel impulse response is

associated with more or less a single direction of incidence. In the following, the general

case is considered, where K
(k;w)
d , k = 1 : : :K, w = 1 : : :W , DOAs are present in the w{th

tap of the channel impulse response of the user k. Further, it is assumed that

K
(k;w)
d < Ka; k = 1 : : :K; w = 1 : : :W; (5.47)

which is a reasonable assumption in the small cell channel type, e.g., in a dense urban

propagation environment [BPW99, PSWB99]. Then, let h
(k;w)
d;kd

describe the channel im-

pulse response corresponding to the kd{th DOA of the w{th tap of the k{th user, which

can be observed by an omnidirectional antenna located at the RP of the centro{symmetric

array con�guration used at the BS receiver, see Fig. 5.1. If a(k;w;kd) represents the associ-

ated steering vector, the w{th tap of the channel impulse response vector corresponding

to the link between the k{th user and array element ka is given by

h(k;ka)w =

K
(k;w)

dX
kd=1

a
(k;w;kd)
ka

h
(k;w)
d;kd

; ka = 1 : : :Ka; w = 1 : : :W; k = 1 : : :K: (5.48)

If we de�ne

A(k;w)
s =

h
a(k;w;1) a(k;w;2) : : :a(k;w;Kd

(k;w))
i

(5.49)
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and

h
(k;w)
d =

h
h
(k;w)
d;1 h

(k;w)
d;2 : : : h

(k;w)

d;Kd
(k;w)

iT
; (5.50)

(5.48) is expressed in matrix{vector form as

h
(k)
w = A(k;w)

s h
(k;w)
d ; k = 1 : : :K; w = 1 : : :W: (5.51)

Furthermore, if

h
(k)
d =

h
h
(k;1)T
d : : :h

(k;W )T
d

iT
; k = 1 : : :K; (5.52)

expresses the directional channel impulse response of user k, where h
(k;w)
d is de�ned in

(5.50), the directional channel impulse response vector of all K users is written as

hd =
h
h
(1)T
d : : :h

(K)T
d

iT
; (5.53)

and its dimension

Kd =

KX
k=1

WX
w=1

K
(k;w)
d : (5.54)

Then, if

Ad =
h
A(1;1)

s 
 u(1;1) : : :A(1;W )
s 
 u(1;W ) � � �

A(K;1)
s 
 u(K;1) : : :A(K;W )

s 
 u(K;W )
i
; (5.55)

with A(k;w)
s , k = 1 : : :K, w = 1 : : :W , de�ned in (5.49), and u(k;w), k = 1 : : :K, w =

1 : : :W , being a column vector with elements

u
(k;w)
l =

8<
:

1 ; l = (k � 1)K + w;

0 ; otherwise;

(5.56)

the following expression relates h of (5.7) and hd of (5.53):

h = Ad hd: (5.57)

According to (5.57), (5.9) can be written in the fashion

em = (I(Ka) 
G) Ad hd + nm (5.58)

for the small cell channel type. If the expression for Ad, see (5.55), is further used, (5.58)

can be brought in the equivalent form

em = Gd;s hd + nm; (5.59)
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where

Gd;s =
h
A(1;1)

s 
 g(1;1) : : :A(1;W )
s 
 g(1;W ) � � �

A(K;1)
s 
 g(K;1) : : :A(K;W )

s 
 g(K;W )
i
; (5.60)

with g(k;w), k = 1 : : :K, w = 1 : : :W , being the w{th column of the matrixG(k), see (5.4).

The representations (5.9) and (5.59) of the signal received by allKa array elements, which

depends exclusively on the midamble training sequences, will be used for the novel channel

estimation technique for the small cell channel type presented in the next section. Before

proceeding with the technique, though, it is noted that the comparison between (5.9)

and (5.59) leads to the same conclusions as the ones of Section 5.3.2. As in the large

cell channel type, see Section 5.3.2, we observe by comparing (5.9) and (5.59) that the

number of equations is the same in both expressions. However, the number of unknown

parameters in (5.59), i.e., theKW components of the directional channel impulse response

vector hd, see (5.53), is reduced compared to the KaKW unknown components of the

channel impulse response vector h, see (5.7). This is always valid in the small cell channel

type, since

KW < KaKW (5.61)

for Ka greater than one. Therefore, as in the large cell channel type, an improved estima-

tion quality of the vector hd from (5.59) is expected, compared to the estimation quality

of h from (5.9).

As a �nal remark, (5.61), as a mathematical expression, is always valid independently

of the used channel type. However, (5.61) explicitly refers to the number of DOAs in

the small cell channel type and, certainly, it is not valid for the large cell channel type,

for which (5.34) holds. Furthermore, by comparing Section 5.3.2 and Section 5.4.1, the

real di�erence between the large cell and the cell small cell channel type is related to the

number of DOAs for one user k, k = 1 : : :K, and one channel impulse response tap w,

w = 1 : : :W . In the large cell channel type only a single DOA for one user k and one

channel impulse response tap w can be observed. In contrast to this situation, in the

small cell channel type there can be more than one DOAs for one user k and one chan-

nel impulse response tap w. However, the analysis presented next in Section 5.4.2 only

holds if Kd de�ned in (5.54) is smaller than KaKW , which is an equivalent assumption

to (5.61).

5.4.2 Novel channel estimation

5.4.2.1 Introduction

In this section a novel channel estimation technique for the small cell channel type is

presented. As for the large cell channel type, this technique can be divided into the
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three steps mentioned in Section 5.3.3.1. The only di�erence when considering the small

cell channel type concerns the second step of Section 5.3.3.1. In the small cell channel

type, DOA estimation takes place for each tap of each user. However, the e�ect of the

novel channel estimation technique for the small cell channel type is the same as the one

described in Section 5.3.3. As in Section 5.3.3, the improvement achieved by the novel

channel estimation technique presented in this section depends on the reduced number of

unknown complex elements of the directional channel impulse responses valid in the small

cell channel type, see (5.53), compared to the unknown complex elements of the channel

impulse responses for the links between each user and each array element valid when

the generalized Steiner estimator is used, see (5.7). In Section 5.5, simulation results

will demonstrate the improvement achieved by the novel channel estimation technique

presented in this section concerning the channel impulse response estimates, compared

to the generalized Steiner estimator, see Section 5.2. The link level performance of the

considered TD{CDMA mobile radio system using this technique is evaluated in Chapter 6

for di�erent scenarios in dense urban environments.

5.4.2.2 DOA estimation

Since the result of the application of the generalized Steiner estimator, see (5.11), is to

produce separate estimates for the KaKW components of the channel impulse response

vector h, see (5.7), the parts of ĥ from (5.11) which belong to the same user and the same

tap can be used for the purpose of a DOA estimation, as described in the following.

Setting out from (5.39), h(k)w , w = 1 : : :W , k = 1 : : :K, of (5.51) is expressed as

h(k)w = HT
�
u(k) 
 I(W )

�
u(w); (5.62)

where u(w), w = 1 : : :W , is the W � 1 identity column vector, with its elements de�ned

as in (5.40). Then, according to (5.38) and (5.62), the estimate ĥ
(k)

w of h(k)w , see (5.51), is

written as

ĥ
(k)

w = A(k;w)
s h

(k;w)
d + n(k)w ; w = 1 : : :W; k = 1 : : :K; (5.63)

with

n(k)w = NT
m MT

m

�
u(k) 
 I(W )

�
u(w); (5.64)

see also (5.62). According to (5.63), KW independent DOA estimation processes can be

performed by using the 2D Unitary ESPRIT algorithm, since 2D centro{symmetric array

con�gurations are assumed to be used at the BS, see Fig. 5.1. Then, estimates for the

matrices A(k;w)
s , w = 1 : : :W , k = 1 : : :K, see (5.49), can be obtained. Finally, it is noted

that the performance of 2D Unitary ESPRIT can be considerably enhanced, when the

information about the covariance matrix of n
(k)
w , see (5.64), is used in the estimation pro-

cess. In Appendix C.3 the covariance matrix of n
(k)
w is derived for the small cell channel

type. Note that this additional information is used in Chapter 8 for system performance
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enhancement, when the spectrum eÆciency and capacity of TD{CDMA with adaptive

antennas are determined for the small cell channel type.

5.4.2.3 Enhanced joint channel estimation

Since the DOA estimation processes of Section 5.4.2.2 produce DOA estimates for the

DOAs for each tap w, w = 1 : : :W , of each user k, k = 1 : : :K, and consequently for the

matrix Ad, see (5.55), the maximum{likelihood estimate of the channel impulse response

vector hd, see (5.53), can be expressed as [Wha71]

ĥd = (G�T
d;sR

�1
m Gd;s)

�1G�T
d;sR

�1
m em; (5.65)

see (5.59). As for the large cell channel type, see (5.46), (5.65) illustrates the additional

advantage of using the total intercell MAI covariance matrixRm, see (5.10), when adaptive

antennas are used in the small cell channel type, compared to the generalized Steiner

estimator, see (5.11).

5.5 Performance of channel estimation

5.5.1 Novel measure for assessing the channel estimation per-

formance

In mobile radio the distribution of the energy of the channel impulse response h(�; t),

see (2.5), along the delay � depends on the propagation environment. In rural environ-

ments small delay spreads are present, whereas in urban environments large delay spreads

normally prevail [Par92, BKM96, BBS97]. The e�ect of small or large delay spreads

is observed in the lowpass discrete time channel impulse response h(k;ka), k = 1 : : :K,

ka = 1 : : :Ka, see (5.20) for the large cell channel type and (5.48) for the small cell chan-

nel type, by the distribution of the channel impulse response energy along the components

h(k;ka)w , w = 1 : : :W , of h(k;ka).

In rural environments the delay spread normally does not exceed 1 �s [Na�95, Bla98].

Based on the parameters of the considered TD{CDMA mobile radio system [Bla98], the

chip duration Tc, which expresses the time delay between two successive components

h(k;ka)w , w = 1 : : :W , of h(k;ka), is 0:5 �s, see Table 5.1. Therefore, only the �rst one

or two components of h(k;ka), k = 1 : : :K, ka = 1 : : :Ka, have considerable energy, and

the contribution of the remaining W � 1 or W � 2 components may be neglected. On

the other hand, in urban environments the delay spread takes values between 5 �s and

10 �s [Na�95, Bla98], which means that the energy of h(k;ka), k = 1 : : :K, ka = 1 : : :Ka,

is distributed over a larger number of components.

Therefore, when evaluating the quality of the channel impulse response estimates, a mea-

sure has to be used which explicitly takes into account the energy of each component of
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Table 5.1. System parameters for the TD{CDMA mobile radio system considered in

the simulations, see also [Bla98].

multiple access scheme:

width of a partial frequency band B = 1.6 MHz

duration of a TDMA frame Tfr = 6 ms

duration of a time slot Tbu = 0.5 ms

number of time slots per frame Nt = 12

maximum allowable number of simultaneously

active users in a time slot Kmax = 8

burst structure:

duration of a data block Td = 168 �s

duration of the midamble Tm = 134 �s

duration of the guard interval Tg = 30 �s

duration of a data symbol Ts = 7 �s

duration of a chip Tc = 0.5 �s

size of the data symbol alphabet M = 4

number of data symbols per data block N = 24

number of chips of a CDMA code Q = 14

number of chips of a midamble training sequence Lm = 268

convolutional coder:

constraint length Kc = 5

code rate Rc = 1=2

generator polynome (octal) 23, 35

block interleaver:

interleaving depth Id = 4 bursts

interleaving matrix 4� 96

�lters:

chip impulse �lter linear �ltering with the GMSK{

basic impulse C0(�) of

time{bandwidth product 0.3

digital receive �lter approximately ideal lowpass,

1 MHz cuto� frequency

netto data rate of a single user 8 kbit/s � R � 768 kbit/s

the channel impulse responses to be evaluated, thus achieving a fair comparison between

the used channel estimation techniques. Moreover, the quality of the channel impulse

response estimates should be independent of the total energy of the channel impulse re-

sponses. In order to ful�ll the above mentioned requirements, a suitable measure for

assessing the quality of channel estimation is proposed in the following.

Since the complex channel impulse responses in the equivalent lowpass domain are consid-

ered, the real part and the imaginary part of their components are treated separately. To

this end, let h
(k;ka)
r;w and h

(k;ka)
i;w denote the real and the imaginary part of h

(k;ka)
w , w = 1 : : :W ,
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k = 1 : : :K, ka = 1 : : :Ka, see (5.20) and (5.48). Further, let �h
(k;ka)
r;w denote the di�erence

between h
(k;ka)
r;w and its estimate ĥ

(k;ka)
r;w , and �h

(k;ka)
i;w denote the di�erence between h

(k;ka)
i;w

and its estimate ĥ
(k;ka)
i;w , i.e.,

�h(k;ka)r;w = ĥ(k;ka)r;w � h(k;ka)r;w ; w = 1 : : :W; k = 1 : : :K; ka = 1 : : :Ka; (5.66)

�h
(k;ka)
i;w = ĥ

(k;ka)
i;w � h

(k;ka)
i;w ; w = 1 : : :W; k = 1 : : :K; ka = 1 : : :Ka: (5.67)

Then, the desired measures for assessing the quality of the channel impulse response

estimates are given by

�(k;ka)r = E

8>><
>>:

WP
w=1

j �h(k;ka)r;w h
(k;ka)
r;w j

2

WP
w=1

�
h
(k;ka)
r;w

�2
9>>=
>>; ; k = 1 : : :K; ka = 1 : : :Ka; (5.68)

�
(k;ka)
i = E

8>><
>>:

WP
w=1

j �h(k;ka)i;w h
(k;ka)
i;w j

2

WP
w=1

�
h
(k;ka)
i;w

�2
9>>=
>>; ; k = 1 : : :K; ka = 1 : : :Ka; (5.69)

for the real part and the imaginary part, respectively, where E f�g denotes the expectation
operator. In practice the expectations in (5.66) and (5.67) have to be obtained by a �nite

but large number of experiments, e.g., 103. It is obvious from (5.66) and (5.67) that the

proposed measure of the channel estimation error

� �rst, is the weighted sum of the errors corresponding to each component of the

channel impulse response, the weights depending on the received energy of each

component, and

� second, is independent of the total channel impulse response energy.

Therefore, the measure ful�lls the requirements stated above in this section for assessing

the channel estimation performance. Finally, in order to have a global measure for as-

sessing the channel estimation performance in TD{CDMA, i.e., a measure which jointly

considers all KKa channel impulse responses, the mean estimation error

�r =
1

KKa

KX
k=1

KaX
ka=1

�(k;ka)r (5.70)

�i =
1

KKa

KX
k=1

KaX
ka=1

�
(k;ka)
i (5.71)

of the real part and the imaginary part, respectively, can be introduced. In the following,

�r, see (5.68), and �i, see (5.71), are determined for the large cell and the small cell channel

type, respectively, by simulations.
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Figure 5.2. Considered spatial scenario for the large cell channel type; UKL 2 rural

channel model; K = 8 users; v = 3 km/h

5.5.2 Simulation results

5.5.2.1 Preliminary remarks

In this section, the quality of the channel impulse response estimates achieved by the

techniques of Sections 5.2 to 5.4 is investigated by simulation results in the uplink of TD{

CDMA, with 2D centro{symmetric array con�gurations being used at the BS receiver,

see Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 5.1. Concerning the channel models chosen for the simulations,

it is noted that when the modi�ed COST 207 channel models, see Section 2.3.2, are
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used, since the directional inhomogeneity of the mobile radio channel is modeled by single

DOAs, these DOAs can be assumed to be perfectly known at the BS receiver [PFBP99].

This assumption, however, is not valid when the UKL 2 directional channel models, see

Section 2.3.3, are used. This is due to the fact that the de�nition of scattering areas by

the UKL 2 directional channel models gives rise to the existence of a great number of

single DOAs, valid for the link between each MS and the considered BS, see also [Bla98].

Therefore, the inuence of DOA estimation on the channel estimation performance should

be explicitly investigated only for the modi�ed COST 207 channel models, because only

the use of these models provides the possibility of perfect DOA knowledge. However, since

the channel estimation performance has been already extensively assessed for the modi-

�ed COST 207 channel models, see [PW99], in this section only the UKL 2 directional

channel models are considered. First, the generalized Steiner estimator, see Section 5.2,

is compared with the channel estimation technique for the large cell channel type, see

Section 5.3.2. Then, the generalized Steiner estimator is compared with the novel channel

estimation technique for the small cell channel type, see Section 5.4.2. Simulation results

for the BER performance including channel estimation are presented in Chapter 6.

5.5.2.2 Large cell channel type

In this section the performance of channel estimation is assessed for the large cell channel

type, see Section 2.4.2. In the simulations the UKL 2 rural channel model, see Sec-

tion 2.3.3, is used, which belongs to the large cell channel type. The spatial scenario is

illustrated in Fig. 5.2. There are K equal to eight users active in the same frequency band

and time slot, and all users move within the scenario on a �ctitious circular path with

velocity vector ~v as shown in Fig. 5.2. For each user, v is assumed to be equal to 3 km/h.

Further, a cross array con�guration of Ka equal to eight antennas is used at the BS, see

also Fig. 3.4. The parameters of TD{CDMA valid for channel estimation can be taken

from Table 5.1, see also Fig. 1.2. Finally, the intercell MAI is assumed to be white and

Gaussian distributed, i.e., Rm of (5.10) equals the KaL�KaL identity matrix.

In Figs. 5.3 and 5.4 the estimation errors �r and �i, see (5.68) and (5.69), respectively, are

depicted versus the mean input SNR �in, which is de�ned in (6.23) of Section 6.3.2. The

results are averaged over 103 transmitted bursts. It is noted that after the implementa-

tion of (5.46), (5.22) is applied, thus enabling the comparison of the generalized Steiner

estimator with the channel estimation technique of Section 5.3. The number of imping-

ing DOAs are estimated according to the modi�ed MDL criterion for centro{symmetric

array con�gurations [XRK94], see also Section 1.3, and the DOAs themselves are esti-

mated by the 2D Unitary ESPRIT algorithm [HN95, Haa97a], see Appendix C.1. The

considerable improvement o�ered by the channel estimation technique for the large cell

channel type, compared to the generalized Steiner estimator, is obvious from Figs. 5.3

and 5.4, especially at low values of the mean input SNR �in. As shown in Chapter 6,

where the BER performance of TD{CDMA with adaptive antennas is investigated, the

critical values of �in which lead to small values of the BER lie in that region, where the

improvement of the channel estimation technique of Section 5.3.2 is large compared to
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Figure 5.3. Estimation error �r of (5.68) versus the mean input SNR �in of (6.23); UKL 2

rural channel model; spatial scenario as in Fig. 5.2; K = 8 users; Ka = 8 antennas; v = 3

km/h
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Figure 5.4. Estimation error �i of (5.69) versus the mean input SNR �in of (6.23); UKL 2

rural channel model; spatial scenario as in Fig. 5.2; K = 8 users; Ka = 8 antennas; v = 3

km/h
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Figure 5.5. Considered spatial scenario for the small cell channel type; UKL 2 dense urban

channel model; K = 8 users; v = 3 km/h; the circle in gray represents the additional

scattering area de�ned by the used channel type, see Section 2.3.3 and Table 2.1

the generalized Steiner estimator, i.e., between -10 dB and -5 dB, see Figs. 5.3 and 5.4.

Finally, it is noted that the performance improvement achieved by the channel estimation

technique of Section 5.3.2 compared to the generalized Steiner estimator becomes larger

as the number of antennas increase.

5.5.2.3 Small cell channel type

In this section the performance of channel estimation is assessed for the small cell channel
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Figure 5.6. Estimation error �r of (5.68) versus the mean input SNR �in of (6.23); UKL 2

dense urban channel model; spatial scenario as in Fig. 5.5; K = 8 users; Ka = 8 antennas;

v = 3 km/h
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Figure 5.7. Estimation error �i of (5.69) versus the mean input SNR �in of (6.23); UKL 2

dense urban channel model; spatial scenario as in Fig. 5.5; K = 8 users; Ka = 8 antennas;

v = 3 km/h
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type, see Section 2.4.3. In the simulations the UKL 2 dense urban channel model, see

Section 2.3.3, is used, which belongs to the small cell channel type. The considered spatial

scenario is shown in Fig. 5.5. The other parameters are the same as those used in the

simulations performed for the large cell channel type, see Section 5.5.2.2. In Figs. 5.6 and

5.7 the estimation errors �r and �i, see (5.68) and (5.69), respectively, are shown versus

the mean input SNR �in for the UKL 2 dense urban channel model, where the results

are obtained by averaging over 103 transmitted bursts. The generalized Steiner estimator

and the novel channel estimation technique presented in Section 5.4.2 are compared with

respect to the quality of the channel impulse response estimates. As in the large cell

channel type, after the implementation of (5.65), (5.57) is applied, thus enabling the com-

parison of the generalized Steiner estimator with the novel channel estimation technique

for the small cell channel type. In the simulations, only a single DOA per tap is consid-

ered, see Section 2.4.3. Moreover, the DOAs are estimated by the 2D Unitary ESPRIT

algorithm [HN95, Haa97a], see Appendix C.1. The considerable improvement o�ered by

the novel channel estimation technique for the small cell channel type compared to the

generalized Steiner estimator is obvious from Figs. 5.6 and 5.7, especially at low values

of the mean input SNR �in. As it is shown in Chapter 6, where the BER performance of

TD{CDMA with adaptive antennas is investigated, the critical values of �in, which lead to

small values of the BER, lie in that region where the improvement of the novel channel es-

timation technique of Section 5.4.2 is large compared to the generalized Steiner estimator,

i.e., between -12 dB and -6 dB. Finally, the comparison of the curves of Figs. 5.6 and 5.7

with those of Figs. 5.3 and 5.4 leads to the conclusion that the improvement achieved by

the novel channel estimation technique for the small cell channel type is smaller than the

one for the large cell channel type, compared to the generalized Steiner estimator. This is

due to the increased diversity of the UKL 2 dense urban channel model compared to the

UKL 2 rural channel model, see also [Bla98]. In any case, though, the channel estimation

improvement achieved by adaptive antenna concepts in TD{CDMA is considerable, com-

pared to the Steiner estimator, which is the state of the art channel estimation technique

for TD{CDMA [BPW99]. This improvement leads directly to a more favourable BER

performance of TD{CDMA, which is illustrated in Chapter 6.
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6 Performance assessment methods for TD{

CDMA with adaptive antennas

6.1 Introduction

In Chapter 4 the problem of data detection in a TD{CDMA mobile radio system is treated

in detail. There, the bene�ts of adaptive antennas are demonstrated in the case of known

channel impulse responses. The problem of channel estimation in TD{CDMA is con-

sidered separately in Chapter 5, where the bene�ts of adaptive antennas are illustrated

both by a theoretical analysis and simulation results. In this chapter, two performance

assessment methods for TD{CDMA, including the use of adaptive antennas, are pre-

sented. The �rst method is a novel simulation concept for TD{CDMA which o�ers a

reduced simulation time and complexity compared to the existing simulation concepts for

TD{CDMA [Na�95, Bla98]. The second method is based on the SNR degradation valid

for TD{CDMA receivers [Kle96], which is the key quantity when evaluating the perfor-

mance of TD{CDMA. Both methods are used alternatively in this thesis for assessing the

performance of TD{CDMA with adaptive antennas.

6.2 Novel simulation concept for TD{CDMA

6.2.1 General

The design of communications systems can be considerably eased by computer{aided en-

gineering methods [Edr94, Na�95]. One of the most important engineering methods is

the simulation of complex communications systems, such as the TD{CDMA mobile radio

systems [BSS84, JBS92]. Although sophisticated simulation concepts o�er the advantage

of rather cost eÆcient investigations compared to measurements with realtime experi-

mental hardware setups, simulations are still connected with an enormous expense of

time [POB99]. This is mainly due to the fact that the existing simulation concepts model

the entire system behaviour without taking advantage of the system structure [POB99]. In

this section, a novel simulation concept of reduced computational complexity is presented

for a TD{CDMA mobile radio system, including the use adaptive antennas. The novel

simulation concept and the simulation concept applied up to now [Na�95, Bla98], which

is addressed as the original simulation concept for TD{CDMA, are compared with regard

to computational complexity and accuracy through simulation results in Section 6.4.

6.2.2 Simulation methods for communications systems

A communications system can be mathematically analyzed in closed form either in an

approximative manner or not at all [Edr94, Na�95]. There is, though, the possibility
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to analyze and optimize a communications system by the use of experimental methods

or by modeling and simulating the system on the digital computer. The experimental

production of results is not only time consuming, but it also requires a large number on

experienced personnel [Na�95]. Further, the possibility of changing the system parameters

or the basic system components is excluded most of the time [Edr94, Na�95]. Therefore,

in order to save time and complexity, the analysis and optimization especially of complex

communications systems is performed by modeling and simulation on the digital com-

puter [BSS84, JBS92].

The simulation model used on the digital computer should include the statistical and

dynamical properties of the communications system to be investigated. When stochastic

quantities are used in the simulation model, then the simulation method is termed Monte

Carlo [BSS84, JBS92, Edr94, Na�95]. Monte Carlo simulations have been used worldwide

for the standardization and optimization of 3G mobile radio systems [ASS98, Na�95,

Ste95, Kle96]. The produced results by Monte Carlo simulations depend generally on the

number of conducted experiments. As the number of experiments increase, the precision

of the results increases [BSS84, JBS92]. Certainly, there is always a trade{o� between sim-

ulation precision and simulation time. Therefore, a con�dence interval and a con�dence

probability is de�ned for the produced results from a Monte Carlo simulation [Na�95].

The con�dence probability of a result describes the probability that a produced result by

the Monte Carlo method lies within a �xed interval. This interval is called con�dence

interval for the considered Monte Carlo simulation result [Na�95]. Relying on the analysis

of [Na�95], if 10�� denotes the BER �Pb to be estimated by simulations, all simulation

results producing an estimate of �Pb which lies, with a con�dence probability greater than

95%, within the con�dence interval [0:9 � 10��; 1:1 � 10��] are considered as reliable.

The task and goal of modeling and simulating a communications system is to represent

the real world as closely as possible, whereas simultaneously the simulation complexity

and time should be held as low as possible [Edr94, Na�95]. At this point, a compromise

between the close representation of the real world and the simulation complexity and time

has to be found. The simulation complexity and, consequently, the simulation time can be

considerably reduced, if only the basic components of the complex communications system

to be investigated are modeled, whereas the components which do not play a decisive role

in the system evaluation may be neglected [Edr94, Na�95]. Further, a very important issue

concerning the modeling and simulation of a communications system is the choice of the

simulation tool. The precision of the results, the necessary hardware and software, as well

as the total �nancial cost depend very much on this choice [BSS84, JBS92, Edr94, Na�95].

Certainly, the experience of the persons who make this choice can ease the �nal decision

considerably [BSS84, JBS92, Edr94, Na�95].

Concerning the TD{CDMA mobile radio system, a simulation concept already exists,

which models and analyzes the system behaviour for di�erent given operation situa-

tions [Na�95, Bla98]. The main characteristic of this simulation concept for TD{CDMA is

the modeling of the entire system behaviour, i.e., the original simulation concept for TD{
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CDMA does not take advantage of the speci�c structure of TD{CDMA receivers [POB99].

As the original simulation concept, the novel simulation concept for TD{CDMA presented

in this section belongs to the class of signal ow driven simulators, which, in contrast to

time driven simulators, o�er the advantages of [Na�95]

� blockwise signal transfer between modules, i.e., transfer of signal vectors,

� the choice of any sampling frequency, which is an important parameter related to

the eÆcient usage of the total system bandwidth,

� fewer calls of subroutines, and

� smaller complexity and simulation time

at the cost of a more complex programming, especially of the interfaces between mod-

ules, since signal vectors are always transferred. Further, the novel simulation concept is

capable of taking into account

� adaptive antenna concepts applied at the BS transceiver, and

� channel estimation errors,

like the original simulation concept for TD{CDMA [Na�95, Bla98]. However, in contrast

to the original simulation concept, the novel simulation concept explicitly exploits the

main characteristic of TD{CDMA receivers, which is the JD of the user data [Kle96],

see also Section 1.2 and Section 4.3.3.2. The novel simulation concept for TD{CDMA is

presented in detail in the following.

6.2.3 Detailed analysis of the novel simulation concept for TD{

CDMA

6.2.3.1 Preliminaries

In Section 4.2 a detailed description of the system model of a TD{CDMA mobile ra-

dio system including adaptive antennas is given. Here, we assume that the received signal

in TD{CDMA is determined in general by

e = A d+ n; (6.1)

see also (4.20). In (6.1) A represents the system matrix, which includes the use of adap-

tive antenna concepts at the BS, see (4.11). d, see (4.5), is the combined data vector of
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n

M

n
out

=M � n

d̂ = d + n
outd

Figure 6.1. Schematic representation of the novel view on the JD process according to

(6.2) and (6.5), see also [POB99]

allK users active in the same frequency band and time slot, and n represents the additive

noise vector, which is made up by intercell MAI in the interference{limited case, see also

Section 4.3.3.2. In this chapter we deal with the uplink of TD{CDMA. The analysis of

the novel simulation concept presented in this section can be transferred unaltered to the

downlink of TD{CDMA [POB99].

6.2.3.2 Known channels

First, it is assumed that the channel impulse responses valid for the links between each

user and each antenna of the array con�guration used at the BS, see Fig. 4.3, are perfectly

known at the receiver. In this case, by applying the ZF{BLE, see Section 4.3.2.2, a linear

estimate

d̂ =
�
A�TR�1

n A
�
�1
A�TR�1

n e =M e; (6.2)

of the combined data vector d, see (4.5), can be obtained, whereRn denotes the covariance

matrix of the intercell MAI, see also (4.21). The matrix

M =
�
A�TR�1

n A
�
�1
A�TR�1

n ; (6.3)
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see also the analysis presented in Section 4.3.3.2, plays a fundamental role for the de-

velopment of the novel simulation, and is addressed as the channel matrix in what fol-

lows [POB99]. (6.2) can be also written in the form

d̂ = d +M n = d+ nout (6.4)

with

nout =M n: (6.5)

As also mentioned in Section 4.3.3.2, (6.4) and (6.5) o�er a novel view on the JD process.

If the channel impulse responses, and consequently the system matrix A, see (6.1), are

perfectly known at the receiver, the JD process according to (6.4) is transparent for the

data transmitted by the users assigned to the considered BS. The only e�ect of the JD

process is a transformation of the input intercell MAI vector n, see (6.1), into an output

intercell MAI vector nout according to (6.5), see also Section 4.3.3.2. This transformation

depends on the speci�cs contained in the matrix M, see (6.3), i.e., the channel model,

the CDMA codes, and the used antenna con�guration at the BS receiver, and not on the

way the user data are modulated, interleaved, and coded. This characteristic of the JD

process is schematically illustrated in Fig. 6.1.

In the following, the implementation of the novel simulation concept for TD{CDMA

is analyzed in detail. In TD{CDMA the total available system bandwidth Bsys is divided

into Npar partial frequency bands each of size B [Bla98], see Fig. 1.1. A single partial

frequency band of size B is considered in the following. As already mentioned in Sec-

tion 1.2, the TDMA component of TD{CDMA o�ers the possibility of partitioning the

time in TDMA bursts, each of length Tbu, see Fig. 1.1. In each burst a number of K users

is simultaneously active, and a speci�c number of TDMA bursts constitutes a TDMA

frame of length Tfr, see Fig. 1.1. It is assumed that in each TDMA burst a di�erent user

group l, l = 0 : : : Tfr=Tbu � 1, is active. This scheme allows the repetitive transmission

of data pertaining to a speci�c user within a user group. Then, a general burst number

i is assigned to each transmitted TDMA burst [POB99]. This number depends on the

ratio Tfr=Tbu and on the considered user group l. The general burst number i is de�ned

as [POB99]

i = i(l) = l + �
Tfr

Tbu
; � = 0; 1; 2; : : : (6.6)

If, e.g., the user group l = 0 is considered, a series of general burst numbers valid for this

user group can be de�ned according to (6.6)

i = i(0) = �
Tfr

Tbu
; � = 0; 1; 2; : : : (6.7)

The general burst numbers of a TDMA frame are depicted in Fig. 6.2, when

Tfr

Tbu
= 8: (6.8)
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i0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Tfr

Tbu

Figure 6.2. General burst numbers i in a TDMA frame, when Tfr=Tbu equals eight

The shaded regions in Fig. 6.2 represent the bursts utilized by the user group l = 0. In the

example of Fig. 6.2, the user group l = 0 utilizes the general burst numbers 0; 8; 16; 32 : : : ,

see (6.7).

Exactly as a general burst number i is assigned to each transmitted TDMA burst, a

channel matrix M�, � = 0; 1; 2; : : : , see (6.3), is valid for each transmitted TDMA burst.

It is assumed that the channel matrix M�, � = 0; 1; 2; : : : , see (6.3), remains unaltered

for the duration of a TDMA burst [POB99]. It is further assumed that the users within

a user group move with a constant velocity v, and the smallest possible non{zero ve-

locity of a user group is denoted by v0. The transition from the channel matrix M� to

the channel matrix M�+1 takes place, when the users of the considered user group l,

l = 0 : : : Tfr=Tbu � 1, [POB99]

� move with the smallest non{zero velocity v0, and

� utilize a successive burst.

In the special case that the users of a user group do not move at all, i.e., v is equal to

zero, the channel matrix M� remains the same, when successive bursts are utilized. In

general, the index � of the channel matrix M� depends on

1. the considered user group l, l = 0 : : : Tfr=Tbu � 1,

2. the general burst number i, see (6.6), and

3. the velocity v of the users of the considered user group.
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M0

M1

M8

M16

v = 0

v =
2v

0

v
=

v
0

Figure 6.3. Series of channel matrices for the user group l = 0; Tfr=Tbu = 8

Then, as in the case of the general burst numbers, see (6.6), a seriesM� of channel matrices

valid for user group l can be de�ned [POB99]. The index � of the channel matrices M�

valid for the considered user group l, l = 0 : : : Tfr=Tbu � 1, is given by [POB99]

� =
�
l + i(0)

�
� v
v0

=

�
l + �

Tfr

Tbu

�
� v
v0
; � = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; (6.9)

where i(l) is de�ned in (6.6). In Fig. 6.3 the series of channel matrices valid for user group

l = 0 is illustrated for the cases v = 0, v = v0, and v = 2v0, respectively. Here, it is

assumed that (6.8) is valid. E.g., if the users within user group l = 0 move with a velocity

v equal to v0 and Tfr=Tbu equals 8, the index � of the channel matrices valid for this group

takes the values 0; 8; 16; 24; 32; : : : , whereas, if v equals 2v0, the index � takes the values

0; 16; 32; : : : .

After having shown the usage of the channel matricesM�, see (6.5) and (6.9), in the novel

simulation concept according to (6.5) an intercell MAI noise vector n for each transmitted

burst is required in order to obtain the output MAI vector nout. It is assumed that for

each general burst number i, see (6.6), an independent intercell MAI vector n of dimension

Ka(NQ+W � 1) is produced, which has a given covariance matrix Rn, see (4.17). If the
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Figure 6.4. Series of output intercell MAI vectors nout;i, i = 0; 1; 2; : : :

link level system performance of TD{CDMA is investigated, the intercell MAI covariance

matrix is given by (4.26). Then, by �rst generating a vector nw with covariance matrix

Rn;w = E
�
nwn

�T
w

	
= I(Ka(NQ+W�1)); (6.10)

i.e., the components of nw are samples of independent complex Gaussian random variables

with zero mean and variance equal to one [Pap65], the desired input intercell MAI vector

n is created according to

n =
p
�2 nw; (6.11)

where �2 denotes the noise power, which is assumed to be equal for all components of n. If

the system level performance of TD{CDMA is investigated, the intercell MAI covariance

matrix Rn, see (5.10), can be factorized by Cholesky decomposition according to [Mar87]

Rn = L�Tn Ln: (6.12)

In (6.12) Ln is an upper triangular matrix with nonzero real diagonal elements [Mar87].

Then, by �rst generating a vector nw with a covariance matrix as in (6.10), the desired

input intercell MAI vector n is created according to

n = L�Tn nw: (6.13)

If the input intercell MAI vector n is available, see (6.11) or (6.13), according to (6.5) it

is possible to produce an output intercell MAI vector nout;i for each general burst number

i, i = 0; 1; : : : In Fig. 6.4 the series of output MAI vectors nout;i are shown schematically

versus the general burst numbers i, see also Fig. 6.2.

It has been already shown that the only e�ect of the JD process is a transformation

of the received intercell MAI vector n, see (6.1), into an output intercell MAI vector nout,

see (6.5) and Fig. 6.1. Since this transformation is independent of the way the data sym-

bols are processed prior to transmission, it is possible to investigate any linear scheme of

data modulation, interleaving, and channel coding by
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0.0318 - j0.0488 -0.0059 - j0.0438

0.0194 + j0.0588

-0.0220 - j0.0219

nout;0

nout;1

nout;2

1 2

0.0151 - j0.0263 -0.0054 - j0.0348nout;100

384

-0.0080 - j0.0079

0.0004 + j0.01220.0052 + j0.0502

-0.0159 - j0.0184 0.0012 + j0.0094

-0.0115 + j0.0051

Figure 6.5. Example of a database with the output intercell MAI vectors nout;i, i =

0; 1; 2; : : : ; K = 8 users; N = 24 data symbols per user; Ka = 1; channel model: COST 207

RA; �2 = 1

� �rst, storing a number of output intercell MAI vectors nout;i, i = 0; 1; 2 : : : , see (6.5)

and Fig. 6.4, which are valid for a certain simulation scenario, in a two dimensional

database, and

� then, adding the vectors from the database to the transparently transmitted user

data contained in the vector d, see (4.5), according to (6.4).

If the output intercell MAI vectors nout;i, i = 0; 1; 2 : : : , see (6.5), are generated under

the condition that the users move with the smallest non{zero velocity v0, see (6.9), then

the inuence of any user velocity v which is an integer multiple of v0 can be investigated,

without having to repeat the simulation for generating the database. This is due to

the fact that if the users of a user group l, l = 0 : : : Tfr=Tbu � 1, move with a velocity

v which is a multiple of v0, only the relevant vectors n� from the database may be

used for investigating the BER performance, where � is de�ned in (6.9). This issue

constitutes another advantage of the novel simulation concept for TD{CDMA with respect

to simulation time, compared to the original simulation concept for TD{CDMA [Na�95,

Bla98]. Finally, if the link level performance is investigated, where (4.26) is valid, the

noise power �2, see (4.26) and (6.11), of each output intercell MAI vector nout;i from the
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database can be scaled according to [POB99]

n0out;i = nout;i �
�in

�0in
; (6.14)

where �in denotes the mean input SNR used for creating the respective database, and

�0in denotes the mean input SNR to be investigated. Then, the BER performance can

be investigated additionally for di�erent values of the input SNR, without the need for

repeating the simulations for producing the database, each time the inuence of a new

value of the input SNR �0in has to be examined [POB99]. Summarizing, in contrast to

the original simulation concept for TD{CDMA [Na�95, Bla98], when the novel simula-

tion concept for TD{CDMA is used, there is no need for repeating the simulations for

generating a database, when the e�ects of

� a new data modulation, interleaving, and channel coding scheme,

� a new user velocity v, which is an integer multiple of v0, or

� a new input SNR �0in,

have to be investigated, because the same output intercell MAI vectors nout;i for the con-

sidered scenario, i.e., the used channel model, CDMA codes, and antenna con�guration,

can be used from the database. In Fig. 6.5 an example of a database is illustrated for the

following simulation scenario in a TD{CDMA mobile radio system:

K = 8; N = 24; Ka = 1; channel model : COST 207 RA; �2 = 1:

6.2.3.3 Estimated channels

In Section 6.2.3.2 the novel simulation concept for TD{CDMA is presented under the

assumption of perfectly known channel impulse responses at the receiver. Certainly, this

assumption is unrealistic for the realtime operation of a TD{CDMA mobile radio system.

Since the results of a simulation concept should be as close to the real world as possible,

see Section 6.2.2, the inuence of channel estimation on the system performance should

be included. Therefore, the novel simulation concept is extended in this section to in-

clude the impact of channel estimation errors on the JD process and, consequently, on

the overall system performance. If

Â = A+�A (6.15)

represents the estimated system matrix, with �A depending on the channel estimation

errors [POB99], and

M̂ =
�
Â
�T
R�1

n Â

�
�1

Â
�T
R�1

n (6.16)
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Figure 6.6. Schematic representation of the novel view on the JD precess including channel

estimation

is the estimated channel matrix with Â de�ned in (6.15), see also (6.3), then the estimated

data vector d̂ from all K users can be written in the form

d̂ = d+ n
(1)
out + n

(2)
out; (6.17)

where

n
(1)
out = M̂ n; (6.18)

n
(2)
out = �M̂ �A d: (6.19)

Note that the intercell interference covariance matrixRn, see (4.17) and (6.12), is assumed

to be perfectly known at the BS receiver. From (6.17) and (6.18) we observe that the

output intercell MAI vector n
(1)
out additionally depends on the input SNR �in. This is due

to the fact that the quality of the channel impulse response estimates contained in Â, see

(6.15), and consequently the estimated channel matrix M̂, see (6.16), depend on the mean

input SNR �in, see the simulation results presented in Section 5.5. Further, from (6.17)

and (6.19), it is observed that the vector n
(2)
out depends, in addition to its dependence on

the mean input SNR �in, on the way the data are modulated, interleaved and coded, since

d is contained explicitly in (6.19). This novel view on the JD process which includes

channel estimation is illustrated in Fig. 6.6.

According to (6.17), we can deduce that, in contrast to the case where the channel impulse

responses are perfectly known at the receiver, see Section 6.2.3.2, it is now necessary to

create for each mean input SNR �in and simulation scenario, determined by the chan-

nel model, the CDMA codes c(k), k = 1 : : :K, see (4.2), and the antenna con�guration,
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two databases, which contain the vectors n
(1)
out, see (6.18), and n

(2)
out, see (6.19), respec-

tively. The advantages of the novel simulation concept presented in Section 6.2.3.2, which

are valid for the investigation of any data modulation, interleaving, and channel coding

scheme, as well as with any user velocity v which is an integer multiple of v0, hold only for

the �rst database containing the vectors n
(1)
out, see (6.18). Concerning the second database

containing the vectors n
(2)
out, see (6.19), only the advantage valid for the investigation of any

user velocity v, which is an integer multiple of v0, holds. Nevertheless, the computational

cost of the novel simulation concept including channel estimation is reduced compared to

the original simulation concept for TD{CDMA [POB99]. The gain concerning this com-

putational cost is calculated and compared to the one valid for the original simulation

concept for TD{CDMA in Section 6.4.

6.3 SNR degradation of TD{CDMA receivers

6.3.1 General

As already shown in Section 4.3.3.2, the intracell MAI is eliminated by JD in TD{CDMA.

The price to be paid for this bene�t is an SNR degradation valid for TD{CDMA re-

ceivers [SK93, Kle96], which means that, to a certain degree, the impact of intercell MAI

is enhanced, compared to receivers which do not utilize JD. In this section a new de�ni-

tion of the SNR degradation of TD{CDMA receivers is presented. This SNR degradation

is considered as the basis of the second performance assessment method for TD{CDMA

used in this thesis, the �rst being the novel simulation concept for TD{CDMA presented

in Section 6.2. Note that, in addition to the bene�ts of using the SNR degradation

as a performance assessment method for TD{CDMA, the SNR degradation constitutes

the basis for obtaining a simpli�ed version of the novel simulation concept presented in

Section 6.2.3.2.

6.3.2 De�nition of the SNR degradation

As in Section 6.2, it is assumed that the received signal in TD{CDMA is determined

in general by (6.1). Further, the channel impulse responses are assumed to be perfectly

known at the receiver. Moreover, it is accepted that each transmitted symbol di, i =

1 : : :KN , has the magnitude

j di j= 1; i = 1 : : :KN: (6.20)

In order to enable a uni�ed treatment of single and adaptive antennas, it is assumed that

in the case of adaptive antennas the received energy Ei associated with each transmitted

symbol di, i = 1 : : :KN , see (4.5), is the energy measured by a �ctitious single antenna

placed at the RP of the antenna con�guration used at the BS, see Fig. 5.1. Then, inde-

pendently of the use of single or adaptive antennas, the received energy Ei valid for a data
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symbol di, i = 1 : : :KN , of transmitter k, k = 1 : : :K, is exclusively determined by the

composite channel impulse response b(k), see (4.7), valid for transmitter k, k = 1 : : :K,

according to

Ei =
j b(k) j2

2
; (6.21)

where (6.20) has been used. j b(k) j in (6.21) depends on the distance between transmitter

and receiver as well as on the presence of slow fading and fast fading, see Section 2.2.1 for

a detailed analysis. In the following, it is assumed that the dependence on said distance

is eliminated by power control [GVGZ92, Zan92a, Zan92b] and that the slow and fast

fading processes are stationary [Pap65]. Then, the mean received energy

E =
Efj b(k) j2g

2
(6.22)

per symbol and the mean input SNR

�in =
Efj b(k) j2g
2 �2 Q

(6.23)

are de�ned, where Q is the spreading factor, and �2 is the variance of each component

of the intercell MAI vector n, see also Section 6.2.3.2. The expectation operator Ef�g in
(6.22) and (6.23) is applied to the composite channel impulse responses b(k) from all K

users.

In what follows, it is assumed that (4.26) is valid. Then, based on the received signal e,

see (6.1), the ZF{BLE [KB92b, Kle96] gives the linear estimate

d̂ =
�
A�TA

�
�1
A�Te = d+

�
A�TA

�
�1
A�Tn (6.24)

of the combined data vector d de�ned in (4.5), see also (6.2). According to (6.24) and

(6.20) and by some manipulation, it can be shown that the symbol SNR at the output of

the ZF{BLE becomes [Kle96]

ZF;i =
1

2�2
h�
A�TA

�
�1
i
i;i

; i = 1 : : :KN; (6.25)

where [�]i;i denotes the i{th diagonal element of the matrix in brackets.

In [Kle96] an SNR degradation is de�ned, which relates ZF;i, i = 1 : : :KN , see (6.25),

to the SNR per transmitted symbol at the output of the DMF, see Section 4.3.3.1, which

is inherent in the ZF{BLE [Kle96]. However, a more adequate de�nition of the SNR

degradation of TD{CDMA receivers should relate ZF;i, i = 1 : : :KN , see (6.25), directly

to the mean input SNR �in, see (6.23), in order to achieve the consideration of the overall

receiver structure. With (6.23) and (6.25), this SNR degradation is de�ned as

Æi =
�in

ZF;i
=

Efj b(k) j2g
Q

h�
A�TA

�
�1
i
i;i
; i = 1 : : :KN; (6.26)
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see also (6.22). In the following section, the properties of the SNR degradation Æi, i =

1 : : :KN , of TD{CDMA receivers are presented.

6.3.3 Properties of the SNR degradation

6.3.3.1 Introduction

In Section 6.3.2 the de�nition of the SNR degradation of TD{CDMA receivers is pre-

sented, see (6.26). The factor Efj b(k) j2g=Q in (6.26) can be considered as a constant

weighting factor for the SNR degradation Æi, i = 1 : : :KN , which exclusively depends on

the mean energy of the composite channel impulse responses, see (6.22), and the spread-

ing factor Q. Therefore, it can be incorporated in the system matrix A by de�ning the

normalized matrix

~A =

s
Q

Efj b(k) j2g
A: (6.27)

Then, the SNR degradation of (6.26) can be written as

Æi =

��
~A
�T ~A

�
�1
�
i;i

; i = 1 : : :KN: (6.28)

In the following, we discuss the properties of this SNR degradation of TD{CDMA re-

ceivers.

6.3.3.2 Structure of the SNR degradation

In this section the structure of the SNR degradation Æi, i = 1 : : :KN , see (6.28), is

investigated. It is assumed that a single antenna is used at the BS receiver. The gener-

alization to multi{antenna con�gurations, including adaptive antennas, is straightforward.

The SNR degradation Æi, i = 1 : : :KN , see (6.28), is the i{th diagonal element of the

inverse of the matrix

~Z = ~A
�T ~A: (6.29)

If ~Zi;i denotes the matrix
~Z of (6.29) without its i{th row and i{th column, (6.28) takes

the form [Gant91]

Æi =
det

�
~Zi;i

�
det

�
~Z
� ; i = 1 : : :KN; (6.30)

where the operator det (�) stands for the determinant of the matrix in parentheses. The

energies j b(k) j2 of the composite channel impulse responses b(k), k = 1 : : :K, see (4.7),
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valid for a transmitted burst, cannot be equalized for all K users. Therefore, if we de�ne

the KN �KN block diagonal matrix

F = blockdiag
h
F(1) : : :F(K)

i
; (6.31)

with

F(k) =

s
Efj b(k) j2g

Q

1

j b(k) j
I(N); k = 1 : : :K; (6.32)

the normalized matrix

~~Z = F ~Z F (6.33)

is independent of j b(k) j2, k = 1 : : :K, and the factor Efj b(k) j2g=Q, see (6.26), i.e., all

KN diagonal elements of
~~Z are equal to one.

~~Z consists of K2 blocks

~~Z
(l;m)

=
~~Z
(m;l)�T

=
1

b(l;m)
~Z
(l;m)

; l; m = 1 : : :K; (6.34)

of dimensions N �N , where

b(l;m) =
Q

Efj b(k) j2g
j b(l) j j b(m) j; l; m = 1 : : :K: (6.35)

According to (6.33), a normalized SNR degradation per transmitted symbol can be de-

�ned, which exclusively depends on the structure of the composite channel impulse re-

sponses b(k), k = 1 : : :K, see (4.7), and not on the received energies of b(k), k = 1 : : :K,

and the mean input SNR �in, see (6.23):

Æn;i =
det

�
~~Zi;i

�
det

�
~~Z
� ; i = 1 : : :KN: (6.36)

If (6.36) is available, the determination of Æi, see (6.30) and (6.26), is accomplished by

multiplying Æn;i, i = 1 : : :KN , with the value 1=j b(k) j2, which pertains to the consid-

ered user k, k = 1 : : :K, and the factor Efj b(k) j2g=Q. Therefore, independently of the

received energy per composite channel impulse response b(k), k = 1 : : :K, and the mean

input SNR �in, the SNR degradation Æi, i = 1 : : :KN , see (6.26), can be kept low if the

channel impulse response h(k) and the CDMA code c(k) of a speci�c user k, k = 1 : : :K,

and among the K simultaneously active users are well matched. This statement means

that the values of the o�{diagonal elements of
~~Z, see (6.33), should be small compared to

values of the diagonal elements, which are all equal to one, see also Section 4.3.2.2 for an

equivalent observation concerning data detection in TD{CDMA mobile radio systems. In

Section 7.2 this observation is used to produce composite channel impulse responses b(k),

k = 1 : : :K, see (4.7), which are well matched. This novel technique leads to considerable

performance improvements, which are illustrated in Section 7.2 by using the SNR degra-

dation of TD{CDMA receivers as the basis for a performance assessment method.
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6.3.3.3 Dependence on the number of transmitted symbols

In this section the inuence of the number of transmitted symbols on the SNR degra-

dation is investigated. In order to get an insight into this problem, the easy to survey

cases

Ka = 1; K = 2; Q = 2; W = 1; (6.37)

with N equal to one and N equal to two are considered, respectively. In the case of N

equal to one, the system matrix A, see (4.8), is written as

A =
�
b(1) b(2)

�
; (6.38)

and the matrix ~Z, see (6.29), takes the form

~Z =

�
~z1;1 ~z1;2
~z�1;2 ~z2;2

�
; (6.39)

where

~z1;1 =

s
Q

Efj b(k) j2g
b
(1)�Tb(1); (6.40)

~z2;2 =

s
Q

Efj b(k) j2g
b(2)�Tb(2); (6.41)

~z1;2 =

s
Q

Efj b(k) j2g
b(1)�Tb(2); (6.42)

According to (6.30), the SNR degradation of the transmitted symbol of the �rst user is

Æ1 jN=1 =
~z2;2

~z1;1~z2;2 � j ~z1;2 j
2 (6.43)

and of the second user is

Æ2 jN=1 =
~z1;1

~z1;1~z2;2 � j ~z1;2 j
2 : (6.44)

If N equal to two symbols are transmitted by each user, the system matrix takes the form

A =

�
b(1) 0 b

(2)
0

0 b(1) 0 b(2)

�
; (6.45)

where 0 is the zero vector of dimension 2, and the matrix ~Z, see (6.29), is expressed as

~Z =

2
664
~z1;1 0 ~z1;2 0

0 ~z1;1 0 ~z1;2
~z�1;2 0 ~z2;2 0

0 ~z�1;2 0 ~z2;2

3
775 (6.46)
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Figure 6.7. Normalized SNR degradation Æn;i; Ka = 1; K = 8; COST 207 RA; N = 24;

Q = 14, W = 23, v=3 km/h; 100 transmitted bursts
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Figure 6.8. Normalized SNR degradation Æn;i; Ka = 1; K = 8; COST 207 RA; N = 4;

Q = 14, W = 23, v=3 km/h; 100 transmitted bursts
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with its elements de�ned in (6.40) to (6.42). In this case and after some manipulation,

the SNR degradation of the transmitted symbols of the �rst user is

Æ1 jN=2 = Æ2 jN=2 =
~z2;2(~z1;1~z2;2 � j ~z1;2 j

2
)

(~z1;1~z2;2 � j ~z1;2 j
2
)2

(6.47)

and of the second user is

Æ3 jN=2 = Æ4 jN=2 =
~z1;1(~z1;1~z2;2 � j ~z1;2 j

2
)

(~z1;1~z2;2 � j ~z1;2 j
2
)2

: (6.48)

From (6.43), (6.47) and (6.44), (6.48), respectively, we observe that the produced values

of the SNR degradation for both users are identical.

In the previous example only MAI is considered, since K is equal to two, but no ISI

is present, since W is chosen to be equal to one. Unfortunately, when we want to deal

with realistic parameters of TD{CDMA, see Table 5.1, there is no closed form expression

for the SNR degradation Æi, i = 1 : : :KN , see (6.26), which explicitly depends on the

elements of the matrix ~Z, see (6.29). In this case, the SNR degradation Æi has to be

determined by simulations. In Fig. 6.7 the normalized SNR degradation Æn;i, see (6.36),

of the symbols in the middle of each transmitted burst from each user k, k = 1 : : :K, are

shown for 102 bursts. The chosen parameters are

Ka = 1; K = 8; N = 24; Q = 14; W = 23; (6.49)

and the COST 207 RA channel model is used [COS89], see also Section 2.3.2. The velocity

v of the simultaneously active users is chosen to be 3 km/h. In Fig. 6.8 the respective

values are shown for the same parameters except for the number N of the transmitted

symbols, which is chosen to be equal to four. The comparison of the representations in

Fig. 6.7 and Fig. 6.8 shows that the values of the normalized SNR degradation are prac-

tically the same. This result demonstrates that only a certain number N of transmitted

symbols is necessary for determining the normalized SNR degradation Æn;i, i = 1 : : :KN ,

see (6.36), and, consequently the SNR degradation Æi, i = 1 : : :KN , see (6.26). The

number N of transmitted symbols for determining Æi, i = 1 : : :KN , see (6.26), should be

chosen to be at least equal to the number of symbols N which contribute to ISI. Con-

cerning the parameters valid for Fig. 6.7, the number of symbols N which contribute to

ISI is equal to three, see also Table 5.1. Therefore, N has been chosen to be equal to four

for the simulation results presented in Fig. 6.8. This reduction of the required number

of transmitted symbols for determining Æi, i = 1 : : :KN , see (6.26), on the one hand,

makes the SNR degradation the basis of a powerful performance assessment method of

low computational cost, and, on the other hand, constitutes the basic step for developing a

simpli�ed version of the novel simulation concept for TD{CDMA presented in Section 6.2.

As a �nal remark, the SNR degradation of TD{CDMA receivers can be used for CDMA

code optimization, which is considered as an additional advantage of the utilization of

the SNR degradation. In Appendix B.2 upper and lower bounds of the SNR degradation

are presented, which can serve as guidelines for CDMA code optimization in TD{CDMA

mobile radio systems.
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6.3.4 Simpli�ed version of the novel simulation concept

In this section a simpli�ed version of the novel simulation concept for TD{CDMA, see

Section 6.2, is presented. The basis of this simpli�ed version is the SNR degradation Æi,

i = 1 : : :KN , see (6.26), which allows the determination of the noise values which corrupt

the transparently transmitted data symbols di, i = 1 : : :KN , see (4.5), from all K users.

These noise values are determined in the following.

The value of the mean input SNR �in, see (6.23), depends on the noise variance �2 at the

input of the receiver. Therefore, it is possible to set the mean input SNR �in, see (6.23),

to a desired value by controlling the value of �2. According to (6.23), �2 can be written

as

�2 =
Efj b(k) j2g
2�in Q

; (6.50)

see also (6.22). From (6.25) and (6.50), the variance of the noise component nout;i, i =

1 : : :KN , which corrupts the data symbol di, i = 1 : : :KN , at the output of the ZF{BLE

is given by

varfnout;ig =
Efj b(k) j2g
2 �in Q

h�
A�TA

�
�1
i
i;i
; i = 1 : : :KN: (6.51)

Then, (6.51) takes the form

varfnout;ig =
1

2�in
Æi; i = 1 : : :KN; (6.52)

where Æi, i = 1 : : :KN , is the SNR degradation de�ned in (6.26), and �in is the mean

input SNR de�ned in (6.23).

The SNR degradation Æi, i = 1 : : :KN , see (6.26), can be stored in databases by following

the method described in Section 6.2.3.2 for the novel simulation concept for TD{CDMA.

However, by taking advantage of the result presented in Section 6.3.3.3, only N equal to

four data symbols are suÆcient for determining the SNR degradation of TD{CDMA for

the considered simulation scenario, which considerably reduces the simulation time nec-

essary for producing the respective database. Further, only the SNR degradation valid

for the symbol positioned in the middle of each burst transmitted by user k, k = 1 : : :K,

needs to be stored in the database. Then, the SNR degradation Æi can be assumed to

be equal for all data symbols transmitted by a certain user k, k = 1 : : :K. Note that

this assumption is somewhat pessimistic, since it is known from [SK93, Kle96] that the

SNR degradation valid for the symbols at the head and the tail of each transmitted burst

take lower values, compared to the SNR degradation of the symbols transmitted in the

middle of each burst. However, simulations performed by the author of this thesis have

shown that the overall system performance is a�ected marginally by this choice, while the

required memory for storing the databases is considerably reduced.
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Figure 6.9. Schematic representation of the simpli�ed version of the novel simulation

concept

If the SNR degradations Æi, i = 1 : : :KN , see (6.26), are available in the form of databases,

the simpli�ed version of the novel simulation concept for TD{CDMA, see Section 6.2.3.2,

consists of three steps:

� First, a vector n0 of dimensionKN is created with each component n0i, i = 1 : : :KN ,

having unit variance.

� Second, each n0i, i = 1 : : :KN , is multiplied by the square root of the SNR degrada-

tion Æi valid for the considered user, and the square root of the inverse of the factor

2 �in, according to (6.52).

� Third, the resulting value ~ni, i = 1 : : :KN , from the second step is added to the

transparently transmitted data symbol di, i = 1 : : :KN , see also Section 6.2.3.2 and

Fig. 6.1. Thus, estimates for the transmitted data of each of the K users { after

channel coding, interleaving, and modulation { can be obtained. Then, the data

estimates produced by the simpli�ed novel simulation concept must be demodulated,

deinterleaved and decoded, and the BER can be calculated, exactly as for the novel

simulation concept presented Section 6.2.3.2.
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Figure 6.9 schematically shows the simpli�ed version of the novel simulation concept for

TD{CDMA. By comparing nout;i, i = 1 : : :KN , see Fig. 6.1 and (6.5), determined by the

novel simulation concept for TD{CDMA, with ~ni, i = 1 : : :KN , see Fig. 6.9, determined

by its simpli�ed version, it is observed that, although both have the same variance given

by (6.52), nout;i, i = 1 : : :KN , explicitly contains the correlations of the components ni,

i = 1 : : :KN , of the input intercell MAI vector n produced by multiplying the channel

matrix M with the n, see (6.5), whereas ~ni, i = 1 : : :KN , is not directly related to the

input intercell MAI vector n, see Fig. 6.9. Therefore, although the simpli�ed version

reduces the simulation time, it is expected that its accuracy is degraded, compared to

the accuracy of the novel simulation concept for TD{CDMA presented in Section 6.2.3.2.

The accuracy and the required simulation time for the simpli�ed version of the novel

simulation concept for TD{CDMA are investigated in the following Section 6.4.

6.4 Comparison of novel and original simulation con-

cepts for TD{CDMA

In this section the novel simulation concept presented in Section 6.2 and its simpli�ed

version presented in Section 6.3.4 are compared with the original simulation concept for

TD{CDMA [BBNS94, Na�95, Bla98]. The average coded BER �Pb is investigated versus

the mean input SNR �in, see (6.23), by simulations using the COST 207 RA channel

model [COS89], see also Section 2.3.2. A single antenna is used at the BS receiver, and

K equal to eight users are active within the same frequency band and time slot. The

user group 0 is considered, see Section 6.2.3.2 and Fig. 6.2, whereas for intercell MAI

(4.26) is valid, i.e., the link level performance is investigated. Moreover, variations of the

received power due to path loss and shadowing are assumed to be perfectly eliminated by

power control, see also Section 2.2.1. However, the variations of the received power due

to Rayleigh fading are present in the received signals, see Section 2.3.2. The parameters

of TD{CDMA used in the simulations can be taken from Table 5.1. It is noted that the

user bandwidth B of 1.6 MHz is smaller than the inverse of the chip duration Tc. This

results from the choice of a digital chip impulse �lter having an impulse response equal

to the GMSK basic impulse C0(�) of time bandwidth product 0.3, leading to a compact

spectrum, see [BKNS94b, Na�95] for a detailed analysis. Furthermore, the digital chip

impulse �lter and the user speci�c CDMA codes have been designed in such a way that

the magnitude of the complex envelopes of the transmitted signals are approximately

constant [BKNS94b, Kle96, Na�95].

In Fig. 6.10 the coded BER performance is presented for

� the original simulation concept for TD{CDMA [BBNS94, Na�95, Bla98],

� the novel simulation concept, see Section 6.2.3.2, and
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Figure 6.10. Coded BER �Pb versus the mean input SNR �in of (6.23); COST 207 RA

channel model; Ka = 1 antenna; K = 8 users; v = 3 km/h; perfectly known channel

impulse responses

� the simpli�ed version of the novel simulation concept, see Section 6.3.4,

under the assumption that the channel impulse responses are perfectly known at the

BS receiver. From the curves in Fig. 6.10 it is observed that the original and the novel

simulation concept for TD{CDMA are virtually equivalent, whereas the simulation time

required by the novel simulation concept is reduced by approximately 70% compared to

the original one. This fact shows that the novel simulation concept retains the accuracy of

the original simulation concept and, simultaneously, considerably reduces the simulation

time. In Fig. 6.10 the simulation results for the simpli�ed version of the novel simulation

concept are also illustrated. Unfortunately, although the simpli�ed version of the novel

simulation concept, presented in Section 6.3.4, reduces the simulation time by addition-

ally 20%, it does not retain the accuracy of the original concept. This is due to the fact

that, when using the simpli�ed version of the novel simulation concept for TD{CDMA,

the correlations among the components of input intercell MAI vector n, see (6.5), are

not considered when generating the vector ~n, see Fig. 6.9 and the analysis presented in

Section 6.3.4. Therefore, in the subsequent sections of this chapter only the novel sim-

ulation concept presented in Section 6.2 is used for assessing the BER performance of

TD{CDMA. However, the SNR degradation Æi, i = 1 : : :KN , see (6.26), which is the

basis of the simpli�ed version of the novel simulation concept for TD{CDMA, is used for

assessing the performance of TD{CDMA in Chapter 7 and Chapter 9 in di�erent oper-

ation situations. Finally, it is noted that results similar to those of Fig. 6.10 have been

observed when adaptive antennas are used at the BS. Therefore, the conclusions drawn
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Figure 6.11. Coded BER �Pb versus the mean input SNR �in of (6.23); COST 207 RA

channel model; Ka = 1 antenna; K = 8 users; v = 3 km/h; estimated channel impulse

responses

from the simulation results presented in Fig. 6.10 are also valid for the use of adaptive

antennas in TD{CDMA mobile radio systems.

In Fig. 6.11 simulation results comparing the original and the novel simulation concept,

see Section 6.2.3.3, are shown when the channel impulse responses are estimated at the

BS receiver. As in the case of known channel impulse responses, see Fig. 6.10, it is ob-

served that the curves for both concepts are virtually equivalent, whereas the simulation

time of the novel concept is reduced by approximately 40% compared to the original

one. Similar results have been observed by the author of this thesis for the comparison

between the original and the novel simulation concept, when adaptive antennas are used

in TD{CDMA. Therefore, the novel simulation concept for TD{CDMA presented in Sec-

tion 6.2 is exclusively used in the rest of this chapter for assessing the BER performance

of TD{CDMA including the use of adaptive antennas. Simulation results concerning the

spectrum eÆciency and capacity of TD{CDMA are presented separately in Chapter 8.

6.5 Simulation results for the case of known channel

impulse responses

6.5.1 Preliminaries

In this section the novel simulation concept presented in Section 6.2.3.2 is used for as-

sessing the uplink link level performance of TD{CDMA with adaptive antennas in the
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Figure 6.12. Uncoded BER �Pb versus the mean input SNR �in of (6.23); modi�ed Rural

Area COST 207 channel model; K = 8 users; v = 3 km/h

case of known channel impulse responses at the BS receiver. Since the channel impulse

responses are known, the simulation results presented in this section should be viewed

as a demonstration of the potential of adaptive antennas in TD{CDMA for system per-

formance enhancement, compared to single antenna systems. The inuence of channel

estimation on the link level performance of TD{CDMA is investigated in Section 6.6.

In the simulations always user group 0 is considered, see Section 6.2.3.2, and the number

K of users of user group 0 is equal to eight. Further, the modi�ed COST 207 channel

models, see Section 2.3.2, and the UKL 2 directional channel models, see Section 2.3.3,

are alternatively used. Note that, without loss of generality, the directional information

of the used channel models is con�ned to the azimuth, i.e., the elevation angle of DOAs

of signals impinging on the BS is assumed to be equal to 90Æ, see Fig. 5.1. The remain-

ing parameters of the TD{CDMA mobile radio system can be taken from Table 5.1, see

also [PFBP99, PWBB98, Bla98].

6.5.2 Inuence of the number of antennas

First, the inuence of the number Ka of antennas on the average uncoded and coded

BER �Pb is investigated. In the simulations, a cross array con�guration, see Fig. 3.4, is

used, when adaptive antennas are employed at the BS receiver. Further, the modi�ed
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Figure 6.13. Coded BER �Pb versus the mean input SNR �in of (6.23); modi�ed Rural

Area COST 207 channel model; K = 8 users; v = 3 km/h

COST 207 RA channel model, see Section 2.3.2, is used, whereas the spatial scenario

is illustrated in Fig. 4.6. In Figs. 6.12 and 6.13 the simulation results for the average

uncoded and coded BER �Pb, respectively, are presented. The inuence of the number Ka

of antennas can be translated into a gain of approximately 8 dB at an average uncoded

BER �Pb = 10�2 as the number of antennas Ka increase from one to four, see Fig. 6.12.

Further, a gain of approximately 3 dB at an average uncoded BER �Pb = 10�2 is achieved

each time the number of antennas Ka is doubled, see Fig. 6.12. Note that the observation

of the respective curves of the average coded BER �Pb, see Fig. 6.13, leads to the same

conclusions concerning the gain achieved by adaptive antennas compared to the use of

single antennas. The increased gain achieved when Ka equal to four, compared to Ka

equal to one, is due to the ideal spatial separation of the K equal to eight simultaneously

active users, see Fig. 4.6. When the spatial scenario of Fig. 4.6 is investigated, the gain

achieved by adaptive antennas is considerably reduced, when the number of antennas Ka

increases from four to eight or from eight to 16. However, the ideal spatial scenario of

Fig. 4.6 is not normally observed in real world applications [PWBB98]. The inuence

of the user spatial separation on the system performance is a critical issue for adaptive

antennas [PWBB98], which is investigated in detail in Section 7.3. Nevertheless, the

results presented in Figs. 6.12 and 6.13 illustrate the increased potential of adaptive

antennas for improving the performance of TD{CDMA mobile radio systems compared

to single antennas, when the channel impulse responses are known at the BS receiver. As

a �nal remark, it can be observed that the curve corresponding to Ka equal to one in
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Figure 6.14. Coded and uncoded BER �Pb versus the mean input SNR �in of (6.23);

modi�ed COST 207 RA channel model; K = 8 users; v = 3 km/h

Fig. 6.13 does not perfectly match the corresponding one in Fig. 6.10. This is due to the

fact that the number of experiments for obtaining the results in Fig. 6.10 is smaller than

the one simulated for Fig. 6.13. In Fig. 6.10 the goal of the simulations is the illustration

of the fact that there is no real di�erence between the original and the novel simulation

concept. In Fig. 6.13 more simulations are run in order to achieve accurate results for the

BER performance of TD{CDMA using the modi�ed COST 207 channel model.

6.5.3 Inuence of the channel model

In this section the inuence of the channel model on the link level performance of TD{

CDMA is investigated. First, the modi�ed COST 207 channel models, see Section 2.3.2,

are considered. Then, the UKL 2 directional channel models, see Section 2.3.3, are used.

Further, a cross array con�guration with Ka equal to eight antennas is assumed to be

used, when adaptive antennas are investigated.

In Figs. 6.14 to 6.16 the inuence of the channel model on the system performance is

investigated, when the modi�ed COST 207 channel models are used, see Section 2.3.2

and Fig. 2.2. In the case of Fig. 6.14 the modi�ed COST 207 RA channel model is

used, and the adopted spatial scenario is shown in Fig. 4.6. In the case of Fig. 6.15 the

modi�ed COST 207 TU channel model is used. It is reminded that, because of the direc-

tional characteristics of the channel impulse responses, the modi�ed COST 207 RA and
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Figure 6.15. Coded and uncoded BER �Pb versus the mean input SNR �in of (6.23);

modi�ed COST 207 TU channel model; K = 8 users; v = 3 km/h
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Figure 6.16. Coded and uncoded BER �Pb versus the mean input SNR �in of (6.23);

modi�ed COST 207 BU channel model; K = 8 users; v = 3 km/h
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TU channel models can be classi�ed into the large cell channel type, see Section 2.4.2.

Further, the modi�ed COST 207 BU channel model is used for the simulation results

shown in Fig. 6.16. The adopted spatial scenario is illustrated in Fig. 4.13. The modi�ed

COST 207 BU channel model is classi�ed into the small cell channel type, since each tap

of the channel impulse response of each user is associated with a single DOA, see also Sec-

tion 2.3.2. Concerning the average uncoded BER �Pb, see the dashed curves in Figs. 6.14

to 6.16, the gain achieved by adaptive antennas compared to single antennas, ranges

from approximately 11 dB at an average uncoded BER �Pb equal to 10
�2 for the modi�ed

COST 207 RA channel model, to approximately 13 dB at an average uncoded BER �Pb
equal to 2 � 10�2 for the modi�ed COST 207 TU and BU channel models. Moreover, it

is noted from the dashed curves of Figs. 6.14 to 6.16 that the uncoded BER decreases

more rapidly as the input SNR �in increases, when the modi�ed COST 207 TU and BU

channel models are used, see Figs. 6.15 and 6.16, compared to the modi�ed COST 207

RA channel model, see Fig. 6.14. This is due to the fact that the modi�ed COST 207 TU

and BU channel models have an increased diversity compared to the modi�ed COST 207

RA channel model, see also [Na�95] for a similar result. This increased diversity of the

modi�ed COST 207 TU and BU channel models compared to the modi�ed COST 207

RA channel model has two e�ects on the average coded BER:

� First, as for the average uncoded BER, there is a more rapid decrease of the average

coded BER as the mean input SNR �in increases, when the modi�ed COST 207 TU

and BU channel models are used, compared to the modi�ed COST 207 RA channel

model.

� Second, there is a greater coded gain compared to the uncoded gain, when the

modi�ed COST 207 TU and BU channel models are used, compared to the modi�ed

COST 207 RA channel model. This gain is approximately 11 dB at an average

coded BER �Pb equal to 10�3 for the modi�ed COST 207 RA channel model, see

the solid lines of Fig. 6.14, almost as for the results for the uncoded BER, whereas

the coded gain for the modi�ed COST 207 BU and TU channel models exceeds

15 dB at an average coded BER �Pb equal to 10�3, see the solid lines of Figs. 6.15

and 6.16, respectively. An additional gain of more than 2 dB for the coded BER

compared to the uncoded BER is observed when the modi�ed COST 207 TU and BU

channel models are used, compared to the modi�ed COST 207 RA channel model.

This result shows that adaptive antennas work more favourably in propagation

environments with increased diversity potential, like the modi�ed COST 207 TU and

BU channel models, compared to propagation environments with limited diversity

potential, like the modi�ed COST 207 RA channel model.

Next in this section the inuence of the channel model on the link level performance of

TD{CDMA is investigated, when the UKL 2 directional channel models are used, see Sec-

tion 2.3.3. As discussed in Section 2.3.3, these channel models incorporate the directional

inhomogeneity of the mobile radio channel in a more realistic manner, compared to the
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Figure 6.17. Coded BER �Pb versus the mean input SNR �in of (6.23); UKL 2 rural channel

model; K = 8 users; v = 3 km/h

modi�ed COST 207 channel models presented in Section 2.3.2. First, the UKL 2 rural

channel model is considered, see Fig. 2.5a. The spatial scenario is illustrated in Fig. 5.2.

Next, the UKL 2 urban channel model is used, see Fig. 2.5b. Finally, the UKL 2 dense

urban channel model is employed, see Fig. 2.5c. The spatial scenarios for the UKL 2

urban and dense urban channel models are illustrated in Fig. 5.5.

In Figs. 6.17 to 6.19 the inuence of the propagation environment on the average coded

BER �Pb performance is illustrated when the UKL 2 directional channel models are used.

The results for the average uncoded BER performance are not shown in Figs. 6.17 to 6.19,

since they lead to similar conclusions like the ones presented for the modi�ed COST 207

channel models, see Figs. 6.14 to 6.16, concerning the di�erence between coded and un-

coded BER performance. In Fig. 6.17 the average coded BER �Pb is shown versus the

mean input SNR �in, when the UKL 2 rural channel model is used. In Figs. 6.18 and

6.19 the corresponding curves are shown, when the UKL 2 urban and the UKL 2 dense

urban channel models are used, respectively. As shown in Fig. 6.17 for the UKL 2 rural

channel model, the achieved gain is approximately 12 dB at an average coded BER �Pb
equal to 10�3 when Ka equal to eight antennas are used, compared to the single antenna

case. The results of Fig. 6.18 for the UKL 2 urban channel model show that an increased

gain of approximately 14 dB is achieved compared to the UKL 2 rural channel model, see

Fig. 6.17. This increased gain of the coded BER is due to the fact that the UKL 2 urban

channel model has an increased diversity compared to the UKL 2 rural channel model,

see also the analysis presented in this section for the modi�ed COST 207 channel models.
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Figure 6.18. Coded BER �Pb versus the mean input SNR �in of (6.23); UKL 2 urban

channel model; K = 8 users; v = 3 km/h
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Figure 6.19. Coded BER �Pb versus the mean input SNR �in of (6.23); UKL 2 dense urban

channel model; K = 8 users; v = 3 km/h
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The results of Fig. 6.19, where the UKL 2 dense urban channel model is used, are similar

to the ones of Fig. 6.18 for the UKL 2 urban channel model. This observation implies that

only the presence of the additional scattering area has practically a signi�cant inuence

on the link level performance of TD{CDMA, and not its distance to the considered BS,

compare Figs. 2.6b and 2.6c. However, when channel estimation is considered, see Chap-

ter 5, the treatment of the UKL 2 urban channel model is di�erent compared to the one

of the UKL 2 dense urban channel model. Simulation results for the UKL 2 directional

channel models including channel estimation are presented in Section 6.6.2.

As a �nal issue in this section, the modi�ed COST 207 channel models are compared

to the UKL 2 directional channel models, with respect to the required mean input SNR

�in, see (6.23), for achieving an average coded BER �Pb equal to 10
�3. Since the modi�ed

COST 207 channel models model the directional inhomogeneity of the mobile radio chan-

nel by assuming single DOAs for the impinging signals on the BS array, see Section 2.3.2,

the required mean input SNR �in for achieving an average coded BER �Pb equal to 10�3

is in all cases lower than the required mean input SNR �in for the UKL 2 directional

channel models, compare Figs. 6.14 to 6.16 with Figs. 6.17 to 6.19. This result implies

that, when using the modi�ed COST 207 channel models, upper bounds for the perfor-

mance of adaptive antennas can be obtained. However, when using directional channel

models which come closer to the real world like the UKL 2 directional channel models,

a performance degradation is observed compared to the use of the modi�ed COST 207

channel models. This performance degradation amounts to approximately 2 dB for the

UKL 2 rural channel model, compared to the modi�ed COST 207 RA channel model.

For both UKL 2 urban and dense urban channel models, the performance degradation is

approximately 6 dB, compared to the modi�ed COST 207 TU and BU channel models,

respectively.

6.5.4 Inuence of the user velocity

In this section the inuence of the user velocity v on the link level performance of TD{

CDMA is investigated by simulations. The goal of this investigation is the illustration of

the advantages o�ered by the novel simulation concept presented in Section 6.2.3.2 com-

pared to the original simulation concept for TD{CDMA, when the inuence of di�erent

user velocities on the system performance has to be examined. As already shown in Sec-

tion 6.2.3.2, the database with the output intercell MAI vectors nout;i, i = 0; 1; 2; : : : , see

Fig. 6.5, pertaining to a certain simulation scenario is produced for the smallest non{zero

velocity v0 of the K users. If the inuence of a di�erent user velocity v on the system

performance has to be investigated, there is no need for repeating the procedure of pro-

ducing the respective database, see Section 6.2.3.2. The same database can be directly

used, by selecting the output intercell MAI vectors nout;i from the database, which are

valid for the considered velocity v. E.g., if the desired user velocity v is equal to v0, the
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Figure 6.20. Coded BER �Pb versus the mean input SNR �in of (6.23); COST 207 RA

channel model; Ka = 1; K = 8 users

output intercell MAI vectors nout;i, i = 0; 1; 2; : : : , have to be used. On the other hand, if

v = m � v0; (6.53)

where m is an integer di�erent from zero, the output intercell MAI vectors nout;i, i = m�,

� = 0; 1; 2; : : : , have to be selected. Therefore, the simulation time can be signi�cantly

reduced compared to the simulation time of the original simulation concept for TD{

CDMA, where all simulation steps have to be repeated for each user velocity v, see also

Section 6.2.3.2.

In the simulations the COST 207 RA and BU channel models have been used, and a

single antenna is employed at the BS receiver. In Fig. 6.20 the simulation results for the

COST 207 RA channel model are shown. The smallest non{zero velocity v0 for producing

the databases is chosen to be equal to 3 km/h. Then, the user velocities v equal to

3 km/h and v equal to 90 km/h are investigated, respectively. The increased diversity

o�ered by the velocity of v equal to 90 km/h has the following e�ects on the system

performance:

� First, the required mean input SNR �in for achieving an average coded BER �Pb
equal to 10�3 is approximately 5 dB smaller for v equal to 90 km/h, compared to

the case where the user velocity v equals 3 km/h.
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Figure 6.21. Coded BER �Pb versus the mean input SNR �in of (6.23); COST 207 BU

channel model; Ka = 1; K = 8 users

� Second, for the same amount of increase of the mean input SNR �in, there is a more

rapid development of the curve valid for v equal to 90 km/h towards smaller values

of the average coded BER �Pb, compared to the case where v equals 3 km/h.

Note that similar results obtained by using the original simulation concept for TD{CDMA

are presented in [Na�95]. Compared to the results of [Na�95], the novel simulation concept

presented in Section 6.2 o�ers a reduction of approximately 70% of the simulation time,

while the accuracy of the simulation results is retained. In Fig. 6.21 the respective curves

are shown for the COST 207 BU channel model. Here, the user velocity v equals 3 km/h

and 30 km/h, respectively. It is observed that the achieved gain at the higher user velocity

v equal to 30 km/h is approximately 2 dB at an average coded BER �Pb equal to 10�3,

compared to the case where v equals 3 km/h. This gain is considerably smaller compared

to the COST 207 RA channel model, see Fig. 6.20, since the COST 207 BU channel model

used in the simulations has already an increased diversity potential even in smaller user

velocities compared to the COST 207 RA channel model. As for Fig. 6.20, the novel

simulation concept presented in Section 6.2 o�ers a reduction of approximately 70% of

the simulation time compared to the original simulation concept, see [Na�95]. Finally, it

is noted that similar improvements of the BER performance have been observed, when

adaptive antennas are used at the BS receiver for both the modi�ed COST RA and

BU channel models. These results are not explicitly shown here, but they can be taken

from [PFBP99, BPH00].
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6.6 Simulation results for the case of estimated chan-

nel impulse responses

6.6.1 Preliminaries

In Section 6.5 the link level performance of TD{CDMA with adaptive antennas is in-

vestigated, when the channel impulse responses are perfectly known at the BS receiver.

As already mentioned in Section 6.5.1, the results presented in Section 6.5 should be

viewed as a demonstration of the potential o�ered by adaptive antennas for performance

enhancement in TD{CDMA. In practice, though, the BER performance should be inves-

tigated by additionally taking into account channel estimation. In this section the link

level performance of TD{CDMA is investigated by using the novel simulation concept

presented in Section 6.2.3.3, which includes the inuence of channel estimation errors.

The present section is structured as follows: First, the inuence of channel estimation

errors is investigated for the UKL 2 directional channel models, see Section 2.3.3. Then,

the inuence of DOA estimation errors on the system performance is investigated for the

modi�ed COST 207 RA and BU channel models, see Section 2.3.2. Finally, the link level

performance is evaluated, when di�erent centro{symmetric array con�gurations are used

at the BS receiver.

6.6.2 Inuence of channel estimation errors

In the simulations the UKL 2 directional channel models are used, see Section 2.3.3.

Further, user group 0 is considered, see Section 6.2.3.2, and the number K of users of user

group 0 is equal to eight. In Figs. 6.22 to 6.24 the simulation results for the coded BER
�Pb versus the mean input SNR �in, see (6.23), are shown for

� a single antenna at the BS receiver (solid line),

� a cross array con�guration of Ka equal to eight elements, when the generalized

Steiner estimator, see Section 5.2, is used (dashed line), and

� a cross array con�guration of Ka equal to eight elements, when the novel channel

estimation techniques for the large cell channel type, see Section 5.3, and the small

cell channel type, see Section 5.4, are used (dash{dotted line), respectively.

It is reminded that the UKL 2 rural and urban channel models belong to the large cell

channel type, see Section 2.4.2, whereas the UKL 2 dense urban channel model belongs to

the small cell channel type, see Section 2.4.3. Further, the number of impinging DOAs per

user are estimated according to the modi�ed MDL criterion for centro{symmetric array

con�gurations [XRK94], see also Section 1.2, and the DOAs themselves are estimated by
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the 2D Unitary ESPRIT algorithm [HN95, Haa97a], see Appendix C.1. Finally, note that

the conclusions drawn in this section for the UKL 2 directional channel models are also

valid for the modi�ed COST 207 channel models, see Section 2.3.2. Therefore, the results

for the modi�ed COST 207 channel models are not explicitly shown here.

In Fig. 6.22 the simulation results for the UKL 2 rural channel model are presented.

The spatial scenario is illustrated in Fig. 5.2. Compared to the single antenna case, see

the solid line in Fig. 6.22, the receiver using the generalized Steiner estimator, see the

dashed line in Fig. 6.22, o�ers an SNR gain of approximately 10 dB at an average coded

BER �Pb equal to 10�3. In Figs. 5.5 and 5.6 the improvement of the channel impulse

response estimates is illustrated, when the channel estimation technique for the large cell

channel type, see Section 5.3, is used, compared to the generalized Steiner estimator.

This improvement of the channel estimation technique for the large cell channel type is

translated into an SNR gain of about 3 dB at an average coded BER �Pb equal to 10�3,

when the BER performance is evaluated, compared to the receiver using the general-

ized Steiner estimator. Compared to the results of Fig. 6.17 for perfectly known channel

impulse responses, the following observations can be made from Fig. 6.22:

� For the single antenna case, there is a performance degradation of about 3.5 dB at

an average coded BER �Pb = 10�3 when channel estimation is included, compared

to the case of known channel impulse responses, see Fig. 6.17.

� For the multi{antenna case, the use of the generalized Steiner estimator leads to an

SNR degradation of about 6 dB compared to the case where the channel impulse

responses are perfectly known at the BS receiver, see Fig. 6.17. In contrast to

this situation, the use of adaptive antennas, see the dash{dotted line of Fig. 6.22,

entails a performance degradation of only 3 dB compared to the case, where the

channel impulse responses are perfectly known at the BS receiver. Note that this

performance degradation is comparable to the one valid for the single antenna case.

In Fig. 6.23 the simulation results for the UKL 2 urban channel model are presented. The

spatial scenario is similar to the one of Fig. 5.5. Compared to the single antenna case,

see the solid line of Fig. 6.23, the receiver using the generalized Steiner estimator, see

the dashed line of Fig. 6.23, o�ers an SNR gain of approximately 10 dB at an average

coded BER �Pb equal to 10�3. Further, the channel estimation technique for the large

cell channel type, see Section 5.3, o�ers an additional SNR gain of 3 dB at an average

coded BER �Pb equal to 10
�3. Finally, note that the comparison of Fig. 6.23 with Fig. 6.18,

where the channel impulse responses are perfectly known at the receiver, leads to the same

conclusions as for the UKL 2 rural channel model, i.e., adaptive antennas are connected

with an SNR performance degradation comparable to the single antenna case, whereas

the receiver using the generalized Steiner estimator achieves an average coded BER �Pb
equal to 10�3 at an SNR which lies 3 dB higher, compared to the adaptive antenna case,

see Fig. 6.23.
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Figure 6.22. Coded BER �Pb versus the mean input SNR �in of (6.23); UKL 2 rural channel

model; K = 8 users; v = 3 km/h; the curves can be compared with the ones in Fig. 6.17
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Figure 6.23. Coded BER �Pb versus the mean input SNR �in of (6.23); UKL 2 urban

channel model; K = 8 users; v = 3 km/h; the curves can be compared with the ones in

Fig. 6.18
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Figure 6.24. Coded BER �Pb versus the mean input SNR �in of (6.23); UKL 2 dense urban

channel model; K = 8 users; v = 3 km/h; the curves can be compared with the ones in

Fig. 6.19

In Fig. 6.24 the simulation results for the UKL 2 dense urban channel model are pre-

sented. The spatial scenario is illustrated in Fig. 5.5. Compared to the single antenna

case, see the solid line of Fig. 6.24, the receiver using the generalized Steiner estimator,

see the dashed line of Fig. 6.24, o�ers an SNR gain of approximately 10 dB at an average

coded BER �Pb equal to 10�3. Further, the novel channel estimation technique for the

small cell channel type, presented in Section 5.4, achieves an additional SNR gain of 3 dB

at an average coded BER �Pb equal to 10�3. Finally, note that the comparison of the

curves in Fig. 6.24 with the curves in Fig. 6.19, where the channel impulse responses are

perfectly known at the receiver, leads to the same conclusions stated above in this section

for the UKL 2 rural and urban channel models.

6.6.3 Inuence of DOA estimation errors

In this section the inuence of DOA estimation errors on the link level performance

of TD{CDMA with adaptive antennas is investigated. In the simulations the modi�ed

COST 207 RA and BU channel models are used. As already mentioned in Section 5.5.2.1,

the impact of DOA estimation errors on the system performance should be investigated

only for the modi�ed COST 207 channel models, see Section 2.3.2, and not for the UKL 2

directional channel models, see Section 2.3.3. This is due to the fact that the directional

inhomogeneity of the mobile radio channel is modeled by single DOAs, when using the
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modi�ed COST 207 channel models. Therefore, these DOAs can be assumed to be per-

fectly known at the BS receiver [PFBP99], see also Section 5.5.2.1. Further, it is reminded

that the modi�ed COST 207 RA channel model belongs to the large cell channel type, see

Section 2.4.2, whereas the modi�ed COST 207 BU channel model belongs to the small

cell channel type, see Section 2.4.3. Therefore, the DOAs are estimated for the modi�ed

COST 207 RA channel model as described in Section 5.3.3.2, whereas for the modi�ed

COST 207 BU channel model, the DOAs are estimated according to the procedure pre-

sented in Section 5.4.2.2.

In Fig. 6.25 the average coded BER �Pb is shown versus the mean input SNR �in, see

(6.23), for the modi�ed COST 207 RA channel model, see Section 2.3.2. The spatial sce-

nario is illustrated in Fig. 4.4. The remaining parameters of the TD{CDMA system can be

taken from Table 5.1. Note that the array elements are spaced at 0.45 of the carrier wave-

length. This choice slightly reduces the aperture of the BS array, reducing simultaneously

slightly its resolution capability [PFBP99, Haa97a], but avoids the erroneous estimation

associated with signals that impinge on the array from a small range around 90Æ, when the

array elements are spaced at half of the carrier wavelength � and 2D array con�gurations

are used. This is actually an inherent problem of 2D ESPRIT{type algorithms and can

be overcome by reducing the interelement distance [PFBP99]. The solid line in Fig. 6.25

shows the results for the average coded BER, when the DOAs of the impinging signals are

perfectly known at the BS receiver. The dashed line in Fig. 6.25 shows the results for the

average coded BER, when the number of DOAs and the DOAs themselves are estimated.

As in the considerations made in Section 6.6.2, the number of DOAs is estimated by the

MDL criterion [XRK94], and the DOAs by the 2D Unitary ESPRIT algorithm [Haa97a],

see Appendix C.1. Since we refer to a channel model with single DOAs, the MDL criterion

and the 2D Unitary ESPRIT algorithm provide estimates with increased accuracy for the

number of DOAs and the DOAs themselves, respectively [Haa97a, PFBP99]. Therefore,

from Fig. 6.25 a slight performance degradation of about 0.5 dB is observed, when DOA

estimation is included, compared to the case where the DOAs are perfectly known at the

BS receiver.

In Fig. 6.26 the curves corresponding to the ones shown in Fig. 6.25 are presented for

the modi�ed COST 207 BU channel model, see Section 2.3.2. The spatial scenario is

illustrated in Fig. 4.13. As in the simulations for Fig. 6.25, the array elements are spaced

at 0.45 of the carrier wavelength � in order to avoid the erroneous estimation associated

with signals that impinge on the array from a small range around 90Æ, and the array

elements are spaced at half of the carrier wavelength �. For the dashed curve in Fig. 6.26,

the number of DOAs is estimated by the MDL criterion [XRK94] and the DOAs by

the 2D Unitary ESPRIT algorithm [Haa97a]. As for the simulation results presented in

Fig. 6.25, the MDL criterion and the 2D Unitary ESPRIT algorithm provide estimates

with increased accuracy for the number of DOAs and the DOAs themselves, respectively.

Therefore, from Fig. 6.26 a slight performance degradation of about 0.5 dB is observed,

when DOA estimation is included, compared to the case where the DOAs are perfectly

known at the BS receiver, see also Fig. 6.25 for a similar conclusion for the large cell
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Figure 6.25. Inuence of DOA estimation errors for the large cell channel type; coded

BER �Pb versus the mean input SNR �in of (6.23); modi�ed COST 207 RA channel model;

K = 8 users; v = 3 km/h
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Figure 6.26. Inuence of DOA estimation errors for the small cell channel type; coded

BER �Pb versus the mean input SNR �in of (6.23); modi�ed COST 207 BU channel model;

K = 8 users; v = 3 km/h
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Figure 6.27. Comparison of centro{symmetric array con�gurations; 90Æ DOA sector;

coded BER �Pb versus the mean input SNR �in of (6.23); modi�ed COST 207 RA channel

model; K = 8 users; v = 3 km/h

channel type.

6.6.4 Inuence of the antenna con�guration

In this section the inuence of the antenna con�guration used at the BS receiver on the

link level performance of TD{CDMA is investigated. The following centro{symmetric

array con�gurations are compared: A URA of eight{by{two array elements, a URA of

four{by{four array elements, a cross array of eight{by{eight elements and a ULA of eight

omnidirectional array elements. Note that the considered 2D array con�gurations have

the same number of antenna elements, whereas their aperture is not bigger than the one

valid for the ULA. The array elements are spaced at 0.45 of the carrier wavelength. The

rationale for this choice is explained in Section 6.6.3. In the simulations the modi�ed

COST 207 RA channel model is used, and there are K equal to eight users active in the

same frequency band and time slot, which move with a velocity v equal to 3 km/h. The

DOA of each user is randomly distributed and independent from the DOAs of the other

users.

In a �rst step, only a sector of 90Æ in azimuth for the DOAs of signals assigned to the

BS is considered. This sector is chosen to be towards the boresight of the ULA and

the eight{by{two URA, so that an increased estimation accuracy is o�ered by these array
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Figure 6.28. Comparison of 2D centro{symmetric array con�gurations; 360Æ DOA sector;

coded BER �Pb versus the mean input SNR �in of (6.23); modi�ed COST 207 RA channel

model; K = 8 users; v = 3 km/h

con�gurations [PFBP99]. Obviously, this is not the case for the four{by{four URA and

the cross array, which perform independently of this choice. Since a ULA has a limited

azimuthal resolution [Haa97a], the choice of a 90Æ DOA sector o�ers the possibility of a

fair comparison between the ULA and the 2D array con�gurations, which provide a full

azimuthal coverage, besides their elevation resolution capability [Haa97a, PFBP99]. In

Fig. 6.27 the simulation results for the average coded BER �Pb versus the mean input SNR

�in, see (6.23), compare the performance achieved by the di�erent centro{symmetric array

con�gurations considered in this section. Channel estimation is performed according to

the channel estimation technique for the large cell channel type, see Section 5.3. The num-

ber of DOAs is estimated according to the MDL criterion [XRK94], see also Section 6.6.3,

and the DOAs themselves are estimated by the 1D Unitary ESPRIT [HN95] for the ULA,

and by the 2D Unitary ESPRIT [Haa97a], see Appendix C.1, for the considered 2D array

con�gurations. The di�erence between the eight{by{two URA and the cross array or the

four{by{four URA is an expected result because of the increased resolution o�ered by

the eight{by{two URA at the considered DOA sector of 90Æ. However, this di�erence is

less than 0.5 dB. Finally, the considerable performance improvement o�ered by the 2D

array con�gurations is observed from Fig. 6.27, compared to the use of the ULA at the

BS receiver. This improvement is approximately 3 dB, see Fig. 6.27.

In a second step, the whole range of 360Æ in azimuth for the DOAs of signals assigned

to the BS is considered. In this case only the 2D array con�gurations considered in this
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section are used in the simulations, since the ULA is no more able to provide full az-

imuthal coverage [Haa97a, PFBP99]. In Fig. 6.28 the simulation results for the average

coded BER �Pb versus the mean input SNR �in, see (6.23), compare the performance

achieved by the considered 2D array con�gurations. The curves for all considered 2D

array con�gurations are virtually congruent. This means that, in average, the reduced

resolution o�ered by the eight{by{two URA and the four{by{four URA, compared to

the cross array con�guration, when signals impinge from their narrowside is compensated

by their increased resolution on their broadside. The most important result, though, is

the performance enhancement compared to the case where only a DOA sector of 90Æ is

considered, see Fig. 6.27. This is, of course, a feature that is o�ered only by 2D array

con�gurations and not by ULAs. An improvement of approximately 1 dB at an average

coded BER �Pb = 10�3 for each 2D array con�guration can be achieved by considering

the whole azimuthal range, compare Figs. 6.27 and 6.28. This is due to the fact that,

in average, the users assigned to the BS are better spatially separated when the whole

range of 360Æ is taken into account, compared to the case where only a sector of 90Æ is

considered. Therefore, 2D array con�gurations should be used when adaptive antennas

are applied in TD{CDMA mobile radio systems.
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7 Performance improvement techniques for

TD{CDMA

7.1 Introduction

In Chapters 4 and 5 data detection and channel estimation in a TD{CDMA mobile radio

system with adaptive antennas are considered in detail, respectively. In Chapter 6 simula-

tion results presented for the uplink of TD{CDMA illustrate impressively the performance

improvement achieved by adaptive antennas, compared to single antennas. In this chap-

ter three novel techniques are presented which can be used for additionally improving the

performance of TD{CDMA with adaptive antennas. First, the code{channel mismatch

problem is considered. The inuence of code{channel mismatch is analyzed theoretically

and illustrated by simulation results. Then, a novel technique is presented which leads

to considerable improvements of the system performance. Second, the inuence of the

user spatial separation on the performance of TD{CDMA is investigated. Then, a spatial

channel assignment strategy is presented, which leads to favourable user spatial separa-

tion in TD{CDMA mobile radio systems. Finally, the bene�ts of using the intercell MAI

covariance matrix in TD{CDMA are illustrated in a straightforward manner by following

a novel systematic method.

7.2 Consideration of code{channel mismatch

In Section 4.3.3.2 the application of the ZF{BLE, which performs JD of the user data in

TD{CDMA, is described in detail. It is shown in Section 4.3.3.2 that the structure of the

matrix Z, see (4.28), plays a fundamental role for the system performance in TD{CDMA.

If the elements of the o�{diagonal blocks of Z take large values compared to the diagonal

blocks of Z, then the system performance is degraded. Z depends exclusively on the

system matrix A, see Section 4.2. If a single antenna is used at the BS, A is determined

by the composite channel impulse responses b(k), k = 1 : : :K, see (4.7). Therefore, since

the o�{diagonal blocks of Z, see (4.28), are determined by the cross{correlation proper-

ties of the composite channel impulse responses b(k), k = 1 : : :K, see (4.7), the system

performance in TD{CDMA is degraded if the composite channel impulse responses b(k),

k = 1 : : :K exhibit unfavourable correlation properties, i.e., if there is a code{channel

mismatch problem.

In order to ease the analysis of the inuence of the code{channel mismatch problem,

the normalized SNR degradation Æn;i, i = 1 : : :KN , see (6.36) is used, which depends

only on the structure of the composite channel impulse responses b(k), k = 1 : : :K, and

not on the relative received powers of the K simultaneously active users. Then, according

to (6.33), the diagonal blocks of
~~Z are N � N Hermitian and Toeplitz matrices. If we
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de�ne

M = int((W � 2)=Q) + 2; (7.1)

where W is the vector of each channel impulse response h(k), k = 1 : : :K, Q is the vector

of each CDMA code c(k), k = 1 : : :K, and int(�) denotes the operator which rounds the

quantity in the parentheses to the closest integer towards zero, then the diagonal blocks

~~Z
(k;k)

, k = 1 : : :K, of
~~Z, see (6.33), are fully determined by the elements of their �rst row

�
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>>>>>>:
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; j �M;

0 ; otherwise;

(7.2)

where [x]
�

� denotes the part of x from the �{th element to the �{th element [Na�95], and

the scalars bl;m, l; m = 1 : : :K, are de�ned in (6.35). The o�{diagonal blocks of
~~Z
(l;m)

,

l; m = 1 : : :K, l 6= m, of
~~Z are N � N Toeplitz matrices, and they are fully determined

by the elements of the �rst row
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(7.3)

and the �rst column

h
~~Z
i(l;m)
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8>><
>>:

1
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h
b(l)�T
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1
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0 ; otherwise;

(7.4)

respectively. Equivalently stated, the elements of
~~Z, see (7.2){(7.4), are the inner prod-

ucts of the composite channel impulse responses b(k), k = 1 : : :K, of the same user for

the diagonal blocks and among the di�erent users for the o�{diagonal blocks, as well

as shifted versions of them. The inner product remains unchanged under the discrete

Fourier transformation (DFT) [Mar87]. Therefore, if we de�ne the Fourier transform of

the composite channel impulse response vector b(k), k = 1 : : :K, ash
B

(k)
ib
a
= F

�h
b(k)

ib
a

�
; k = 1 : : :K; (7.5)

(7.2){(7.4) can be written as
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(7.6)
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respectively, where

f(j) = (2� j)Q+W � 1; j �M: (7.9)

From (7.6){(7.8) we observe that normalized SNR degradation Æn;i, i = 1 : : :KN , see

(6.36), of (6.36) can be kept low if the spectra of the composite channel impulse responses

are well matched, i.e., their inner products produce small values for the elements of the

o�{diagonal blocks, see (7.7) and (7.8), compared to the elements of the diagonal blocks,

see (7.6). In order to support this statement, the simulation environment described in

Section 6.3.3.3, see (6.49) is adopted. Then, the normalized SNR degradation Æn;i, see

(6.36), of the symbols in the middle of each transmitted burst and each user k, k = 1 : : :K,

are shown in Fig. 7.1 for 102 transmitted bursts. The variation of the normalized SNR

degradation Æn;i as the mobile move are obvious from Fig. 7.1. In order to identify the

bursts for which the CDMA codes c(k), k = 1 : : :K, and the channel impulse responses

h(k), k = 1 : : :K, are well or badly matched, the mean normalized SNR degradation �Æn
from all K users is plotted in Fig. 7.2 for the scenario valid for Fig. 7.1. From Fig. 7.2 we

can observe that the minimum mean normalized degradation appears in the 21st burst,

where �Æn is equal to 1.1598, whereas the maximum mean normalized degradation appears

in the 56st burst, where �Æn equals 1.9752. The normalized SNR degradation Æn;i of all

K = 8 users for the burst where the mean SNR degradation �Æn is minimum, i.e., for the

21st burst, is plotted in Fig. 7.3, whereas the respective values for the burst where the

mean SNR degradation �Æn is maximum, i.e., for the 56st burst, are shown in Fig. 7.4.

From Fig. 7.3 we observe that the normalized SNR degradation takes small values for all

K users, whereas from Fig. 7.4 the normalized SNR degradation for k = 1 and k = 3

take big values. The absolute value of the Fourier transform of the combined channel

impulse responses for the �rst user, B(1), and for the third user, B(3), see (7.5), are

shown in Fig. 7.5 for the 21st burst, where the mean normalized SNR degradation is

minimum. In Fig. 7.6 the respective values for the 56st burst, where the mean normalized

SNR degradation is maximum, are plotted. From Fig. 7.5 we observe that in the case

of the minimum mean normalized SNR degradation the spectra of the combined channel

impulse responses b(k), k = 1 and k = 3, are well matched, i.e., the greatest part of

their energy is not concentrated in the same regions. In contrast to this situation, it is

observed from Fig. 7.6 that the spectra of the combined channel impulse responses b(k),

k = 1 and k = 3, in the case of the maximum mean normalized SNR degradation �Æn are

badly matched, see Fig. 7.6, i.e., the greatest part of their energy is concentrated in the
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Figure 7.1. Normalized SNR degradation Æn;i; K = 8; COST 207 RA channel model;

v=3 km/h; 100 bursts
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Figure 7.2. Mean normalized SNR degradation �Æn; K = 8; COST 207 RA channel model;

v=3 km/h; 100 bursts
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Figure 7.3. Normalized SNR degradation Æn;i for the minimum of �Æn; K = 8; COST 207

RA channel model; v=3 km/h; 21st burst
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Figure 7.4. Normalized SNR degradation Æn;i for the maximum of �Æn; K = 8; COST 207

RA channel model; v=3 km/h; 56st burst
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channel model; v=3 km/h; 21st burst
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channel model; v=3 km/h; 56st burst
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Figure 7.7. �(k), k = 1 : : :K, for the minimum of �Æn; K = 8; COST 207 RA channel

model; v=3 km/h; 21st burst
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same regions, thus leading to big values for the normalized SNR degradation valid for

the �rst and third user, see Fig. 7.4. It is noted that the spectra for the remaining user

combinations are well{matched for both the 21st and the 56st burst.

Although Fig. 7.5 and Fig. 7.6 illustrate the reason for the behaviour of the normalized

SNR degradation Æn;i, i = 1 : : :KN , see (6.36), a measure for a quick and eÆcient check

of a code{channel mismatch should be available in the case of realtime implementations.

If we de�ne the (Q +W � 1)�K matrix

B =
�
b
(1)

b
(2) : : : b

(K)
�
; (7.10)

the K �K matrix

Rb = B�TB (7.11)

can provide such a measure. From (7.11) we de�ne the scalars

�(k) =
1

K � 1

KX
i=1

j [Rb]i;k j; i 6= k; k = 1 : : :K; (7.12)

which express the mean of the sum of the absolute values of the column elements of Rb,

see (7.11). In Fig. 7.7 �(k), k = 1 : : :K, is plotted for the 21st burst, where the mean

normalized SNR degradation is minimum, see also Fig. 7.3. In Fig. 7.8 �(k), k = 1 : : :K,

is plotted for the 56st burst, where the mean normalized SNR degradation is maximum,

see also Fig. 7.4. The comparison of Fig. 7.7 with Fig. 7.3 and Fig. 7.8 with Fig. 7.4,

respectively, shows that �(k), k = 1 : : :K, can be considered as a reasonable measure of

code{channel mismatch. Numerous simulations performed by the author of this thesis

demonstrated that a value for �(k), k = 1 : : :K, greater than 0.15 leads to an increased

normalized SNR degradation for user k. It is noted that the mean normalized SNR degra-

dation �Æn, see Fig. 7.2, can be also used as a measure of code{channel mismatch, however

having an increased computational cost, compared to the straightforward measure given

by (7.12). In the following of this section, a novel technique for improving the system per-

formance is presented, which explicitely accounts for the code{channel mismatch problem.

In scenarios where the users move relatively slow, e.g., 3 km/h, or the users do not move

at all, the application of TD{CDMA in the TDD mode [NTD98], see also Section 1.1,

o�ers the possibility for a considerable improvement of the system behaviour. The scalars

�(k), k = 1 : : :K, see (7.12), for each transmitted burst can be calculated at the BS re-

ceiver. Since the users are assumed not to move fast or not to move at all, it is known

that the mobile radio channel state does not change considerably after the duration of

one burst [Par92]. If one, or more, of the calculated �(k), k = 1 : : :K, for the considered

burst takes relatively large values, i.e., it lies above 0.15, then the used CDMA codes for

the considered user group can be reassigned to the simultaneously active users

� either according to a prescribed assignment scheme, e.g., taking successively all

possible combinations between the K CDMA codes and the K channel impulse

responses,
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Figure 7.9. Normalized SNR degradation Æn;i; CDMA codes randomly assigned; K = 8

users; COST 207 RA channel model; v=3 km/h; 103 transmitted bursts
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Figure 7.10. Mean normalized SNR degradation �Æn; CDMA codes randomly assigned;

K = 8 users; COST 207 RA channel model; v=3 km/h; 103 transmitted bursts
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Figure 7.11. Normalized SNR degradation Æn;i; code{channel mismatch considered; K = 8

users; COST 207 RA channel model; v=3 km/h; 103 transmitted bursts
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Figure 7.12. Mean normalized SNR degradation �Æn; code{channel mismatch considered;

K = 8 users; COST 207 RA channel model; v=3 km/h; 103 transmitted bursts
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� or in a truly random manner,

until smaller values of �(k), k = 1 : : :K, and, consequently, smaller values for the SNR

degradation for all K users are achieved. Certainly, an exhaustive search of all possible

combinations would deliver the best possible result according to the proposed technique.

However, since the presented technique should be applied in the realtime operation of

TD{CDMA, the search may be �nished when all values of �(k), k = 1 : : :K, lie below

0.15. Numerous simulations performed by the author of this thesis have shown that a

small number of random assignments, e.g., less than ten, are in more than 90% of the

cases suÆcient for achieving values smaller than 0.15 for all �(k), k = 1 : : :K.

According to the simulation environment valid for Figs. 7.1{7.8, the normalized SNR

degradation Æn;i, see (6.36), of the symbols transmitted in the middle of each burst is

shown in Fig. 7.9 for 103 transmitted bursts. In Fig. 7.10 the mean normalized SNR

degradation �Æn from all K = 8 users is plotted versus the number of transmitted bursts.

In these simulations, the CDMA codes c(k), k = 1 : : :K, are taken from a �xed CDMA

code set, according to [Schl99], and they are randomly assigned to the K simultaneously

active users in each transmitted burst, i.e., the problem of code{channel mismatch is not

considered. From Figs. 7.9 and 7.10, the variation of the SNR degradation and its mean

is obvious, i.e., severe variations of the performance of TD{CDMA occur. In Fig. 7.11 the

respective results to Fig. 7.9 are illustrated, when the problem of code{channel mismatch

is considered according to the technique presented in this section. The CDMA codes c(k),

k = 1 : : :K, are reassigned in a random manner to the K = 8 simultaneously active users,

and in each burst smaller values than 0.15 have been always achieved for �(k), k = 1 : : :K,

see (7.12). The considerable improvement of the system behaviour is obvious in Fig. 7.11

compared to Fig. 7.9. The SNR degradation shown in Fig. 7.11 does not exhibit the

variations of the SNR degradation illustrated in Fig. 7.9, which means that the system

performance is considerably improved, when the code{channel mismatch problem is taken

into account. This improvement can be also viewed by comparing Fig. 7.12 with Fig. 7.10,

where the mean normalized SNR degradation �Æn for each transmitted burst is plotted. It

is noted that the novel technique presented in this section, which considers the code{

channel mismatch problem, is applied in the simulations, see Figs. 7.11 and 7.12, under

the assumption that the channel state is known prior to the transmission of each burst.

However, even if the users move with a small velocity, the channel state does not remain

unchanged from burst to burst. Therefore, the results illustrated in Figs. 7.11 and 7.12

should be viewed as a demonstration of the potential o�ered by the technique presented

in this section for improving of the performance of TD{CDMA, when the code{channel

mismatch problem is explicitely treated. This means that a system performance degrada-

tion should be expected, compared to the results presented in Figs. 7.11 and 7.12, since

the state of the channel of the previous transmitted burst can be only known. Neverthe-

less, we can conclude that the code{mismatch problem has a remarkable inuence on the

system behaviour, and its consideration can lead to a considerable improvement of the

system performance, as indicated by the simulation results presented in Figs. 7.9{7.12.
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Finally, it is noted that the generalization of the technique presented in this section to

the case of adaptive antennas is performed at the end of Section 7.3, where a joint treat-

ment of the code{channel mismatch problem and the user spatial separation problem in

TD{CDMA mobile radio systems is presented.

7.3 Spatial channel assignment strategy

In this section a novel spatial channel assignment strategy is presented, when TD{CDMA

operates in the rural propagation environment. This strategy explicitely takes advantage

of the DOAs of all users to be assigned to the time slots of a TDMA frame in TD{CDMA,

see Fig. 1.1 and Fig. 6.2, and leads to considerable performance improvements, compared

to the case where the users are assigned to the time slots of a TDMA frame without

exploiting their DOAs. However, before presenting the novel spatial channel assignment

strategy, the inuence of the user spatial separation on the performance of TD{CDMA

is investigated by simulations. The results of this investigation constitutes the motiva-

tion for developing spatial channel assignment strategies for TD{CDMA mobile radio

systems [BPW99].

In the simulation scenario, a single time slot is considered, and there are K equal to

eight users simultaneously active, which move with a velocity v equal to 50 km/h. A

cross array con�gurations of Ka equal to 16 antennas is used at the BS, see Fig. 3.4,

which enables a full azimuthal coverage, see also Section 6.6.4. Concerning the inves-

tigated spatial scenario, it is assumed that each user impinges on the BS array from a

single DOA. For this purpose the modi�ed COST 207 RA channel model is used in the

simulations, see Section 2.3.2. Further, all DOAs are assumed to be equidistant within a

total azimuthal sector s, measured in degrees (Æ). In the simulations s is varied from 0,

i.e., all signals impinge on the array from the same DOA, which is the worst case of the

user spatial separation, to 360Æ, i.e., two adjacent DOAs di�er by 45Æ, which is the best

case for the spatial separation for the considered K = 8 users. The rest of the parameters

for TD{CDMA can be taken from Table 5.1.

In Fig. 7.13 the average coded BER �Pb is plotted versus the mean input SNR �in, see

(6.23). Channel estimation is performed according to the channel estimation technique

described in Section 5.4.2 for the large cell channel type, and the DOAs are estimated by

the 2D Unitary ESPRIT algorithm [Haa97a], see Appendix C.1. The SNR improvement

due to the best possible user spatial separation, i.e., when s equals 360Æ, is approximately

8 dB at an average coded BER �Pb = 10�3, compared to the worst user spatial separa-

tion, i.e., when s is equal to zero, see Fig. 7.13. This result shows that the performance

of TD{CDMA with adaptive antennas can be severely degraded when the user signals

impinge on the BS receiver from DOAs which are not well spatially separated. This ob-

servation can be explained by the fact that the elements of the o�{diagonal block Z(k1;k2),

k1; k2 = 1 : : :K, see (4.31), take large values when the DOAs of the users k1 and k2 lie
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Figure 7.13. Coded BER �Pb versus the mean input SNR �in of (6.23); modi�ed COST 207

RA channel model; K = 8 users; v = 50 km/h

close in the spatial domain, see the analysis of Section 4.4.2 for the large cell channel type.

Note, however, that already with s = 90Æ the system performance is very close to the case

where s = 360Æ, which is related to the number of antennas of the cross array con�g-

uration used at the BS, see [PBHP98]. Nevertheless, the performance of a TD{CDMA

mobile radio system can be kept close to the performance of Fig. 7.13 with s = 360Æ, if

channel assignment strategies are implemented, which incorporate the information about

the DOAs of simultaneously active users [PW98, PBHP98]. In the following of this sec-

tion, a novel spatial channel assignment strategy is presented, which leads to considerable

performance improvement of TD{CDMA mobile radio systems with adaptive antennas.

A TDMA frame of a partial frequency band B is considered, see Fig. 1.1 and Fig. 6.2.

As already mentioned in Section 1.2, a TDMA frame consists of Nfr time slots, and it is

assumed that Ktot users have to be assigned to the Nfr time slots of a TDMA frame. If

no information is available concerning the DOAs of the Ktot users to be assigned to the

time slots of the TDMA frame, the users are assigned randomly to the time slots. An

example of a random user assignment of K equal to 24 users in a TDMA frame consisting

of Nfr equal to six time slots is shown in Fig. 7.14. From Fig. 7.14 it is obvious that if

the DOA information is not available, the user spatial separation within a time slot may

be unfavourable. If �� denotes the spatial distance in azimuth between two adjacent
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Figure 7.14. Example of a random channel assignment in the time slots of a TDMA frame;

Ktot = 24 users; Nfr = 6 time slots
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Figure 7.15. pdf of �� for a random channel assignment in the time slots of a TDMA

frame; K = 8 users; Nfr = 8 times slots; 103 experiments
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DOAs within a TDMA burst after the channel assignment, the pdf of �� is shown in

Fig. 7.15 for a simulation scenario with K = 64 users and Nfr = 8 time slots. The DOAs

of the Ktot users are uniformly distributed in the whole range of 360Æ in azimuth, and

103 independent experiments are conducted. From Fig. 7.15 it can be observed that ��

takes very often small values, which is an undesired e�ect for the system performance, see

Fig. 7.13.

However, if the information about the DOAs of all Ktot users to be assigned in a TDMA

frame is available, a relatively straightforward channel assignment strategy can be imple-

mented, when TD{CDMA operates in the rural propagation environment. In the rural

propagation environment, the distance between the BS and the MS is large, see, e.g., the

parameters of the UKL 2 rural channel model proposed in Table 2.1. Therefore, in this

environment the DOA of an MS changes rather slowly as the MS moves within the cell.

Let us assume that the Ktot users are assigned randomly in the Nfr time slots for the

transmission of the �rst TDMA frame. After the transmission of the �rst TDMA frame,

the DOAs of the users assigned to each time slot of the TDMA frame can be estimated

according to the technique presented in Section 5.3.3.3 for the large cell channel type.

Then, since the DOAs of the Ktot users valid for the next transmitted TDMA frame do

not change signi�cantly compared to the estimated DOAs, the Ktot users can be reas-

signed to the Nfr time slots prior to the transmission of the next TDMA frame. The

goal of this reassignment is the improvement of the spatial distance between the DOAs

of users which are simultaneously active in the same time slot. This improvement may

be achieved by

1. �rst, sorting the Ktot user DOAs in ascending order, and

2. then, assigning the user having the n{th DOA, n = 1 : : :Ktot, to the mod(n �
1; Nfr) + 1{th time slot, where the mod(a; b) operator delivers the remainder of a

divided by b, i.e., two successive users are assigned alternatively to two successive

time slots, until all Ktot users are assigned.

Then, the described strategy can be implemented independently for each TDMA frame

transmitted next.

According to the parameters valid for Fig. 7.14, the result of the implementation of

the spatial channel assignment strategy presented above is shown in Fig. 7.16. The more

favourable user spatial separation in each time slot is obvious from Fig. 7.16, compared

to the user spatial separation of Fig. 7.14 where no spatial channel assignment is imple-

mented. Further, for the parameters of Fig. 7.15, the pdf of �� is shown in Fig. 7.17

when the spatial channel assignment strategy presented in this section is used. Comparing

Fig. 7.17 with Fig. 7.15, we can conclude that the use of a relatively simple spatial channel

assignment strategy as the one presented in this section can improve considerably the user

spatial separation in the time slots of a TDMA frame of TD{CDMA mobile radio systems.
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Figure 7.16. Example with spatial channel assignment in the time slots of a TDMA frame;

Ktot = 24 users; Nfr = 6 time slots
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Figure 7.17. pdf of �� with spatial channel assignment in the time slots of a TDMA

frame; K = 8 users; Nfr = 8 time slots; 103 experiments
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Figure 7.18. Coded BER �Pb versus the mean input SNR �in of (6.23); spatial channel

assignment strategy; propagation environment: Rural Area COST207; mobile speed: 50

km/h

The considerable improvement of the user spatial separation shown in Fig. 7.17 is trans-

lated directly to an improvement of the system performance as illustrated in Fig. 7.18.

In the simulations valid for Fig. 7.18, the parameters valid for Fig. 7.13 are used with

s equal to 5Æ, and the spatial channel assignment presented in this section is employed.

Comparing Fig. 7.18 with Fig. 7.13, we can observe that the system performance is very

close to the case where s = 360Æ, see Fig. 7.13, when a spatial channel assignment strategy

is implemented for the users to be assigned in a TDMA frame. Further, it is noted that

this strategy can be also employed when sectorized antenna con�gurations are used at

the BS receiver, expecting a considerable system performance enhancement compared to

the random channel assignment of users in a TDMA frame [BPW99].

As a �nal issue, it is noted that the spatial channel assignment strategy presented in

this section can be combined with the technique presented in Section 7.2, i.e., a joint

consideration of the code{mismatch and the user spatial separation problem can be per-

formed. This joint consideration may be achieved by applying the technique presented

in Section 7.2 to the directional channel impulse responses h
(k)
d , k = 1 : : :K, see (5.13),

valid for the users of each time slot after the application of the spatial channel assignment

strategy presented in this section. In this way, the performance of TD{CDMA in each

time slot of a TDMA frame achieved by the application of the spatial channel assignment,

see Fig. 7.18, can be additionally improved by taking into consideration the correlation
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properties between the used CDMA codes c(k), k = 1 : : :K, and the directional channel

impulse responses h
(k)
d , k = 1 : : :K, as in the single antenna case presented in Section 7.2.

However, this joint consideration of the code{mismatch and the user spatial separation

problem in TD{CDMA is valid only for rural propagation environments. In the case of

urban and dense urban propagation environments, novel techniques should be pursued,

which achieve the bene�ts o�ered by the joint application of the techniques presented in

Section 7.2 and this section for the rural propagation environment.

7.4 Consideration of the intercell MAI covariance ma-

trix

In digital cellular mobile radio systems, the reliability and the transmission quality is

determined by the MAI, see also Section 2.2.2. Therefore, digital cellular mobile radio

systems are often characterized as interference limited systems [Cal88, Lee89]. The level

of the MAI depends on, among other parameters, the multiple access scheme and the

detection principle. In TD{CDMA mobile radio systems, the intracell interference, i.e.,

the interference from users assigned to the considered BS, is eliminated by using JD at the

receiver, see Section 4.3.3.2. Consequently, the intercell MAI, i.e., the interference from

users assigned to other BSs, plays the most important role on the transmission quality and

the reliability of the system. Since we refer to a cellular system, the user signals possess

the same spectral properties, which are determined by the modulation scheme, as well

as the transmitter and receiver �lters [Bla98, BHP97, PHFB97, PFBP99]. Furthermore,

the directional inhomogeneity of the mobile radio channel introduces at the considered

BS directional intercell noise components, i.e., noise signals with certain DOAs, which

also have a certain impinging power. The information about the intercell MAI can be

used at the receiver in order to enhance its performance [Kle96, PFBP99, WPS99]. This

section is structured as follows: In a �rst step, the intercell MAI covariance matrix Rn

is derived with respect to data detection in TD{CDMA. The analysis is also valid for

channel estimation, see Section 5.3.2.4 and Section 5.4.2.3. with respect to channel es-

timation. Then, by following a systematic method, the inuence of the intercell MAI

covariance matrix Rn on the performance of TD{CDMA is investigated by simulations.

For evaluating this inuence, the SNR degradation of TD{CDMA receivers Æi, see (6.26),

is used, which explicitely considers the information about Rn. The analysis is also valid

for channel detection in TD{CDMA.

It is assumed that Ki interfering signals are present, each impinging on the BS array

from a single DOA. Further, 2D centro{symmetric array con�gurations are assumed to be

used at the BS receiver, see Fig. 3.4. The DOA of the ki{th interfering signal, ki = 1 : : :Ki,

is split into the azimuth angle 
(ki)
1 and the elevation angle 

(ki)
2 , see Fig. 5.1. If the ki{th

interfering signal at the RP is expressed by the vector n
(ki)
d [PFBP99, Bla98] of vector

NQ+W � 1, see Section 4.2, the phase factor for the ki{th interferer at the ka{th array
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element is given by [PFBP99, Haa97a, RK89]

�(ki;ka) = 2�
l(ka)

�
cos(

(ki)
1 � �(ka)) sin(

(ki)
2 ); (7.13)

where l(ka) and �(ka), ka = 1 : : :Ka, are de�ned in Fig. 5.1, see also the analysis of Sec-

tion 5.3.2, and � denotes the carrier wavelength. Note that (7.13) is the equivalent ex-

pression to (5.18), valid for an MS which contributes to the intracell MAI in TD{CDMA.

Then, the intercell MAI vector at the ka{th array element is related to the intercell MAI

vectors n
(ki)
d , ki = 1 : : :Ki, via

n(ka) =

KiX
ki=1

ej�(ki;ka) � n(ki)d ; (7.14)

Let now

R(i;j)
n = E

�
n(i)n(j)�T

	
; i; j = 1 : : :Ka; (7.15)

denote the NQ+W � 1�NQ+W � 1 covariance matrix of n
(i)
m , valid for the i{th array

element, and n(j), valid for the j{th array element. Then, the covariance matrix of the

combined intercell MAI vector n, see also (4.12), from all Ka array elements is given by

Rn = E
�
n n�T

	
(7.16)

with its (i; j){th block equal to R(i;j)
m of (7.15), see also (4.17). Rn, see (7.16), is denoted

as the total intercell MAI covariance matrix [WPS99, WP99a, PW99].

It is assumed that the interfering signals are pairwise uncorrelated, i.e.,

E
n
n
(l)
d n

(m) �T
d

o
= 0; for l 6= m; (7.17)

and they have the same spectral form, which is a valid assumption since we refer to a

cellular system transmitting signals with the same spectral properties [Bla98, PHFB97,

PFBP99]. If the noise power of the ki{th interferer is de�ned as

(�(ki))2 = E
n
j n(ki)d;l j2

o
; l = 1 : : : NQ +W � 1; (7.18)

the spectral form of the interfering signals is contained in the NQ+W �1�NQ+W �1

temporal intercell MAI covariance matrix

Rt =
1

(�(ki))2
E
n
n
(ki)
d n

(ki) �T
d

o
; ki = 1 : : :Ki: (7.19)

It is noted that Rt is identical for all Ki interferers. Let us now de�ne the scalars

ri;j = r�i;j =

KiX
ki=1

(�(ki))2ej(�
(ki;i)��(ki;j)); i; j = 1 : : :Ka; (7.20)
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which depend on the noise powers, see (7.18), and the phase factors, see (7.13), of the

interfering signals. Then, the covariance matrix R(i;j), see (7.15), takes the form [Bla98,

PFBP99, WPS99]

R(i;j) = ri;j �Rt; i; j = 1 : : :Ka; (7.21)

and the total intercell MAI covariance matrix Rn, see (7.16), is a Ka(NQ +W � 1) �
Ka(NQ + W � 1) matrix with its (i; j){th block equal to ri;j � Rt, see (7.21). If we

de�ne the Ka�Ka spatial intercell MAI covariance matrix with elements [Rs]i;j equal to

rui;j, see (7.20), then the intercell MAI covariance matrix Rn, see (4.17) takes the simple

form [PHFB97]

Rm = Rs 
Rt; (7.22)

where Rt is de�ned in (7.19). It is noted that the spatial intercell MAI covariance matrix

Rs exclusively depends on the DOAs and the noise powers of the Ki interfering signals,

and, therefore, it is also valid for channel estimation in TD{CDMA, see Section 5.3.2.4

and Section 5.4.2.3. On the other hand, the temporal intercell MAI covariance matrix

Rt depends on the length of the part of the received signal which is used. Therefore,

when channel estimation is considered, the temporal intercell MAI covariance matrix has

vectors L�L, see (5.1), and is denoted by Rm;t. Then, (5.10) expresses the total intercell

MAI covariance matrix valid for channel estimation in TD{CDMA mobile radio systems.

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, the intercell MAI plays the most important

role on the transmission quality and the reliability of TD{CDMA. When applying the ZF{

BLE, see (4.21), the performance of TD{CDMA can be improved by using the information

about the total intercell MAI covariance matrix Rn, see (7.16). In this section, in order

to have a relative straightforward measure for assessing the performance of TD{CDMA,

the SNR degradation Æi, i = 1 : : :KN , see (6.26), is used. However, in Section 6.3.2, the

SNR degradation is derived for the case that the intercell MAI is modeled as AWGN. For

the purpose of this section, if the total intercell MAI covariance matrix Rn, see (7.16),

is known at the BS receiver, it is easily shown that the SNR degradation of TD{CDMA

receivers is expressed as

Æi =
Efj b(k) j2g

Q

h�
A�TR�1

n A
�
�1
i
i;i
; i = 1 : : :KN; (7.23)

see (6.26) and the analysis of Section 6.3.2. In contrast to this situation, if the total

intercell MAI covariance matrix Rn, see (7.16), is not known at the BS receiver, the SNR

degradation takes the form

Æi =
Efj b(k) j2

Q

h�
A�TA

�
�1
A�TRnA

�
A�TA

�
�1
i
i;i
; i = 1 : : :KN: (7.24)

In the rest of this section, based on (7.23) and (7.24), a systematic study of the inuence

of the intercell interference on a TD{CDMA mobile radio system is presented.
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Figure 7.19. Considered spatial scenario; K = 8 useful signals; Ki = 1 interfering signal

In the simulations, a cross array con�guration with Ka array elements is assumed to

be used at the BS receiver. The adopted spatial scenario is depicted in Fig. 7.19. There

are K equal to eight users active in the considered time slot, which form the intracell

MAI. In order to enable a systematic study of the inuence of the intercell MAI on the

system performance, the simulation scenario for the K = 8 user signals is not changed,

i.e., the channel impulse responses, which are created by using the modi�ed COST 207

RA channel model, are kept unchanged for the user signals, whereas the intercell MAI

consists of two components:

1. A single interfering signal, Ki = 1, which impinges on the BS array from a single

DOA (1), see also Fig. 5.1. The spatial intercell MAI covariance matrix of this

component is denoted by Rs;DOA, see (7.20).

2. Omnidirectional intercell MAI, which is created by a very large number of interfering

signals with a uniform distribution of their DOAs in the total azimuthal range

[0; 2�]. The resulting spatial covariance matrix is termed Rs;omni, and is derived

analytically in [Bla98].
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Figure 7.20. SNR degradation Æi of user k = 2 versus the DOA (1) of the interfering

signal for the scenario of Fig. 7.19; � = 0:5

Then, the spatial intercell MAI covariance Rs is assumed to be given by

Rs = � �Rs;DOA + � �Rs;unif; (7.25)

where � and � denote the percentage of the total intercell MAI power which pertains to

the single interfering signal and the omnidirectional intercell MAI, respectively, i.e.,

�+ � = 1 (7.26)

holds. Moreover, the temporal intercell MAI covariance matrix Rt, see (7.19), is assumed

to be equal to the (NQ +W � 1) � (NQ + W � 1) identity matrix. Note that, since

Rs;DOA is singular, the existence of the omnidirectional interference in the intercell MAI

guarantees the regularity of the spatial intercell MAI covariance matrix Rs, see (7.25),

and, consequently, of the total intercell MAI covariance matrix Rn, see (7.16), since Rt

equals the identity matrix. Under these assumptions for the simulation scenario, the DOA

(1) of the single interfering signal is varied from 0 to 360Æ with a step equal to 1Æ. The

simulation results are presented and discussed in the following of the section.

In Fig. 7.20 the SNR degradation Æi of the symbol transmitted in the middle of the

burst from the second user, see Fig. 7.19, is exemplarily plotted as a function of (1) for

two cases:
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Figure 7.21. SNR degradation Æi of user k = 2 versus the DOA (1) of the interfering

signal for the scenario of Fig. 7.19; inuence of �

1. When the information about the intercell MAI covariance matrix Rn, see (7.16), is

taken into account, i.e., when (7.23) is valid.

2. When the information of the intercell MAI covariance matrix Rn, see (7.16), is not

used, i.e., when (7.24) holds.

In both cases, � is chosen to be 0.5, see (7.26), and Ka is equal to 16. First, it can be

observed from Fig. 7.20 that, in both investigated cases, the SNR degradation of the user

k = 2 takes on big values when the DOA of the interfering signal is close to the DOA from

which the user k = 2 impinges on the BS array, here 45Æ, see Fig. 7.19. Furthermore, it

can be seen that the use of the information about the intercell MAI covariance matrixRn,

see (7.16), improves the system performance over the whole range of the values of (1).

Note that if the BER performance of TD{CDMA is evaluated for the cases of Fig. 7.20,

the use of Rn, see (7.16), achieves an SNR gain approximately equal to 10 dB at an av-

erage coded BER �Pb = 10�3, compared to the case where Rn, see (7.16), is not utilized,

see for instance the results presented in [PW99, WP99a, WPS99]. Therefore, although

the di�erence between the two cases investigated in Fig. 7.20 does not seem to be large,

according to the results presented in [PW99, WP99a, WPS99], the use of Rn, see (7.16),

is connected with a dramatic improvement of the performance of TD{CDMA.
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Figure 7.22. SNR degradation Æi of the user k = 2 versus the DOA (1) of the interfering

signal for the scenario of Fig. 7.19; inuence of Ka; � = 0:5

In Fig. 7.21 the inuence of the intensity of the intercell MAI which pertains to the single

interfering signal coming from a discrete DOA is investigated by exemplarily showing the

SNR degradation Æi, see (7.23) and (7.24), of the symbol transmitted in the middle of the

burst from the second user. Ka is chosen to be equal to 16. From Fig. 7.21 it is obvious

that when � takes on big values, e.g., � = 0:95, the SNR degradation takes very small

values, i.e., the interference can be very eÆciently suppressed. Certainly, when the DOA

of the second user, which is equal to 45Æ, see Fig. 7.19, does not di�er much from (1), the

SNR degradation increases even in the case where � is relatively high, see also Figure 7.20.

Finally, in Fig. 7.22 the inuence of the number of array elements employed at the BS

receiver on the SNR degradation Æi, see (7.23) and (7.24), of the second user is illustrated.

As in Fig. 7.20, � is chosen to be equal to 0.5 in each case and the investigated number

of array elements is four, eight, and 16, respectively. From 7.20, it can be seen that the

larger the number of employed array elements, the smaller the SNR degradation, i.e., the

better the system performance, see also [WP99a, WPS99]. Note that when the DOA of

the interfering signal (1) approaches the DOA of the useful signal, which is equal to 45Æ,

the SNR degradation takes on large values independently from the number of the array el-

ements. In this case, though, since only single DOAs are considered for the useful signals,
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the array con�guration with the largest number of array elements, i.e., when Ka equals

16, o�ers a better spatial resolution and, therefore, the inuence of the interfering signal is

restricted to a small interval around the value of the DOA of the useful signal, see Fig. 7.22.

As a �nal remark to this section, it is observed that along with the bene�ts of adaptive

antennas concerning data detection and channel estimation, see Chapters 4 and 5, re-

spectively, adaptive antennas o�er the additional advantage of intercell MAI suppression,

which leads to an improved system performance, see Figs. 7.20{7.22. A novel technique

for estimating the intercell MAI covariance matrix in TD{CDMA and numerous simula-

tion results concerning the improvement of channel estimation and the BER performance

of TD{CDMA can be found in [BPW99, WPS99, WP99a, PW99].
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8 Spectrum eÆciency and capacity

8.1 Preliminaries

The simulation results presented in Chapters 4 to 8 evaluate the link level performance

of a TD{CDMA mobile radio system with adaptive antennas. This evaluation illustrates

the increased potential of adaptive antennas for performance improvement, compared to

the use of single antennas. However, when considering a cellular mobile radio system,

the ultimate goal should be the investigation of adaptive antennas with respect to the

system eÆciency [BBS97, Bla98]. The eÆciency of mobile radio systems is evaluated

through widely accepted performance measures, such as the spectrum eÆciency and ca-

pacity, which are closely related [EHV97]. In addition to the possibility of comparing

di�erent mobile radio systems, the spectrum eÆciency and capacity enable the compari-

son of di�erent concepts within the same mobile radio system [Ste96, Bla98].

The constantly increasing demand for mobile radio services, on the one hand, and the

available frequency spectrum which is a limited resource [Bai94, Bai96a, Bai96c], on

the other hand, have an antagonistic inuence on the eÆciency of a mobile radio sys-

tem [BBS97, Bla98]. Therefore, an economic utilization of the available frequency spec-

trum should be pursued. The spectrum eÆciency is a measure which enables the assess-

ment of a mobile radio system with respect to the economic utilization of the available

frequency spectrum [BBS97, Bla98]. However, when considering a mobile radio system

from a commercial point of view, the main objective is to determine the number of sub-

scribers which can be served within the available resources of the system, which are the

total available bandwidth and total area of the complete cellular network [EHV97, May99].

The spectrum capacity is a measure which enables the assessment of a mobile radio sys-

tem with respect to its resources.

In this chapter, based on the de�nition of the spectrum eÆciency [EHV97, BBS97, Bla98]

for cellular mobile radio systems, the spectrum eÆciency is derived for TD{CDMA accord-

ing to [BBS97, Bla98]. Then, based on the de�nition of the spectrum capacity [EHV97,

May99], a novel approach is presented, which enables the determination of the spectrum

capacity of TD{CDMA by explicitely considering its spectrum eÆciency. In the following,

the simulation method presented in [BSPJ97, Bla98] for evaluating the spectrum eÆciency

of TD{CDMA is briey described, and the modi�cations concerning its application for the

purpose of this thesis are presented. Finally, simulation results of the spectrum eÆciency

and capacity of TD{CDMA are presented, which compare the use of adaptive and single

antennas in di�erent operation situations, which are de�ned by the channel model, the

velocity of the users, and the antenna con�guration used at the BS receiver. The goal of

the investigations in this chapter is the illustration of the bene�ts of adaptive antennas

with respect to the system level performance of TD{CDMA, compared to the use of single

antennas.
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8.2 De�nitions

8.2.1 Spectrum eÆciency

One of the most widely accepted performance measures of a cellular mobile radio system

is its spectrum eÆciency � [EHV97, BBS97, Bla98]. In order to determine the spectrum

eÆciency, a single cell of the cellular network is considered. The spectrum eÆciency relates

the total available information rate within the considered cell to the total available system

bandwidth [EHV97, BBS97, Bla98]. With the total available information rate Rtot within

the considered cell and the total system bandwidth Bsys, the spectrum eÆciency is de�ned

as [EHV97, Bla98]

� =
Rtot

Bsys

(8.1)

and measured in bit/(s � Hz) per cell. In what follows, the spectrum eÆciency is derived

for a TD{CDMA mobile radio system according to [BBS97, BSPJ97, Bla98].

A cellular network of identical hexagonal cells is considered. First, let the total available

system bandwidth Bsys be divided into Npar partial frequency bands each of bandwidth

B, i.e.,

Bsys = NparB; (8.2)

holds [Bla98], see also Fig. 1.1. Further, let r denote the reuse factor [Ste96, Bla98],

so that there are Npar=r partial frequency bands per cell. Moreover, due to the TDMA

component of TD{CDMA, there are Nfr time slots of duration Tbu per TDMA frame, see

Fig. 1.1 and Fig. 6.2. As already mentioned in Section 1.2, K users are active within

each time slot and frequency band in TD{CDMA. Without loss of generality, each user

is assumed to be active only in one time slot per TDMA frame, see Figs. 1.1 and 6.2.

If R denotes the information rate per user, the total available information rate is given

by [Bla98]

Rtot = RKNfr

Npar

r
; (8.3)

where

Nfr =
Tfr

Tbu
; (8.4)

see Fig. 1.1 and Fig. 6.2. Then, according to (8.3), (8.2) and (8.4), the spectrum eÆciency

de�ned in (8.1) is expressed as [BBS97, BSPJ97, Bla98]

� =
K Tfr R

r Tbu B
: (8.5)
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This expression shows that, for given values of Tfr, R, Tbu and B, � is determined by K

and r. Concerning r, the minimum possible value of which is one, it should be chosen

to be as small as possible to make � large. Concerning K, it is observed at �rst glance

that � could be made arbitrarily large by increasing K more and more. However, the

choice of the values for r and K has an impact on the performance of the system: The

smaller r, the more severe the e�ect of intercell MAI, and the largerK, the larger the SNR

degradation experienced when separating the user signals by JD at the receiver [BBS97],

see also the analysis of Section 6.3. This means that, when choosing r and K such that �

is maximized, the side condition of keeping the system performance suÆciently high has

to be simultaneously ful�lled.

To quantify the system performance, a quality of service (QoS) criterion is chosen which

is de�ned as follows [BBS97, Bla98]: The QoS criterion is met if the bit error probability

Pb exceeds a given upper bound PM
b with a probability not greater than a given value

PM
o . The values PM

b and PM
o determine the required QoS. For each pair (r;K), a cumu-

lative distribution function (cdf) ProbfPb � �g holds. Then, the outage probability Po
is de�ned as [Bla98]

Po = Po(�) = ProbfPb > �g = 1� ProbfPb � �g: (8.6)

In order to test whether the QoS criterion speci�ed by PM
b and PM

o is met, the value

Po(P
M
b ) has to be determined. Then the following decision rule holds [BBS97, Bla98]:

Po(P
M
b ) > PM

o : QoS criterion not ful�lled;

Po(P
M
b ) � PM

o : QoS criterion ful�lled:
(8.7)

If the QoS criterion is not ful�lled, r has to be increased and/or K has to be decreased

until the QoS criterion is met. On the other hand, if the QoS criterion is met with a

certain pair (r;K), one should try to increase K and/or decrease r with the goal to arrive

at another pair (r;K), for which the QoS criterion is still ful�lled, however, with a larger

spectrum eÆciency �, see (8.5).

The above described procedure to determine � cannot be performed in a closed ana-

lytical way [BBS97]. Extensive computer simulations are required to reach this goal. In

Section 8.3 the simulation method presented in [BSPJ97, Bla98] for determining the

spectrum eÆciency � of TD{CDMA is described, and the modi�cations concerning its

application for the purpose of this thesis are presented. Simulation results of the spec-

trum eÆciency are presented in Section 8.4, where single antenna systems are compared

to systems with adaptive antennas in macrocellular propagation environments.

8.2.2 Spectrum capacity

The second widely accepted measure considered in this chapter for evaluating the eÆciency

of TD{CDMA is the spectrum capacity. The spectrum capacity describes the total o�ered
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traÆc per total bandwidth and total area of the complete cellular network by regarding

it as a queueing system [EHV97, HV99]. With the total o�ered traÆc Atot, measured

in Erl [Klein75], the total system area Asys and the total system bandwidth Bsys of the

complete cellular network, the spectrum capacity is de�ned as [EHV97, HV99, May99]

� =
Atot

Bsys Asys

(8.8)

and measured in Erl/(MHz � km2). In the following, the spectrum capacity is determined

for a TD{CDMA mobile radio system.

As in Section 8.2.1, a cellular network of identical hexagonal cells is considered, the

number of which is denoted by Nc. Further, there are Npar=r partial frequency bands per

cell. If A denotes the o�ered traÆc per cell, the total o�ered traÆc in the cellular network

is given by

Atot = A Nc

Npar

r
: (8.9)

Moreover, if Ac denotes the area of a single cell in km2, the total system area is

Asys = Ac Nc: (8.10)

Then, according to (8.8), (8.9), (8.2) and (8.10), the spectrum capacity of a TD{CDMA

mobile radio system is expressed as

� =
A

r B Ac

: (8.11)

Before elaborating on (8.11), some elementary issues connected with queueing aspects in

macrocellular mobile communications systems are addressed. In order to determine the

o�ered traÆc per cell A, see (8.9), and, consequently, the spectrum capacity � of the

system, see (8.11), a traÆc analysis has to be provided [HV99]. According to the as-

sumptions of [HV99], a mobile radio system operating in macrocellular environments, see

Section 2.3.3, is assumed to be a M/M/m/m queueing system. The four{part descriptor

M/M/m/m speci�es completely the queueing system [Klein75, HV99]:

� The �rst part describes the interarrival time distribution. The identi�er M states

that the interarrival times are negative exponentially distributed with mean 1=�,

where � denotes the constant arrival rate from a Poisson distribution.

� The second part describes the service time distribution. As for the �rst part, the

service times are assumed to have a negative exponential distribution with mean

1=�.

� The third part states that the system has m servers.
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� Finally, the fourth part denotes that we deal with an m{server loss system, i.e., if

all m servers are occupied and a new call arrives, this call is lost.

According to the above assumptions, the traÆc o�ered to the m{server system is given

by [Klein75]

A =
�

�
(8.12)

and is measured in Erl. In the context of a mobile radio system o�ering voice services,

the interarrival time is the intercall time, and the service time is the call holding time.

According to the notation of [May99], a server is denoted as a resource per physical

channel. In the case of TD{CDMA, a physical channel is de�ned by the combination of

a frequency band and a time slot [May99]. Thus, a resource per physical channel is a

user active in a time slot and frequency band of the cell, to which a single CDMA code

is assigned [May99]. Therefore, the total number of resources m per cell of the cellular

network is

m = K Nfr; (8.13)

i.e., the product of the number of users K per time slot and the number of time slots

Nfr per TDMA frame, see Fig. 1.1. Since the mobile radio system is considered to be an

m{server loss system, a blocking probability PB is de�ned as the time share during which

all resources are busy [Klein75, HV99]. PB depends on the number m of resources per

cell, see (8.13), and the o�ered traÆc A, see (8.12), and is given by the Erlang's loss or

Erlang's B formula [Klein75]:

PB = PB(m;A) =
Am=m!
mP
i=0

Ai=i!

: (8.14)

PB of (8.14) is tabulated and graphed in many books [Sie70], which means that given two

of PB, m and A, the third can be taken from the tables or graphs of such books [Sie70].

Now, let us elaborate on (8.11), which expresses the spectrum capacity of a TD{CDMA

mobile radio system. As for the expression of the spectrum eÆciency, see (8.5), at a �rst

glance, � of (8.11) could be made arbitrarily large by setting the reuse factor r to the

minimum possible value, i.e., equal to one, and by increasing the o�ered traÆc A more

and more. Note that for a given blocking probability PB, e.g., equal to 10�2, A could

be made arbitrarily large by increasing the number of active users K within a cell and,

consequently, m of (8.13). However, this is not allowed because, then, the QoS criterion

demanded for determining the spectrum eÆciency, see (8.7), would not be ful�lled. This

means that the consideration of a mobile radio system as a queueing system cannot be

done by simultaneously neglecting the quality of its connections, which establish the traf-

�c of the queueing system. In other words, the calculation of the spectrum capacity � of a
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mobile radio system should be based on the calculation of its spectrum eÆciency �, thus

demonstrating that these two widely accepted measures are closely connected [EHV97].

Therefore, when calculating the o�ered traÆc A per cell from (8.14), the total number of

resources per cell m is determined by (8.13), where the number of users K per time slot

should be the value of the combination (r;K) which maximizes the spectrum eÆciency �

of (8.5) for the respective operation situation. Certainly, the respective value of r from

the considered combination (r;K) should be used when evaluating the spectrum capac-

ity � from (8.11). As a concluding remark, it is stressed that the consideration of the

combination (r;K) which maximizes the spectrum eÆciency � of (8.5) when calculating

the spectrum capacity � of (8.11) demonstrates the close relation between � and �. This

important result was �rst demonstrated in [EHV97], and is used in the context of TD{

CDMA in this thesis for the �rst time.

As a �nal remark concerning the calculation of the o�ered traÆc per cell A when the

spectrum capacity � is determined according to (8.11), it is assumed that only voice ser-

vices are o�ered in the considered TD{CDMA mobile radio system. This assumption is

consistent with the approach followed in this thesis for determining the spectrum capacity

of TD{CDMA, which explicitely uses the spectrum eÆciency � of (8.5) when calculating

� from (8.11), see Section 8.2.1. However, a number of assumptions are made concerning

the teletraÆc analysis of a mobile radio system:

� First, ideal handover is assumed for all users of the cellular network.

� Second, the information transmitted in the network for signaling purposes is not

considered.

� Third, the user distribution within the cellular network is assumed to be identical

for all users.

The consideration of handover, signaling aspects, and inhomogeneous user distribution,

which achieve a more complete teletraÆc analysis of a mobile radio system, is beyond

the scope of this thesis. The inuence of these three issues on the spectrum capacity

of mobile radio systems is studied in detail in [May99, HV99]. As mentioned in Sec-

tion 8.1, the goal of the investigations in this thesis is the illustration of the di�erences

between single and adaptive antennas in TD{CDMA. Therefore, although the values for

the spectrum capacity � of TD{CDMA obtained in this thesis are somewhat optimistic,

the relative di�erence between the spectrum capacity � of TD{CDMA with single and

adaptive antennas is expected to be a�ected marginally by the assumptions connected

with the method followed for determining �.

8.3 Simulation method

As already mentioned in Section 8.2.1, the spectrum eÆciency � is determined by the

combination (r;K) for otherwise �xed system parameters, see (8.5). Further, it is shown
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in Section 8.2.2 that the spectrum capacity �, see (8.11), depends explicitely on the com-

bination (r;K) which determines the spectrum eÆciency. In this section the simulation

method for determining the spectrum eÆciency of a TD{CDMA mobile radio system is

described according to [BSPJ97, Bla98], and the modi�cations concerning its application

for the purpose of this thesis are presented. However, due to the close relation between �

and �, the simulation method described in this section enables the investigation of both

spectrum eÆciency and capacity of TD{CDMA. This investigation depends, on the one

hand, on the said combination (r;K), and, on the other hand, on a number of parameters

which must be held �xed during the simulations. These parameters are

� the propagation environment established by the used channel model,

� the mobile user velocity, and

� the antenna con�guration used at the BS receiver,

and are addressed as the system operation situation in the following.

It is shown in [Par92, Ste96, Bla98] that a model considering separately the fast fad-

ing and slow fading is very useful when modeling the mobile radio channel. This is true

since the fast and slow fading describe di�erent properties of the mobile radio propaga-

tion [Par92]: The fast fading is determined by the small{scale variations or short{term

statistics, whereas the slow fading is determined by the large{scale variations or the long{

term statistics of the mobile radio channel, see also Section 2.2. Therefore, if a power

control algorithm is applied in the cellular network [Zan92a, Zan92b, Ste96], the slow

fading can be compensated and is not important for the properties of the transmission

channels between the MSs and the BS of a considered cell [Na�95]. In this case, the

transmission channels are exclusively determined by the fast fading characteristics of the

mobile radio channel. However, the slow fading should be considered when the inter-

ference situation is analyzed in a cellular network, since the slow fading constitutes the

main factor which critically inuences the interference in a considered cell of the cellular

network [Na�95, Ste96, Bla98]. In this case, because of the smaller dynamic range of the

fast fading compared to the slow fading [Par92], the fast fading needs not be taken into

account when analyzing the interference situation in a cellular network [Na�95, Ste96].

Based on the fact that the fast fading and slow fading can be considered separately when

modeling the mobile radio channel, the expense of time can be kept within acceptable

limits, when investigating the system level performance of mobile radio systems by sim-

ulations. The simulation method presented in [BSPJ97, Bla98] is based on this fact, and

can be used for the determination of the spectrum eÆciency of TD{CDMA as described

in the following.

The simulation method presented in [BSPJ97, Bla98] determines the outage probability

Po of (8.6) by Monte{Carlo simulations of data transmission in a reference cell embedded
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in a cellular environment. The determination of the outage probability Po by Monte{

Carlo techniques is based on a great number of repeated experiments, e.g., 104. Each

experiment, which is performed for a certain combination (r;K) and a certain system

operation situation, may be split into three steps [Bla98]:

1. First, based on a Hata{like model for slow fading, an inhomogeneous directional

distribution of the intercell interference is generated for the reference cell of the

cellular network regarding both the average power and the DOA associated with

each interferer. The average power and the DOA associated with each interferer

are available in the form of databases which contain 1:5 � 104 di�erent interference
situations [Bla98]. These databases are created according to the interference analysis

of a TD{CDMA mobile radio system presented in [SB96, Ste96, Bla98], and they

are distinguished by the combination (r;K), see also Section 8.2.1. Note that the

performed analysis in [SB96, Ste96, Bla98] considers only the intercell MAI valid

for the reference cell, because the intracell MAI is eliminated by the ZF{BLE which

performs JD of the user signals of the reference cell, see Section 4.3.3.2 for a detailed

analysis. The main assumptions made when producing the said databases are listed

in the following according to [SB96, Ste96, Ste97, Bla98]:

� The locations of the BSs are chosen to form a regular hexagonal grid and at

least two tiers of BSs around the reference cell are considered.

� Conventional frequency reuse patterns are assumed, leading to regular clusters

of size r, i.e., a given carrier frequency is reused in every r{th cell.

� The locations of the MSs are randomly and uniformly distributed within the

cellular network. The locations of any two MSs are statistically independent

from each other.

� The slow fading is described by a simple but widespread Hata{like link gain

model which accounts for shadowing e�ects. Following the notation of [Ste96,

Ste97], if Æb;m denotes the distance between a BS �b and an MS �m and � is

the attenuation exponent, which depends on the environment and the antenna

heights, the link gain is de�ned as

gb;m =
�b;m

Æ�b;m
; (8.15)

where �b;m denotes a lognormal random variable, which is derived from a Gaus-

sian random variable �b;m by the transformation

�b;m = exp

�
ln(10)

10
�b;m

�
: (8.16)

Note that since �b;m is Gaussian distributed, it is fully determined by its expec-

tation E f�b;mg and its variance �2. For the databases used in the simulations

of this thesis, it is assumed that �b;m has zero mean and standard deviation �

equal to 6 dB. Further, the attenuation exponent �, see (8.15), is taken to be

equal to 3.6.
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� A power control algorithm is implemented for the complete cellular network.

According to this algorithm, the transmit powers at the MSs are chosen in such

a way that the average received carrier powers at the BSs have the same con-

stant value C = const: for all MSs. This power control algorithm compensates

only for large{scale variations of the received signals due to slow fading, see

also Section 2.2.

� Handover is assumed to be perfectly power controlled, which means that an

MS �m is always assigned to that BS �b to which the link gain gb;m of (8.15) is

maximum.

� When considering adaptive antennas, it is assumed that the shadowing condi-

tions are the same for all antennas of the used antenna con�guration at the

BS. Moreover, concerning the power control algorithm, the received power at

an assumed RP of the antenna con�guration, see Fig. 5.1, is considered as the

received power. Finally, the temporal and spatial correlations of the intercell

interference are assumed to be in accordance with the analysis of Section 7.4.

2. Second, based on directional channel models modeling the fast fading characteristics

of the mobile radio channel, channel impulse responses are generated for the intracell

interference, i.e., the connections between the MSs and the BS of the considered

reference cell.

3. Third, data transmission is simulated for a small time duration Tsim under consid-

eration of both the intercell interference, see the �rst step of the method, and the

intracell interference, see the second step of the method. It is noted that the time

duration of the data transmission should be selected such that, on the one hand,

the shadowing conditions do not change signi�cantly within Tsim and, on the other

hand, the number of counted bit errors is suÆciently large for determining a reliable

value of Pb for each user active in the reference cell.

The outcome of each experiment is the value of Pb for each user from the third step.

Then, after a great number of experiments is performed, the values of Pb from each ex-

periment can be used for approximating the outage probability Po, see (8.6). Certainly,

if the outage probability Po is available, then it can be decided if the QoS criterion, see

(8.7), is ful�lled for the considered combination (r;K) and system operation situation.

As mentioned in Section 8.2.1, the combination which maximizes �, see (8.5), should be

used for determining the spectrum eÆciency for the considered system operation situation.

In what follows, the exact modi�cations concerning the application of this simulation

method for the purpose of this thesis are presented.

Concerning the �rst step of the simulation method of [BSPJ97, Bla98], the databases

containing the di�erent intercell interference situations are also used in the simulations

performed by the author of this thesis for calculating the spectrum eÆciency of TD{

CDMA. For each interference situation of the database, the average power (�(ki))2, see
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(7.18), and the DOA 
(ki)
1 , see (7.13), associated with each interferer ki, ki = 1 : : :Ki, are

used for determining the spatial intercell MAI covariance matrix Rs, see (7.16), according

to (7.20). Then, by using the temporal intercell MAI covariance matrix Rt;m valid for

the channel estimation, or the temporal intercell MAI covariance matrix Rt valid for the

data detection, the total intercell MAI covariance matrix can be determined according to

(5.10) or (7.16), respectively. The exact use of the total intercell MAI covariance matrix

in the simulations is described during the discussion of the modi�cations associated with

the third step of the simulation method.

Concerning the second step of the simulation method, the simulation results presented

in [BSPJ97, Bla98] are produced by using the UKL directional channel models [BBJ95,

Bla98]. In this thesis, the UKL 2 directional channel models [SP97, SP98b] are used

for generating directional channel impulse responses in the second step of the simulation

method, see Section 2.3.3 for a detailed analysis concerning the UKL 2 directional chan-

nel models and their comparison with the UKL directional channel models. By using the

UKL 2 directional channel models, two goals are achieved: First, the simulation of the

movement of users within the reference cell is incorporated. In this way, a more realistic

representation of the real world is attained. Second, the simulation time is considerably

reduced, which is desired when dealing with extensive simulations of mobile radio systems,

see also Section 2.3.3.

In the simulations of [BSPJ97, Bla98], the simulation of the data transmission is per-

formed according to the original simulation concept developed for TD{CDMA [BBNS94,

Na�95, Bla98], see also Section 6.2. It is reminded that the original simulation concept

does not take advantage of the receiver structure in TD{CDMA. Therefore, it depends

exclusively on the user velocity and the used coding, interleaving, and modulation scheme,

which lead to high simulation time and complexity. In contrast to the original simulation

concept, the novel simulation concept for TD{CDMA including channel estimation errors,

see Section 6.2.3.2, is used when the third step of the simulation method is applied in this

thesis. This means that for each time duration Tsim required for determining the BER Pb
of each user, a database is created with the equivalent output intercell MAI vectors as ex-

plained in Section 6.2.3.2. In this way, the investigation of any user velocity multiple of the

smallest considered non{zero velocity v0, see Section 6.2, and any possible linear scheme of

coding, interleaving, and modulation is now possible not only for the BER performance,

see Section 6.2, but also for the determination of the spectrum eÆciency, and conse-

quently, of the spectrum capacity of TD{CDMA. Thus, in contrast to [BSPJ97, Bla98],

by incorporating the novel simulation concept presented in Section 6.2.3.2 when applying

the third step of the simulation method in this thesis, the exibility of the simulation

method is increased, since the investigation of any user velocity and any linear scheme

of coding, interleaving, and modulation can be done without the need for repeating the

experiments producing the databases. In addition to this modi�cation associated with

the application of the third step of the simulation method, two more modi�cations are

made when investigating adaptive antennas:
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� First, 2D array con�gurations are assumed to be exclusively used at the BS, which

achieve a more eÆcient use of the directional inhomogeneity of the mobile radio

channel in real mobile radio scenarios [Haa97a, PFBP99], see also Section 6.6.4.

� Second, the 2D Unitary ESPRIT algorithm is used for estimating the DOAs of

signals impinging on the BS array as described in Sections 5.3.2.2 and 5.4.2.2 for

the large cell and the small cell channel type , respectively. Thus, a more realistic

representation concerning the real world operation of TD{CDMA is obtained.

Further, it should be noted that the simulation results of the spectrum eÆciency presented

in [BSPJ97, Bla98] for adaptive antennas are produced without taking into account the

spatial intercell MAI covariance matrix Rs, see (7.16), in the third step of the simulation

method. In contrast to this situation, the simulation results presented in this thesis are

produced by using the total intercell MAI covariance matrix Rm of (5.10) in channel

estimation, and the total intercell MAI covariance matrix Rn of (7.16) in data detection.

The exact way Rm is applied is described in Section 5.3.2.3 for the large cell channel

type, and in Section 5.4.2.3 for the small cell channel type. The exact way Rn is applied

is described in Section 6.2.3.1. The motivation for including the information about the

spatial properties of the intercell MAI, when applying the third step of the simulation

concept in this thesis, is

� �rst, the development of concepts, which provide an on{line estimation of the

spatial intercell MAI covariance matrix Rs, see (5.10) and (7.16), at the BS re-

ceiver [WPS99, WP99a], and

� second, the signi�cant performance improvement of TD{CDMA when the infor-

mation about the spatial interference covariance matrix is used at the BS receiver

during channel estimation and data detection [WPS99, WP99a, BPW99, PW99],

see also the simulation results presented in Section 7.4.

Moreover, there is a relatively small performance degradation when Rs is estimated at the

receiver, compared to the case where Rs is assumed to be perfectly known, especially when

no time or frequency hopping is applied to TD{CDMA [WPS99, WP99a]. Therefore, Rs

is assumed to be perfectly known in the simulations performed for determining � in this

thesis. This assumption keeps the simulation time and complexity as low as possible,

whereas simultaneously the BER performance di�erence compared to the case where Rs

is estimated at the receiver is small [WPS99, WP99a]. Thus, this assumption is expected

to inuence marginally the results on the spectrum eÆciency and capacity of TD{CDMA

with adaptive antennas presented in the following section.
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8.4 Simulation results

8.4.1 Simulation parameters

In this section simulation results for the spectrum eÆciency and capacity of TD{CDMA

are presented by using the simulation method of Section 8.3. The spectrum eÆciency

and capacity are determined for di�erent system operation situations, see Section 8.3,

whereas the goal of the investigations is the illustration of the di�erence between single

and adaptive antennas in a TD{CDMA mobile radio system.

Concerning the �rst step of the simulation method of Section 8.3, it is noted that the

databases with the di�erent interference situations consider a maximum of eight active

users K in the same frequency band and time slot and a maximum of seven for the reuse

factor r. Unfortunately, this fact constitutes a restriction, because an even greater value

of K may be achieved, especially when adaptive antenna concepts are used at the BS

receiver. Further, a new interference situation from the available databases is generated

every fourth time slot, i.e., the interference situation remains the same for the duration of

four successive transmitted time slots. This choice implies the use of ideal slow frequency

hopping, see also [Bla98] for a similar assumption, and is consistent with the application

of DOA estimation, which is performed by using the estimated channel impulse responses

over four successive time slots, see also [PFBP99]. Further, this choice enables the con-

sideration of a great number of intercell interference situations during the required period

for producing the BER Pb of a single experiment, see Section 8.3. Thus, the reliability

of the BER determined from a single experiment is increased and the required number of

experiments for determining the spectrum eÆciency and capacity of TD{CDMA can be

signi�cantly reduced, see also [BSPJ97, Bla98].

Concerning the second step of the simulation method, see Section 8.3, the UKL 2 ru-

ral, urban and dense urban channel models established in Section 2.3.3 are exclusively

used in the simulations.

Concerning the third step of the simulation method, see Section 8.3, each user is assumed

to be active only in one time slot of the TDMA frame and, without loss of generality,

only the user group 0 is considered, see Section 6.2. Further, each user of the user group

0 is assumed to have the same constant velocity v measured in km/h. When the UKL 2

rural channel model is used, v is chosen to be equal to 90 km/h. When the UKL 2 urban

and dense urban channel models are employed, v is taken to be equal to 30 km/h. This

choice for the user velocity is connected with the increased diversity o�ered by the respec-

tive channel model compared to smaller or greater user velocities, see also Section 6.5.4

and similar results in [Na�95, Bla98]. Finally, it is reminded that if the spatial chan-

nel assignment strategy presented in Section 7.3 is implemented, the BER performance of

TD{CDMA comes very close to the one achieved by the simple spatial scenario of Figs. 5.2

and 5.5. However, the incorporation of this strategy to the simulation method used in this
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thesis, see Section 8.3, would additionally increase the simulation time and complexity.

Therefore, in order not to increase the simulation time and complexity when determining

the spectrum eÆciency and capacity of TD{CDMA, the adopted spatial scenario and the

direction of movement for the simultaneously active users within the considered cell are

illustrated in Fig 5.2, when the UKL 2 rural channel model is used, and in Fig. 5.5, when

the UKL 2 urban and dense urban channel models are employed, respectively. Certainly,

according to the simulation results presented in Section 7.3, it is expected that the in-

uence of this assumption on the spectrum eÆciency and capacity of TD{CDMA can be

neglected.

As already mentioned in Section 8.3, the time duration Tsim of a single experiment of

Pb has to be chosen in such a way that the shadowing conditions do not change signif-

icantly within Tsim and, simultaneously, the number of counted bit errors is suÆciently

large for determining a reliable value of Pb from a single experiment. To this end, let Nbu

denote the number of bursts transmitted for each user within Tsim, which is valid for a

single experiment of the BER. Then, the relation

Tsim = Nbu Tfr (8.17)

holds, where Tfr is the duration of a TDMA frame, see Fig. 1.1. Moreover, since the

UKL 2 directional channel models used in the simulations allow the simulation of the

movement of users within the considered scenario, see Section 2.3.3, the total length Ssim
covered by each MS within Tsim may be calculated. If �Ssim denotes the length covered

by each MS after the duration of Tfr, which is equal to

�Ssim =
v

3:6
Tfr (8.18)

and measured in m, then the total length Ssim is given by

Ssim = Nbu �Ssim = Nbu

v

3:6
Tfr =

v

3:6
Tsim; (8.19)

where Tsim is de�ned in (8.17). In the simulations, Nbu is chosen to be equal to 240 in

accordance with [BSPJ97, Bla98]. In this case, Tsim is equal to 1.44 s, see (8.17) and

Table 5.1. Then, if v is, e.g., equal to 90 km/h, Ssim is equal to 36 m, see (8.19), whereas

if v is equal to 30 km/h, Ssim is equal to 12 m. Finally, when adaptive antennas are em-

ployed at the BS receiver, cross array con�gurations of Ka equal to eight or 16 antennas

are assumed to be exclusively used, see Fig. 3.4. Moreover, the choice for the number of

antennas of the cross array con�guration is in accordance with realtime implementations

of adaptive antenna hardware demonstrators, see, e.g., [KTT99]. The rest of the param-

eters used in the simulations can be taken from Table 5.1.

Finally, concerning the calculation of the spectrum capacity of TD{CDMA according

to (8.11), the only quantity required additionally for calculating the system spectrum ca-

pacity � is the area of a single cell Ac, see (8.10). If it is assumed that the radius Rs which

determines the scenario area of the UKL 2 directional channel models, see Section 2.3.3
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Figure 8.1. Po versus �; system operating situation: UKL 2 rural, v = 90 km/h, Ka = 1;

r = 4

and Table 2.1, is equal to the radius of a single hexagonal cell of the considered cellular

network, then the area of a single cell Ac, see (8.10), is given by

Ac =
3
p
3

2
R2
s ; (8.20)

and the spectrum capacity � of (8.11) is expressed as

� =
2 A

r B 3
p
3 R2

s

; (8.21)

where B is equal to 1:6 MHz, see Table 5.1, and Rs is given in Table 2.1 for the considered

UKL 2 directional channel models.

8.4.2 Spectrum eÆciency

In this section simulation results for the spectrum eÆciency �, see (8.5), of TD{CDMA are

presented based on the simulation method of Section 8.3. The parameters of TD{CDMA

used in the simulations are given in Section 8.4.1. As already mentioned in Section 8.4.1,

goal of the investigations is the illustration of the di�erence between single and adaptive

antennas in TD{CDMA. First, the simulation results for TD{CDMA with single anten-

nas are presented and discussed. Then, the simulation results for adaptive antennas are

presented and compared to the ones achieved by the use of single antennas.
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Figure 8.2. Po versus �; system operating situation: UKL 2 urban, v = 30 km/h, Ka = 1;

r = 4
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Table 8.1. Spectrum eÆciency � of TD{CDMA according to (8.5) for the three inves-

tigated system operation situations; single antenna operation

system operation situation r K � in
bit=s

Hz
per cell

UKL 2 rural; v = 90 km/h; Ka = 1 4 3 0.045

UKL 2 urban; v = 30 km/h; Ka = 1 4 5 0.075

UKL 2 dense urban; v = 30 km/h; Ka = 1 3 4 0.08

In Figs. 8.1{8.3 the simulation results for the outage probability Po(�), see (8.6), are

shown for the following system operation situations

� UKL 2 rural channel model, v = 90 km/h, Ka = 1,

� UKL 2 urban channel model, v = 30 km/h, Ka = 1,

� UKL 2 dense urban channel model, v = 30 km/h, Ka = 1,

respectively, see also Section 8.3. For specifying a QoS criterion, PM
b and PM

o , see Sec-

tion 8.3, are chosen to be equal to 10�3 and 5 � 10�2, respectively. PM
b and PM

o are

represented by straight lines in Figs. 8.1{8.3. The chosen values for PM
b and PM

o are

typical for speech services and are in accordance with [BBS97, BSPJ97, Bla98]. Then,

following the rationale of [BSPJ97, Bla98], the QoS criterion, see (8.7), is met if a shown

curve for Po(�) crosses the vertical line for P
M
b beneath the horizontal line for PM

b . It is

noted that the combinations (r;K) from Figs. 8.1{8.3 which ful�ll the QoS criterion lead

to the maximization of the spectrum eÆciency � of (8.5) for the considered system oper-

ation situations, respectively. Therefore, the simulation results for Po(�) which ful�ll the

QoS criterion but do not maximize the spectrum eÆciency � of (8.5) are not explicitely

shown. Fig. 8.1 shows that the combination r = 4, K = 3 ful�lls the QoS criterion for

the UKL 2 rural channel model with user velocity v = 90 km/h and a single antenna at

the BS, leading to the highest possible value for �, see (8.5), equal to 0.045 (bit/s)/Hz

per cell. Fig. 8.2 shows that the combination r = 4, K = 5 ful�lls the QoS criterion for

the UKL 2 urban channel model with user velocity v = 30 km/h and a single antenna

at the BS. In this case, � equals 0.075 (bit/s)/Hz per cell. Finally, Fig. 8.3 shows that

the combination r = 3, K = 4 ful�lls the QoS criterion for the UKL 2 dense urban

channel model with user velocity v = 30 km/h and single antenna operation, thus pro-

ducing a spectrum eÆciency equal to 0.08 (bit/s)/Hz per cell. These results show that

the spectrum eÆciency � of a TD{CDMA mobile radio system with single antennas at

the BSs depends critically on the propagation environment where TD{CDMA operates.

The greater the frequency diversity of the used channel model, the higher the achievable

spectrum eÆciency � of a TD{CDMA mobile radio system operating in the respective

propagation environment. Therefore, the UKL 2 dense urban channel model o�ers the
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Figure 8.4. Po versus �; system operating situation: UKL 2 rural, v = 90 km/h; r = 1,

K = 8

highest value for �, see also [Bla98] for a similar result concerning the single antenna op-

eration of TD{CDMA. The values of the spectrum eÆciency � for the three investigated

system operation situations are summarized in Table 8.1. Note that these values are used

as reference for illustrating the bene�ts of adaptive antennas in TD{CDMA mobile radio

systems.

In Figs. 8.4{8.6 the simulation results for the outage probability Po(�) of (8.6) are shown

for the respective to Figs. 8.1{8.3 system operation situations, when adaptive antennas

are used. As for Figs. 8.1{8.3, the QoS criterion is speci�ed by choosing PM
b and PM

o to be

equal to 10�3 and 5 �10�2, respectively. From Figs. 8.4{8.6 it is observed that in all system

operation situations a combination r = 1 and K = 8 is achieved when adaptive antennas

are used in TD{CDMA. It is noted that the used number of antennas Ka, i.e., eight or

16, do not inuence the value of the spectrum eÆciency, since the curves for both values

of Ka cross the vertical line for P
M
b beneath the horizontal line for PM

b , see Figs. 8.4{8.6.

This fact means that the smaller number of antennas Ka, i.e., equal to eight, should be

used for achieving the combination r = 1 and K = 8, because it is connected with reduced

implementation costs compared to Ka equal to 16. Further, it is noted that even a greater

number of users K may be possible for r = 1, especially when Ka equal to 16 antennas

are used at the BS receivers. As already mentioned in Section 8.4.1, the investigation of

a greater number of K has not been possible since the databases with the interference

situations, see the �rst step of the simulation method of Section 8.3, consider up to K

equal to eight users. Nevertheless, the achieved values of the spectrum eÆciency � by

using the available databases of the interference situations for the three investigated sys{
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tem operation situations are summarized in Table 8.2. Compared to the results of the

spectrum eÆciency � for single antenna operation, see Table 8.1, it is observed from Ta-

ble 8.2 that an enormous improvement of the system eÆciency with respect to bandwidth

utilization is achieved when adaptive antennas are used in TD{CDMA mobile radio sys-

tems, which is explained in the rest of this section.

In Chapter 5 the improvement of the channel impulse response estimates is illustrated

for the UKL 2 directional channel models when adaptive antennas are used at the BS

receiver, compared to the case where conventional channel estimation techniques are em-

ployed. In Chapter 6 it is shown that the improvement of the channel impulse response

estimates, which is achieved by the use of adaptive antennas, leads directly to consid-

erable improvements of the BER behaviour for the UKL 2 directional channel models,

compared to systems without adaptive antennas. In Chapters 5 and 6 the simulations

have been performed under the assumption that the intercell MAI is modeled as AWGN.

In Section 7.4 a rather straightforward analysis is presented which illustrates the addi-

tional improvement of the system performance achieved by adaptive antennas when the

intercell MAI is not modeled as AWGN, i.e., it has certain temporal and spatial correla-

tion properties described by the intercell MAI covariance matrix, see (5.10) and (7.16),

which can be used in both channel estimation and data detection of TD{CDMA receivers.

Since the simulation method described in Section 8.3, which is used for determining the

Table 8.2. Spectrum eÆciency � of TD{CDMA according to (8.5) for the three inves-

tigated system operation situations; adaptive antenna operation

system operation situation r K � in
bit=s

Hz
per cell

UKL 2 rural; v = 90 km/h; Ka = 8 or 16 1 8 0.48

UKL 2 urban; v = 30 km/h; Ka = 8 or 16 1 8 0.48

UKL 2 dense urban; v = 30 km/h; Ka = 8 or 16 1 8 0.48

Table 8.3. Improvement factor of the spectrum eÆciency � between single and adap-

tive antenna operation, Ka = 8 or Ka = 16, of TD{CDMA for the three

investigated system operation situations

channel model user velocity improvement factor for �

UKL 2 rural v = 90 km/h 10.7

UKL 2 urban v = 30 km/h 6.4

UKL 2 dense urban v = 30 km/h 6.0

spectrum eÆciency of TD{CDMA, combines the above mentioned bene�ts of adaptive an-

tennas, i.e., the bene�ts concerning both the intracell and the intercell MAI, an enormous

improvement of the spectrum eÆciency of TD{CDMA is achieved by adaptive antennas,
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compared to single antenna systems, compare Tables 8.1 and 8.2. Similar results for

the spectrum eÆciency � of TD{CDMA are presented in [BSPJ97, Bla98]. However, the

information about the intercell MAI covariance matrix is used neither in channel esti-

mation nor in data detection for the results presented in [BSPJ97, Bla98]. Therefore,

compared to the single antenna case, the determined improvement of the spectrum ef-

�ciency of TD{CDMA presented in [BSPJ97, Bla98], when adaptive antennas are used,

is smaller compared to the improvement achieved by the results presented in this thesis,

see Tables 8.1 and 8.2. Concluding the analysis of the section, the improvement factor

of the spectrum eÆciency � is shown in Table 8.3 for each investigated system operation

situation.

8.4.3 Spectrum capacity

In this section simulation results for the spectrum capacity � of TD{CDMA are pre-

sented. As already mentioned in Section 8.2.2, the calculation of � explicitely depends

on the combination (r;K) which maximizes the spectrum eÆciency � for a certain sys-

tem operation situation. Therefore, when the o�ered traÆc A, see (8.9) and (8.12), is

calculated, the used resources per cell m, see (8.13), should be based on the number of

users K per time slot of the combination (r;K) which maximizes the spectrum eÆciency

�. Then, by knowing m and requiring a certain blocking probability PB, see (8.14), the

o�ered traÆc A per cell can be determined from the tables of the books [Sie70] which

tabulate PB of (8.14). As in Section 8.4.2, the spectrum capacity � is determined in this

section according to (8.21) for TD{CDMA with single and adaptive antennas.

In Table 8.4 the o�ered traÆc A and the spectrum capacity � are shown for the three

investigated system operation situations of Section 8.4.2, when TD{CDMA operates with

single antennas at the BSs. The blocking probability PB of (8.14) is taken to be equal

Table 8.4. Spectrum capacity � of TD{CDMA according to (8.21) for the three investi-

gated system operation situations of Section 8.4.2; single antenna operation;

PB = 10�2

system operation situation A in Erl � in Erl/(MHz km2 )

UKL 2 rural; v = 90 km/h; Ka = 1 25.5 0.06

UKL 2 urban; v = 30 km/h; Ka = 1 46.9 0.71

UKL 2 dense urban; v = 30 km/h; Ka = 1 36.1 0.72

to 10�2, in accordance with [HV99]. Note that the value for K from Table 8.1 is used for

determining A and, additionally, the value for r from Table 8.1 is used for determining �

for each of the investigated system operation situations, respectively. Therefore, an im-

provement of the spectrum capacity � of TD{CDMA is achieved in the urban and dense

urban channel models, compared to the rural channel model. However, this improvement
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Table 8.5. Spectrum capacity � of TD{CDMA according to (8.21) for the three in-

vestigated system operation situations of Section 8.4.2; adaptive antenna

operation; PB = 10�2

system operation situation A in Erl � in Erl/(MHz km2 )

UKL 2 rural; v = 90 km/h; Ka = 8 or 16 80.3 0.77

UKL 2 urban; v = 30 km/h; Ka = 8 or 16 80.3 4.83

UKL 2 dense urban; v = 30 km/h; Ka = 8 or 16 80.3 4.83

Table 8.6. Improvement factor of the spectrum capacity � between single and adap-

tive antenna operation, Ka = 8 or Ka = 16, of TD{CDMA for the three

investigated system operation situations; PB = 10�2

channel model user velocity improvement factor for �

UKL 2 rural v = 90 km/h 12.6

UKL 2 urban v = 30 km/h 6.9

UKL 2 dense urban v = 30 km/h 6.7

is by a factor seven bigger for � compared to the respective improvement of �, see Ta-

bles 8.1 and 8.4. This is due to the fact that the blocking probability PB, see (8.14), is a

nonlinear function of the o�ered traÆc A and the number m of available resources. This

nonlinearity results in a certain economy of scale involved in queueing systems, which

is called bundling gain in telephone systems [HV99], and can be explained as follows:

The larger a bundle of circuits, the number of resources m of (8.13) in the context of

TD{CDMA, the more traÆc A is carried per single circuit. Thus, a higher resource us-

age is obtained, which explains the increased improvement of the spectrum capacity of

TD{CDMA operating in urban and dense urban propagation environments with respect

to the rural propagation environment, compared to the respective improvement achieved

for the spectrum eÆciency.

In Table 8.5 the results for � are shown for the respective system operation situations

of Table 8.4, when adaptive antennas are used. As for the spectrum eÆciency �, com-

pare Table 8.1 with Table 8.2, the spectrum capacity � of TD{CDMA is considerably

improved when adaptive antennas are used, compared to the single antenna system. The

improvement factor of � is shown in Table 8.6 for each investigated system operation sit-

uation. However, as observed by comparing Table 8.5 with Table 8.2, although � is equal

for all propagation environments when adaptive antennas are used, � is still higher for

the urban and dense urban propagation environments, compared to the rural propagation

environment. This is due to the fact that the cells in urban and dense urban propaga-

tion environments are extended over a smaller area, which is expressed by the di�erent

values of Rs, see Table 2.1, used for determining � from (8.21). Therefore, the eÆciency
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Figure 8.7. Blocking probability PB versus o�ered traÆc A; single antenna versus adaptive

antenna system; UKL 2 rural channel model; v = 90 km/h

of TD{CDMA with respect to its resources expressed by �, see also Section 8.2.2, is

still higher in the urban and dense urban propagation environments, compared to the

rural propagation environment, even if the respective value of � takes the same value for

all propagation environments. This important result justi�es the use of the spectrum ca-

pacity for evaluating the overall system performance of TD{CDMA, adopted in this thesis.

In a �nal step in this section, the o�ered traÆc A is calculated according to (8.14) for dif-

ferent values of the blocking probability PB. The number of servers m, see (8.13), depends

only on the value for K valid for the investigated system operation situation, see also the

discussion corresponding to Tables 8.4 and 8.5 of this section. In Figs. 8.7{8.9 the PB is

plotted versus the o�ered traÆc A, when TD{CDMA operates in the rural, urban, and

dense urban propagation environment, respectively. In each �gure, PB is evaluated for

single and adaptive antennas, respectively. It is noted that the illustration of PB versus

A is typical for investigations concerning the teletraÆc analysis of mobile radio systems,

see [HV99]. From Figs. 8.7{8.9 the enormous improvement of the traÆc achieved by

adaptive antennas is obvious for all propagation environments, compared to the use of

single antennas. However, in the context of a mobile radio system, not only the recourses

per physical channel have to be considered, but also the total available system bandwidth

and the total area of the cellular network. Therefore, the spectrum capacity de�ned in

(8.8) should be preferred when evaluating the eÆciency of a cellular mobile radio system

with respect to its resources. In the context of the investigated TD{CDMA mobile radio

system, this observation implies that the results for its spectrum capacity presented in

Tables 8.4{8.6 should be chosen to the results presented in Figs. 8.7{8.9.
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9 Comparison between uplink and downlink

9.1 Motivation

In the previous chapters of this thesis, adaptive antennas are considered for the uplink

(UL) of a TD{CDMA mobile radio system. The presented analysis contains issues con-

nected with data detection and channel estimation techniques, novel performance assess-

ment methods for TD{CDMA, and techniques for increasing the performance of adaptive

antennas in TD{CDMA. However, one of the most important issues for 3G mobile radio

systems is the performance evaluation in the downlink (DL) and the comparison with the

UL performance [BBS97, SB97a]. Worldwide research and standardization activities are

devoted to this issue. The main goal of these activities is the reduction of the performance

di�erences between the UL and the DL, since the use of a single antenna at the MS is

connected with a{priori fewer advantages compared to the UL case, where multi{antenna

con�gurations can be used.

Concerning TD{CDMA, the primary duplexing scheme of which is TDD [NTD98], the

performance comparison between the UL and the DL is a very important issue, because

it will mostly inuence the decision for the number of time slots in a TDMA frame which

will be assigned to the UL and the DL [NTD98]. If the performance in the DL is worse

than the one in the UL and symmetrical data rates are applied, e.g., in voice communica-

tions, a greater number of time slots should be assigned to the DL in order to compensate

for its worse performance compared to the UL, which is expressed for instance by greater

reuse factors, or smaller number of CDMA users within a time slot.

In this chapter the performance between the UL and the DL in TD{CDMA is compared

in a rather straightforward manner for single and multi{antenna systems by using the

SNR degradation of TD{CDMA receivers, which is the second performance assessment

method presented in Chapter 6, see Section 6.3.. As a precondition of this analysis, a

novel mathematical model for the DL of TD{CDMA has to be established, which also

contains the use of adaptive antenna concepts. Then, the system performance is compared

for di�erent operation situations in a TD{CDMA mobile radio system by introducing the

de�nitions of the mean SNR degradation per user and the mean gain per user.

9.2 System model for the downlink

9.2.1 Preliminaries

In this section the system model for the DL in TD{CDMA is established for single and

multi{antenna systems. In the case of multi{antenna systems, the application of the

space diversity concept, see Section 3.2, and adaptive antennas is treated separately. In
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Figure 9.1. System model for single antenna systems in the DL of TD{CDMA

all cases, the system matrix for the DL is derived, which, together with the use of the

SNR degradation of TD{CDMA receivers, enables a rather straightforward approach for

illustrating the di�erences between the UL and the DL performance. Finally, it is noted

that in every case the received signal at a single MS k, k = 1 : : :K, is considered.

9.2.2 Single antenna systems

When a single antenna is used at the BS, the inuence of the mobile radio channel on the

received signal for MS k, k = 1 : : :K, can be characterized by a single channel impulse

response h of dimensionW [Kle96], see Fig. 9.1. With the CDMA codes c(k) the NQ�KN
matrix

Cd =
h
C(1) : : :C(K)

i
(9.1)

can be formed, where the matrix C(k), k = 1 : : :K, is de�ned in (4.2). With the channel

impulse response h the (NQ+W � 1)�NQ matrix Hd;s can be de�ned, the elements of

which are given by the following expression:

�
Hd;s

�
n+w�1;n

=

8>><
>>:

hw ; w = 1 : : :W;

n = 1 : : :NQ

0 ; otherwise:

(9.2)

According to (9.1) and (9.2), the DL system matrix

Ad;s = Hd;s Cd (9.3)
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can be established, when a single antenna is used at the BS receiver. Then, the received

signal originating from the K simultaneously transmitted data sections d(k), k = 1 : : :K,

is represented by the vector

ed;s = Ad;s d+ n (9.4)

of dimension NQ +W � 1, which contains, as in the UL, an additive vector n, which

represents the received intercell MAI.

An equivalent representation of the DL system model can be obtained by considering

the composite channel impulse response b(k), k = 1 : : :K, which is the convolution of the

single channel impulse response vector h and the user speci�c CDMA code c(k):

b(k) = c(k) � h; k = 1 : : :K: (9.5)

With b(k), k = 1 : : :K, given by (9.5) the system matrix is de�ned as

Ad;s =
h
A(1) A(2) : : :A(K)

i
(9.6)

h
A(k)

i
(n�1)Q+l;n

=

8>><
>>:

b
(k)
l ; n = 1 : : :N;

l = 1 : : :Q +W � 1;

0; otherwise:

(9.7)

The structure of each block A(k), k = 1 : : :K, is the same as the one shown in Fig. 4.4.

9.2.3 Multi{antenna systems applying the space diversity con-

cept

When multi{antenna con�gurations are used at the BS receiver, the system model il-

lustrated in Fig. 9.2 is valid. First, the well-known space diversity concept is consid-

ered [MM80, BBP97, BSPJ97], see also Section 3.2. In this concept, the di�erent antennas

are positioned at locations separated by several, e.g. ten, wavelengths. Space diversity

has the e�ect that Ka transmission channels between the BS and each MS exist, which

experience more or less independent fading processes [MM80, BSPJ97]. In this case, the

mobile radio channel for each MS can be characterized by Ka channel impulse responses

h(ka), ka = 1 : : :Ka, k = 1 : : :K. With the channel impulse responses h(ka), ka = 1 : : :Ka,

the (NQ +W � 1) � NQ matrices H
(ka)
d , ka = 1 : : :Ka, can be de�ned, the elements of

which are given by

h
H

(ka)
d

i
n+w�1;n

=

8>><
>>:

h(ka)w ; w = 1 : : :W;

n = 1 : : : NQ

0 ; otherwise:

(9.8)
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Figure 9.2. System model for multi{antenna systems in the DL of TD{CDMA

Then, the total channel impulse response matrix

Hd;sp =

KaX
ka=1

H
(ka)
d (9.9)

can be formed, and the DL system matrix

Ad;sp = Hd;sp Cd (9.10)

can be established when the space diversity concept is applied, where Cd is given by (9.1).

As in the single antenna system, see (9.4), the received signal is expressed by

ed;sp = Ad;sp d + n: (9.11)

9.2.4 Adaptive antenna systems

When adaptive antennas are used at the BS, e.g., centro{symmetric array con�gurations,

see Fig. 3.4, prior to transmission the user speci�c spread signals are weighted by user

speci�c steering vectors w(k), k = 1 : : :K, thus taking advantage of the directional inho-

mogeneity of the mobile radio channel, see Chapter 2. The system model is illustrated

in Fig. 9.3. The vectors w(k), k = 1 : : :K, are chosen to be the complex conjugates of

the UL steering vectors [BHP97], see (5.19). If the steering vectors w(k), k = 1 : : :K, are

combined to the matrix

W =
�
w(1) : : :w(K)

�
; (9.12)
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the channel impulse response matrix

Hd;arr =
h
H

(1)
d : : :H

(Ka)
d

i �
W 
 I(NQ)

�
(9.13)

can be formed, where the elements of H
(ka)
d , ka = 1 : : :Ka, are de�ned in (9.8). Then, the

DL system matrix

Ad;arr = Hd;arr Cu (9.14)

can be established for the DL when adaptive antennas are used at the BS, where Cu is

given by (4.1). Then, the received signal is expressed by

ed;arr = Ad;arr d + n; (9.15)

see also (9.11).

9.3 Mean SNR degradation and mean gain

In Section 6.3.2 the SNR degradation Æi, i = 1 : : :KN , see (6.26), is de�ned. In this

section the de�nitions of the mean SNR degradation per user and the mean gain user user
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are introduced in order to have a relatively easy measure for comparing in a straightfor-

ward manner the UL with DL performance.

From (6.26) the SNR degradation Æ
(k)
n , n = 1 : : : N , for the N transmitted data sym-

bols from each user k, k = 1 : : :K, can be expressed as

Æ
(int((i�1)=N)+1)

mod((i)=N) = Æi; i = 1 : : :KN; (9.16)

where the operator mod(�) gives the remainder after division and the operator int(�)
rounds the element in parentheses to the nearest integer towards zero. Then, a mean

SNR degradation for the data symbols of each user can be de�ned as

�Æ(k) =
1

N

NX
n=1

Æ(k)n ; k = 1 : : :K: (9.17)

�Æ(k), k = 1 : : :K, of (9.17) provides the means for directly comparing the performance

between UL and DL.

Finally, in order to have a single quantity for the performance gain in the UL compared

to the DL case, the mean SNR gain in dB per user is de�ned as follows:

g(k)=dB = 10log10

�
�Æ
(k)
DL

�
� 10log10

�
�Æ
(k)
UL

�
; k = 1 : : :K: (9.18)

In the following, simulation results are presented which illustrate the performance di�er-

ences between the UL and the DL in TD{CDMA.

9.4 Simulation results

9.4.1 Introductory remarks

In this section the SNR degradation is calculated for the cases of the UL and the DL

transmission considered in Section 9.2. First, the probability density function (pdf) of

the mean SNR degradation �Æ(1) of the user k = 1, see (9.17), for the cases considered in

Section 9.2 is presented. Then, the UL and the DL performance are compared in a more

straightforward manner by the use of the mean SNR gain per user k, k = 1 : : :K, see

(9.18). It is noted that in both the UL and the DL the same transmission power per user

and antenna is used in order to make the comparison fair. In the simulations, the UKL 2

rural channel model, see Section 2.3.3, is used and 104 experiments are conducted, i.e.,

104 bursts are transmitted both in the UL and the DL. The remaining parameters of the

TD{CDMA mobile radio system used in the simulations can be found in Table 5.1.
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9.4.2 Mean SNR degradation

In Figs. 9.4 and 9.5 the pdf p(�Æ(1)) of �Æ(1) is shown for the UL and the DL, respectively,

when a single antenna is used at the BS and K = 4 users are simultaneously active in the

same frequency band and time slot. The user velocity v is equal to 3 km/h. The more

favourable system performance in the UL is obvious from a direct comparison between

Figs. 9.4 and 9.5. It is noted that similar simulation results are observed for the other

users as well.

In Figs. 9.6 and 9.7 the pdf p(�Æ(1)) of �Æ(1) is shown for the UL and the DL, respectively,

when Ka = 4 antennas are used at the BS and the space diversity concept is applied, i.e.,

the antennas are spaced 12 � apart from each other so that the links between each user

and each antenna can be considered to be independent [BSPJ97], see also Section 9.2.3.

There are K = 4 users simultaneously active in the same frequency band and time slot

and the user velocity v is 3 km/h. The more favourable system performance of the UL

becomes again obvious from a direct comparison of Figs. 9.6. and 9.7.

In Figs. 9.8 and 9.9 the pdf p(�Æ(1)) of �Æ(1)) is shown for the UL and the DL, respec-

tively, when Ka = 4 antennas in cross con�guration are used at the BS and K = 4 users

are simultaneously active in the same frequency band and time slot. The spatial scenario

is depicted in Fig. 9.10, where the beams serving each MS can be observed. Here, the

knowledge of the DOAs of the useful signals are used in the DL transmission for steering

beams towards the users of interest, i.e., the vectors w(k), k = 1 : : :K, contained in W,

see (9.12), are chosen to be equal to the steering vectors a(k), k = 1 : : :K, de�ned in

(5.19). Fig. 9.8 shows that the performance in the DL is enhanced compared to Figs. 9.5

and 9.7, whereas the di�erence between the UL and the DL is not as severe as in the

single antenna case, see Figs. 9.4 and 9.5, or in the space diversity concept, see Figs. 9.6

and 9.7. Certainly, as in the previous cases, the more favourable transmission in the UL

is obvious from Figs. 9.8 and 9.9.
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Figure 9.4. UL; single antenna at the BS; pdf of the mean SNR degradation �Æ(1) of the

�rst user; K = 4 users; COST 207 RA channel model
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Figure 9.5. DL; single antenna at the BS; pdf of the mean SNR degradation �Æ(1) of the

�rst user; K = 4 users; COST 207 RA channel model
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Figure 9.6. UL; Ka = 4 antennas at the BS; space diversity concept; pdf of the mean

SNR degradation �Æ(1) of the �rst user; K = 4 users; COST 207 RA channel model
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Figure 9.7. DL; Ka = 4 antennas at the BS; space diversity concept; pdf of the mean

SNR degradation �Æ(1) of the �rst user; K = 4 users; COST 207 RA channel model
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Figure 9.8. UL; Ka = 4 antennas in cross con�guration at the BS; pdf of the mean SNR

degradation �Æ(1) of the �rst user; K = 4 users; COST 207 RA channel model
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Figure 9.9. DL; Ka = 4 antennas in cross con�guration at the BS; pdf of the mean SNR

degradation �Æ(1) of the �rst user; K = 4 users; COST 207 RA channel model
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Figure 9.10. Simulation scenario for the Figs. 9.8, 9.9, and 9.10

9.4.3 Mean SNR gain

The UL and DL performance can be compared in a more straightforward manner by the

use of the mean SNR gain per user k, k = 1 : : :K, see (9.18). Fig. 9.11 shows the mean

SNR gain g(1) versus the number of simultaneously active users within a TDMA burst.

This curve is virtually congruent with the curve

f(k)=dB = 10log10(K); K = 2 : : : 8; (9.19)

see the dashed curve of Fig. 9.11. This result demonstrates the fact that in TD{CDMA

the number of simultaneously active users practically determines the di�erence between

the UL and the DL. Certainly, the more favourable structure of the matrix A�TA, see

(4.4), in the case of the UL is the reason for its more favourable system performance,

compared to the DL case, see (9.3), with the same number of users K.
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In Fig. 9.12 g(1) is plotted versus the number K of users for the space diversity con-

cept with Ka = 4 antennas at the BS. Here, the dashed line displays the relation

f(k)=dB = 10log10(K �Ka); Ka = 4; K = 2 : : : 8: (9.20)

The additional gain of approximately 2{3 dB shown by the solid curve of Fig. 9.12 depends

again on the more favourable structure of the matrixA�TA, when the space diversity con-

cept is applied, compared to single antenna systems.

Finally, Figs. 9.13 and 9.14 show g(1) versus the number of users K when Ka = 4 and

Ka = 16 antennas in a cross con�guration are employed at the BS, respectively. It is

shown that, independently of the number of antennas used at the BS, there is a gain

comparable to single antenna systems, see Fig. 9.11. This result illustrates the increased

bene�t of adaptive antennas compared to the case where the space diversity concept is

applied, see Fig. 9.12. Moreover, the dashed lines in Figs. 9.13 and 9.14 display graphi-

cally the relation (9.19). The di�erence between the solid curves and the dashed curves

in Figs. 12 and 13 is smaller than the one in Fig. 9.12, where the space diversity concept

is applied. This results shows that the most part of the diversity lost by the space di-

versity concept compared to single antenna systems is regained by adaptive antennas in

TD{CDMA.
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Figure 9.11. Mean gain g(1) in dB versus the number of users K; single antenna at the

BS; COST 207 RA channel model
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Figure 9.12. Mean gain g(1) in dB versus the number of users K; Ka = 4 antennas at the

BS; space diversity concept; COST 207 RA channel model
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Figure 9.13. Mean gain g(1) in dB versus the number of users K; Ka = 4 antennas in

cross con�guration at the BS; COST 207 RA channel model
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Figure 9.14. Mean gain g(1) in dB versus the number of users K; Ka = 16 antennas in

cross con�guration at the BS; COST 207 RA channel model
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10 Summary

10.1 Summary in English

At present the standardization of third generation (3G) mobile radio systems is the sub-

ject of worldwide research activities. These systems will cope with the market demand for

high data rate services and the system requirement for exibility concerning the o�ered

services and the transmission qualities. However, there will be de�ciencies with respect to

high capacity, if 3G mobile radio systems exclusively use single antennas. Very promising

technique developed for increasing the capacity of 3G mobile radio systems the appli-

cation is adaptive antennas. In this thesis, the bene�ts of using adaptive antennas are

investigated for 3G mobile radio systems based on Time Division CDMA (TD{CDMA),

which forms part of the European 3G mobile radio air interface standard adopted by the

ETSI, and is intensively studied within the standardization activities towards a worldwide

3G air interface standard directed by the 3GPP (3rd Generation Partnership Project).

One of the most important issues related to adaptive antennas is the analysis of the

bene�ts of using adaptive antennas compared to single antennas. In this thesis, these

bene�ts are explained theoretically and illustrated by computer simulation results for both

data detection, which is performed according to the joint detection principle, and channel

estimation, which is applied according to the Steiner estimator, in the TD{CDMA uplink.

The theoretical explanations are based on well{known solved mathematical problems. The

simulation results illustrating the bene�ts of adaptive antennas are produced by employing

a novel simulation concept, which o�ers a considerable reduction of the simulation time

and complexity, as well as increased exibility concerning the use of di�erent system

parameters, compared to the existing simulation concepts for TD{CDMA. Furthermore,

three novel techniques are presented which can be used in systems with adaptive antennas

for additionally improving the system performance compared to single antennas. These

techniques concern the problems of code{channel mismatch, of user separation in the

spatial domain, and of intercell interference, which, as it is shown in the thesis, play a

critical role on the performance of TD{CDMA with adaptive antennas. Finally, a novel

approach for illustrating the performance di�erences between the uplink and downlink of

TD{CDMA based mobile radio systems in a straightforward manner is presented.

Since a cellular mobile radio system with adaptive antennas is considered, the ultimate

goal is the investigation of the overall system eÆciency rather than the eÆciency of a

single link. In this thesis, the eÆciency of TD{CDMA is evaluated through its spectrum

eÆciency and capacity, which are two closely related performance measures for cellular

mobile radio systems. Compared to the use of single antennas, the use of adaptive anten-

nas allows impressive improvements of both spectrum eÆciency and capacity. Depending

on the mobile radio channel model and the user velocity, improvement factors range from

six to 10.7 for the spectrum eÆciency, and from 6.7 to 12.6 for the spectrum capacity

of TD{CDMA. Thus, adaptive antennas constitute a promising technique for capacity

increase of future mobile communications systems.
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10.2 Summary in German

Gegenw�artig wird weltweit an der Standardisierung von Mobilfunksystemen der drit-

ten Generation gearbeitet. Mobilfunksysteme der dritten Generation werden Dienste

mit hohen Datenraten und gro�e Flexibilit�at bez�uglich Diensteangebot und �Ubertra-

gungsqualit�at bieten. Die Forderung nach hoher Kapazit�at wird jedoch nicht erreicht

werden, wenn der Betrieb von Mobilfunksystemen der dritten Generation ausschlie�lich

auf Einantennensystemen beruht. Eine der allgemein akzeptierten Ma�nahmen zur Ka-

pazit�atssteigerung von Mobilfunksystemen der dritten Generation ist der Einsatz adap-

tiver Antennen. In der vorliegenden Arbeit werden adaptive Antennen f�ur ein Mobil-

funksystem der dritten Generation untersucht, das auf dem Luftschnittstellenkonzept

TD{CDMA (Time Division CDMA) basiert. TD{CDMA ist Bestandteil des von ETSI

gew�ahlten Standards f�ur das Luftschnittstellenkonzept von Mobilfunksystemen der drit-

ten Generation in Europa, und TD{CDMA wird bei den Standardisierungsarbeiten von

ITU und 3GPP (3rd Generation Partnership Project) in den internationalen Standard des

Luftschnittstellenkonzepts f�ur Mobilfunksysteme der dritten Generation eingebracht.

Einer der wichtigsten Gesichtspunkte bei der Anwendung adaptiver Antennensysteme

ist die Analyse ihrer Vorteile gegen�uber Einantennensystemen. In der vorliegenden Ar-

beit werden diese Vorteile theoretisch und durch Simulationsergebnisse sowohl f�ur die

Datendetektion, die auf dem Prinzip der gemeinsamen Detektion basiert, als auch f�ur

die Kanalsch�atzung, die auf dem Steiner{Sch�atzer beruht, erl�autert. Die theoretischen

Erl�auterungen basieren auf bereits gel�osten mathematischen Problemen. Die Simula-

tionsergebnisse werden mit einem neuen Simulationskonzept f�ur TD{CDMA erzielt, das

gegen�uber den herk�ommlichen Simulationskonzepten die Simulationszeit und {kompexit�at

signi�kant reduziert und die Flexibilit�at bez�uglich der Untersuchung verschiedener Sys-

temparameter erh�oht. Dar�uber hinaus werden drei neue Verfahren vorgestellt, die zus�atz-

lich das Verhalten adaptiver Antennensysteme verbessern k�onnen. Diese Verfahren be-

tre�en den in der Arbeit gezeigten ung�unstigen Einu� der Fehlanpassung zwischen

CDMA{Codes und Kanalimpulsantworten, die Trennung der Teilnehmersignale im r�aum-

lichen Bereich und die Unterdr�uckung der Interzellinterferenz. Schlie�lich wird eine neue

Methode vorgestellt, die einen gerechten Vergleich zwischen der Abw�artsstrecke und der

Aufw�artsstrecke von TD{CDMA gestattet.

Da ein zellulares Mobilfunksystem betrachtet wird, sind die von adaptiven Antennen

gebotenen Vorteile nicht nur bez�uglich einer einzelnen Punkt{zu{Punkt{�Ubertragungs-

strecke, sondern bez�uglich der SystemeÆzienz eines gesamten Zellnetzes zu untersuchen.

In der vorliegenden Arbeit wird die EÆzienz von TD{CDMA anhand der Gr�o�en spektrale

EÆzienz und Kapazit�at bewertet. Der Einsatz adaptiver Antennen erlaubt gegen�uber dem

Einsatz von Einantennensystemen eine deutliche Steigerung der spektrale EÆzienz und

Kapazit�at. Abh�angig vom verwendeten Kanaltyp und der Teilnehmergeschwindigkeit

erm�oglichen adaptive Antennen Verbesserungsfaktoren zwischen sechs und 10,7 f�ur die

spektrale EÆzienz und zwischen 6,7 und 12,6 f�ur die spektrale Kapazit�at. Deswegen ist der

Einsatz adaptiver Antennen eine vielversprechende Ma�nahme zur Kapazit�atssteigerung

k�unftiger Mobilfunksysteme.
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Appendix A

List of frequently used abbreviations and sym-

bols

A.1 Abbreviations

2D 2{Dimensional

2G 2nd Generation

3G 3rd Generation

3GPP 3G Partnership Project

AWGN Additive White Gaussian Noise

BER Bit Error Ratio

BS Base Station

BU Bad Urban

cdf cumulative distribution function

CDMA Code Division Multiple Access

COST European COoperation in the Field of Scienti�c and Technical Research

DFT Discrete Fourier Transformation

DL DownLink

DOA Direction{Of{Arrival

DS Direct Sequence

ESPRIT Estimation of Signal Parameters via Rotational Invariance Techniques

ETSI European Telecommunications Standards Institute

FDD Frequency Division Duplex

FDMA Frequency Division Multiple Access

FEC Forward Error Correction

GMSK Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying

GSM Global System for Mobile Communications

IC Iinterference Cancellation

IMT-2000 International Mobile Telecommunications 2000

ISI InterSymbol Interference

ITU International Telecommunications Union

JD Joint Detection

LOS Line Of Sight

MAI Multiple Access Interference

MDL Minimum Discription Length

ML Maximum Likelihood

MLSE Maximum Likelihood Sequence Estimation
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MLSSE Maximum Likelihood Symbol{by{Symbol Estimation

MS Mobile Station

MUSIC MUltiple SIgnal Classi�cation

pdf probability density function

PL Path Loss

QoS Quality of Service

RA Rural Area

RL Reference Line

RP Reference Point

SA Scattering Area

SDMA Space Division Multiple Access

TDD Time Division Duplex

TDMA Time Division Multiple Access

TU Typical Urban

UKL University of KaisersLautern

UL UpLink

ULA Uinform Linear Array

UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunications System

URA Uinform Rectangular Array

UTRA UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access

ZF{BLE Zero Forcing Block Linear Equalizer

A.2 Symbols

� attenuation exponent

A o�ered traÆc per cell

Ac area of a single cell of the cellular network

a(k;kd) steering vector for the kd{th DOA of user k, kd = 1 : : :Kd, k = 1 : : :K,

valid for the large cell channel type

a(k;kd) steering vector for the kd{th DOA of the w{th tap of user k, kd =

1 : : :Kd, w = 1 : : :W , k = 1 : : :K, valid for the large cell channel type

Au;s uplink system matrix valid for single antennas, which is determined by

the CDMA codes c(k), k = 1 : : :K, and the channel impulse responses

h(k), k = 1 : : :K

A(k)
u;s k{th block of Au;s

Au;m uplink system matrix valid for adaptive antennas, which is determined

by the CDMA codes c(k), k = 1 : : :K, and the channel impulse responses

h(k;ka), k = 1 : : :K, ka = 1 : : :Ka

A(k;ka)
u;m (k; ka){th block of Au;m

A matrix representing one of the matrices Au;s or Au;m
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Ad;s downlink system matrix of user k valid for single antennas, which is

determined by the CDMA codes c(k), k = 1 : : :K, and the channel

impulse response h(k)

Ad;arr downlink system matrix of user k valid for adaptive antennas, which is

determined by the CDMA codes c(k), k = 1 : : :K, the channel impulse

responses h(k;ka), ka = 1 : : :Ka, and the weight vectors w(k), k = 1 : : :K

A(k)
s matrix valid for the large cell channel type, which contains the steering

vectors a(k;kd), kd = 1 : : :Kd
(k)

A(k;w)
s matrix valid for the small cell channel type, which contains the steering

vectors a(k;w;kd), w = 1 : : :W , kd = 1 : : :Kd
(k;w)

�(k) user speci�c scalar for evaluating the code{channel mismatch

�
(k;kd)
1 azimuthal angle of the kd{th wavefront of user k, kd = 1 : : :Kd

(k), k =

1 : : :K

�
(k;kd)
2 elevation angle of the kd{th wavefront of user k, kd = 1 : : :Kd

(k), k =

1 : : :K

b(k) composite channel impulse response of user k, k = 1 : : :K, valid for

single antennas

b(k;ka) composite channel impulse response of user k, k = 1 : : :K, at antenna

ka, ka = 1 : : :Ka, valid for adaptive antennas

B bandwidth of a partial frequency band

B matrix with b(k), k = 1 : : :K, used for determining Rb

C carrier received power of a desired signal

c(k) vector with the user speci�c CDMA code, k = 1 : : :K

C(k) matrix containing c(k)

Cu matrix with all K CDMA codes c(k), k = 1 : : :K, valid for the uplink

Cd matrix with all K CDMA codes c(k), k = 1 : : :K, valid for the downlink,

when single antennas are used

d distance between BS and MS

D(nz) diameter of SA n, nz = 1 : : : Nz

�� spatial distance in azimuth between two adjacent DOAs within a TDMA

burst

�A error matrix pertaining to the system matrix A and depending on the

channel estimation errors

d(k)n user speci�c data symbol, n = 1 : : : N , k = 1 : : :K

d total data vector

d
(k) user speci�c data vector, k = 1 : : :K

d̂ estimated total data vector

Æi SNR degradation of TD{CDMA receivers, valid for the i{th component

of d, i = 1 : : :KN

Æn;i normalized SNR degradation of TD{CDMA receivers, valid for the i{th

component of d, i = 1 : : :KN
�Æn mean normalized SNR degradation of TD{CDMA receivers
�Æ(k) mean SNR degradation of user k, k = 1 : : :K
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Eb average received energy per transmitted bit

eu;s received total signal valid for single antennas, which is determined by

Au;s, d, and n

eu;m received total signal valid for adaptive antennas, which is determined by

Au;m, d, and n

e vector representing one of the vectors eu;s or eu;m
em received total signal valid for channel estimation

Em matrix exclusively determined from em
� spectrum eÆciency

f frequency

fd Doppler frequency

f (#)
t
(#; ') characteristic of the transmitter antenna for the #{component

f (')
t
(#; ') characteristic of the transmitter antenna for the '{component

f (�)
r

(�;�) characteristic of the receiver antenna for the �{component

f (�)
r
(�;�) characteristic of the receiver antenna for the �{component

F matrix exclusively determined by b(k), k = 1 : : :K, and Q, which is used

for normalizing A

F(k) k{th diagonal block of F


(ki)
1 azimuthal angle of the ki{th interfering signal, ki = 1 : : :Ki


(ki)
2 elevation angle of the ki{th interfering signal, ki = 1 : : :Ki

�in mean SNR at the input of the receiver

g(k) mean SNR gain per user k, k = 1 : : :K, used for comparing the perfor-

mance of UL and DL

g
c

(�;�)(#; ';�;�; �; t) di�erential directional channel impulse response, � 2 f�;�g, � 2
f#; 'g

g
d
(�; t; ') directional di�erential channel impulse response valid for the RP of the

BS

g(k;w) column of G, corresponding to the w{th tap of user k, w = 1 : : :W ,

k = 1 : : :K

G channel estimation matrix, exclusively determined by the user speci�c

training sequence

G(k) k{th block of G, k = 1 : : :K

Gc(#; ';�;�; �; t) matrix containing all di�erential directional channel impulse responses

g
c
(�;�)(#; ';�;�; �; t), � 2 f�;�g, � 2 f#; 'g

Gd channel estimation matrix for the large cell channel type, when adaptive

antennas are used

Gd;s channel estimation matrix for the small cell channel type, when adaptive

antennas are used

h(k) channel impulse response of user k, k = 1 : : :K, valid for single antennas

h(k; ka) channel impulse response for the link between user k and antenna ka,

k = 1 : : :K, ka = 1 : : :Ka, valid for adaptive antennas

h total channel impulse response vector containing all channel impulse

responses h(k), k = 1 : : :K, or h(k; ka), k = 1 : : :K, ka = 1 : : :Ka
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ĥ estimated total channel impulse response vector

h
(k;kd)
d directional channel impulse response corresponding to the kd{th DOA

of user k, valid for the large cell channel type

h
(k;kd)
d directional channel impulse response corresponding to the kd{th DOA

of user k, valid for the large cell channel type

h
(k;w)
d directional channel impulse response corresponding to the w{th tap of

user k, valid for the small cell channel type

hd vector containing all Kd directional channel impulse responses

Hu;s matrix with h(k), k = 1 : : :K, valid for single antennas in the uplink

H(k)
u;s k{th block of Hu;s

Hu;m matrix with h(k;ka), k = 1 : : :K, ka = 1 : : :Ka, valid for adaptive anten-

nas in the uplink

H(k;ka)
u;m (k; ka){th block of Hu;m

Hd;s matrix with h(k), valid for single antennas in the downlink

Hd;arr matrix with h(k;ka), ka = 1 : : :Ka, valid for adaptive antennas in the

downlink

i general burst number

I received power of interfering signals

I(M) M �M identity matrix

j imaginary unit

� spectrum capacity

K number of users active in a time slot

Ka number of antennas at the BS

Kd
(k) number of DOAs of user k, k = 1 : : :K, valid for the large cell channel

type

Kd
(k;w) number of DOAs of tap w of user k, w = 1 : : :W , k = 1 : : :K, valid for

the small cell channel type

Ki number of interfering signals

Ktot total number of users to be assigned to a TDMA frame

� wavelength

l user group valid for a time slot of the TDMA frame, l = 0 : : : Tfr=Tbu�1

l(ka) distance of antenna ka from the RP of the array con�guration, ka =

1 : : :Ka

L dimension of em
Lm dimension the midamble section of a burst

Ln matrix resulting from the Cholesky decomposition of Rn

l(ka) distance of antenna ka to RP

M size of the data symbol alphabet

M channel matrix, which is exclusively determined from A and Rn

N number of symbols per data block and user

Nc number of cells of the cellular network

Npar number of partial frequency bands
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Np number of scatterers contained in the scenario area, which is determined

by Rs

IN(nz)
p number of relevant scatterers of SA nz, nz = 1 : : :Nz

Nfr number of time slots per TDMA frame

Nz total number of SA's

n0i i{th component of n0, i = 1 : : :KN

n intercell MAI vector valid for data detection

nm intercell MAI vector valid for channel estimation

nout output intercell MAI vector exclusively determined from M and n

n0 intercell MAI vector, the components of which have unit variance

n(ka) intercell MAI vector valid for antenna ka, ka = 1 : : :Ka

n
(ki)
d ki{th interfering signal impinging from 

(ki)
1 and 

(ki)
2 , ki = 1 : : :Ki

Nm matrix exclusively determined by nm
N(k) user speci�c noise matrix valid for DOA estimation, k = 1 : : :K

0 zero vector

Pb instantaneous BER, which is used for determining the spectrum eÆ-

ciency
�Pb average BER

PM
b upper bound for the BER

PM
o maximum allowable outage probability

Po outage probability

Q dimension of c(k), k = 1 : : :K

R data rate per user k, k = 1 : : :K

Rs radius determining the scenario area of the UKL 2 directional channel

models

Rtot total available information rate per cell

Rb covariance matrix of B

Rd covariance matrix of d

Rm total intercell MAI covariance matrix valid for channel estimation

Rm;t temporal intercell MAI covariance matrix valid for channel estimation

Rn total intercell MAI covariance matrix valid for data detection

Rn;out covariance matrix of nout
Rs spatial intercell MAI covariance matrix

Rt temporal intercell MAI covariance matrix valid for data detection

R(i;j)
n covariance matrix of n(i) and n(j), i; j = 1 : : :Ka

r reuse factor

�2 noise power, which is assumed to equal for all components of n�
�(ki)

�2
power of the ki{th interfering signal

� delay parameter

Tbu duration of a time slot

Tc chip duration

Tfr duration of a TDMA frame

Tg duration of the guard interval
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Ts symbol duration

v user velocity

~v user velocity vector

v0 smallest non{zero user velocity, used for developing the novel simulation

concept for TD{CDMA

W dimension of h(k) or h(k;ka)

Z matrix exclusively determined from A
~Z normalized matrix of Z, used to determine the SNR degradation of TD{

CDMA receivers
~~Z normalized matrix of Z, with its diagonal elements equal to one

# elevation angle at the transmitter, used for determining g
c
(�;�)(#; ';�;�; �; t),

� 2 f�;�g, � 2 f#; 'g
' azimuthal angle at the transmitter, used for determining g

c
(�;�)(#; ';�;�; �; t),

� 2 f�;�g, � 2 f#; 'g
� elevation angle at the receiver, used for determining g

c
(�;�)(#; ';�;�; �; t),

� 2 f�;�g, � 2 f#; 'g
� azimuthal angle at the receiver, used for determining g

c
(�;�)(#; ';�;�; �; t),

� 2 f�;�g, � 2 f#; 'g
 (k; ka; kd) phase factor valid for antenna ka, corresponding to the kd{th DOA of

user k
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Appendix B

Special issues concerning the SNR degrada-

tion of TD{CDMA receivers

B.1 Proof of Theorem of Section 4.3.3.2

The proof of the Theorem of Section 4.3.3.2 is presented in the following. In order to

simplify the analysis, it is assumed that only a single symbol, i.e., N is equal to one, is

transmitted by each of the K simultaneously active users. The proof for the case that N

is greater than one can be performed by following the same rationale, as the one presented

in the rest of this section.

By assuming that N equals one, if Nn denotes a K �K diagonal matrix with

[Nn]k;k =

vuut KaX
ka=1

b(k;ka)�Tb(k;ka); (B.1)

where b(k;ka), k = 1 : : :K, ka = 1 : : :Ka, is de�ned in (4.13), Z, see (4.28), can be written

as

Z = NnZnNn; (B.2)

where Zn is a K �K matrix with its diagonal elements equal to one and its o�{diagonal

elements equal to

[Zn]k1;k2 = [Nn]k1;k1 [Nn]k2;k2 �
KaX
ka=1

b
(k1;ka)�Tb(k2;ka); (B.3)

where [Nn]k;k is de�ned in (B.1). Under these assumptions, the proof consists of two

steps:

� In a �rst step, it is proven that a diagonal element
�
Z�1n

�
i;i
, i = 1 : : :KN , of Z�1n ,

see (B.2) and (B.3), always takes greater values than the corresponding diagonal

element [Zn]i;i, i = 1 : : :KN , of Zn.

� In a second step, it is proven that if the elements of the diagonal blocks of Zn are

multiplied by a constant factor l greater than one, with the resulting matrix denoted

by Zn;l, the diagonal elements of Z
�1
n;l take lower values than the diagonal elements

of Z�1n .
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Then, the validity of the Theorem follows in a straightforward manner.

In order to prove the �rst of said steps, it suÆces to prove that the diagonal elements of

Z�1n are greater than one. In the following, only the element
�
Z�1n

�
1;1

is considered. The

proof for the remaining K � 1 diagonal elements of Z�1n is straightforward.

Zn, see (B.3), may be partitioned as

Zn =

�
1 x�Tn
xn Bn

�
; (B.4)

where xn denotes the �rst column of Zn without its �rst element [Zn]1;1, and Bn is a

(K � 1) � (K � 1) hermitian matrix with ones on its diagonal. Then, according to the

matrix inversion lemma [Mar87] for matrices partitioned as in (B.4),
�
Z�1n

�
1;1

is given by

�
Z�1n

�
1;1

=
1

1� �
(B.5)

with

� = x�Tn B
�1
n xn; (B.6)

see also (B.4). According to (4.28), Z, and consequently Zn, is a positive de�nite hermitian

matrix, since A, see (4.14), is assumed to be a non{singular matrix [Gant91]. Then, the

diagonal elements of Z�1n are greater than zero [Mar87]. Therefore,

� < 1 (B.7)

follows from (B.6). Further, Bn, see (B.4), is a positive de�nite hermitian matrix. Then,

the eigenvalue decomposition [Gant91]

Bn = E�T
n �nEn (B.8)

of Bn holds, where En denotes the K eigenvectors of Bn satisfying [Gant91]

E�1n = E�T
n ; (B.9)

and �n is a diagonal matrix with its diagonal elements �i, i = 1 : : :K � 1, representing

the positive eigenvalues of Bn. Then, if the transformation

�
n
= Enxn (B.10)

is introduced, where xn is de�ned (B.4),

x�Tn Bn xn =

K�1X
i=1

�i�
�

n;i
�
n;i

(B.11)
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holds, see also (B.10). Then, by using (B.8), (B.10) and (B.11), (B.6) can be written as

� =

K�1X
i=1

1

�i
��
n;i
�
n;i
; (B.12)

which can be recognized as a positive de�nite hermitian form [Gant91], which guarantees

that

� > 0 : (B.13)

Therefore, by combining (B.5) with (B.7) and (B.13), the �rst of said steps is proven, i.e.,

a diagonal element
�
Z�1n

�
i;i
, i = 1 : : :KN , of Z�1n , see (B.2), always takes greater values

than the corresponding diagonal element [Zn]i;i, i = 1 : : :KN , of Zn.

Concerning the second of said steps, it is assumed that the diagonal elements of Zn,

see (B.3), are multiplied by a constant factor l greater than zero. The resulting matrix is

denoted by Zn;l. By adopting the same partition for Zn;l as in (B.4), Zn;l can be written

as

Zn;l =

�
l x�Tn
xn Bn + (l � 1)I(K�1);

�
; (B.14)

where I(K�1) denotes the (K � 1) � (K � 1) identity matrix. In the following, only the

element
�
Z�1n;l

�
1;1

is considered. The proof for the remaining K � 1 diagonal elements of

Z�1n�l is straightforward.

By using the matrix inversion lemma, as it is done for Zn, see (B.5),

�
Z�1n;l

�
1;1

=
1

l � �l
(B.15)

holds, where

�l = x�Tn
�
Bn + (l � 1)I(K�1)

��1
xn; (B.16)

see also (B.6). The eigenvalues of Bn + (l � 1)I(K�1) are simply the eigenvalues of Bn

augmented by (l � 1) [GvL90]. Therefore, by using (B.10) and (B.11), (B.16) can be

written in the form

�l =

K�1X
i=1

1

�i + l � 1
��
n;i
�
n;i
: (B.17)

However, since l is greater than one,

1

�i + l � 1
<

1

�i
; i = 1 : : :K � 1; (B.18)
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is always valid, independently of the value of �i, i = 1 : : :K� 1. Therefore, by comparing

(B.17) with (B.12), (B.18) guarantees that

� > �l : (B.19)

Since (B.19) is valid, the relation

1

1� �
>

1

1� �l
� 1

1� �l + (l � 1)
(B.20)

holds as well, and according to (B.5) and (B.15),�
Z�1n

�
1;1
>
�
Z�1n;l

�
1;1

(B.21)

is true, which proves the second of said steps.

Then, since

�
Z�1

�
i;i

=
1

[Nn]
2
i;i

�
Z�1n

�
i;i
; (B.22)

�
Z�1l

�
i;i

=
1

[Nn]
2
i;i

�
Z�1n;l

�
i;i
; (B.23)

i = 1 : : : N , are valid, according to (B.22) and (B.23)�
Z�1

�
i;i
>
�
Z�1l

�
i;i
; i = 1 : : :N; (B.24)

holds, which proves the Theorem.

B.2 Upper and lower bounds for the SNR degrada-

tion of TD{CDMA receivers

In this section, a special issue concerning the SNR degradation of TD{CDMA receivers is

considered. As already illustrated in Section 4.3.2.2, in TD{CDMA the intracell MAI is

mitigated by applying the ZF{BLE to perform JD. The price to be paid for this bene�t is

an SNR degradation, which is analyzed in depth in Section 6.3. As shown in Section 6.3,

the SNR degradation Æi, i = 1 : : :KN , depends on the information contained in the sys-

tem matrix A, i.e., the selected CDMA code set and the channel impulse responses. In

this section it is shown how upper and lower bounds for the SNR degradation in TD{

CDMA can be determined in a rather straightforward manner. These bounds are given by

the properties of the mobile radio channel and the selected CDMA codes. Depending on

the selected CDMA code set, the actual SNR degradation lies somewhere between these

bounds, and these bounds can serve as a guideline on CDMA code optimization.

For the analysis of this section, it is assumed that a single antenna is utilized at the
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BS receiver. However, �rst an alternative representation of the system matrix A, see

(4.4), is presented, which is more illustrating when deriving bounds for the SNR degra-

dation in TD{CDMA.

With the CDMA code vectors c(k), k = 1 : : :K, of dimensionQ, the (NQ+W�1)�KNW
matrix

Cb =
h
C

(1)
b : : :C

(K)
b

i
; (B.25)

h
C

(k)
b

i
i;j
=

8>><
>>:

c
(k)
q ; i = (n� 1)Q+ w + q � 1;

j = (n� 1)W + w;

n = 1 : : :N; w = 1 : : :W; q = 1 : : : Q

0 otherwise;

can be formed. With the channel impulse response vectors h(k), k = 1 : : :K, the KNW �
KN matrix

Hb = blockdiag
h
H

(1)
b : : :H

(K)
b

i
(B.26)

H
(k)
b = I(N) 
 h(k)

can be established, where 
 denotes the Kronecker product. Then, the system matrix A

can be expressed as

A = Cb Hb; (B.27)

which is an equivalent representation to (4.4).

In the �rst special case, it is assumed that the CDMA codes c(k), k = 1 : : :K, have

the worst possible auto{ and cross{correlation properties. This means that the matrix

C�T
b Cb consists ofK

2 identical NW�NW blocksQ. The matrixQ consists of N2 W�W
blocks Q(n1;n2), n1; n2 = 1 : : : N , and it is block Toeplitz and hermitian. Therefore, it can

be fully described by its blocksQ(1;n), n = 1 : : :N . The diagonal blockQ(1;1), has elements

h
Q(1;1)

i
i;j
=

�
Q� j i� j j; 1 �j i� j j +1 � Q

0 otherwise:
(B.28)

The o�-diagonal blocks Q(1;n), n = 2 : : :N , are Toeplitz matrices with their �rst column

being the vector

q
1
=
�
0T sTST

�T
; (B.29)

where 0 is the (n� 2)Q+ 1 zero vector,

s = [1 : : : Q� 1 Q Q� 1 : : : 1] ; (B.30)
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and S is a selection matrix of the form

S =
�
I(�) 0(�;2Q�1��)

�
; (B.31)

with

� =W � (n� 2) Q� 1; n = 1 : : : N: (B.32)

I(�) in (B.31) denotes the �� � identity matrix and 0(�;2Q�1��) the �� (2Q� 1� �) zero

matrix. Finally, the �rst row of Q(1;n), n = 2 : : : N , is the W �W zero row vector. In

this case, the matrix A�TA, see (B.27), consists of K2 N � N blocks Z(l;m) of the form

H(l)�TQ H(m), l; m = 1 : : :K, where the elements of Q are given in (B.28){(B.32). This

case represents an upper bound on the SNR degradation in TD{CDMA, since a CDMA

code set c(k), k = 1 : : :K, has always better auto{ and cross{correlation properties than

the ones described by the matrix Q de�ned in (B.28){(B.32).

The second special case involves the situation, where the used CDMA codes c(k), k =

1 : : :K, exhibit ideal auto{ and cross{correlation properties. This means that the matrix

C�T
b Cb, see (B.25), takes the form

C�T
b C = Q � I(KNW ): (B.33)

In this case, the SNR degradation de�ned in (6.26) can be directly expressed as a function

of the energy h(k)�Th(k) of the channel impulse response of each user k:

Æi = E
n
h(k)�Th(k)

o
� 1

h(k)�Th(k)
; (B.34)

i = (k � 1)N + n; n = 1 : : : N; k = 1 : : :K:

This case places a lower bound on the SNR degradations, since, in practice, a CDMA

code set c(k), k = 1 : : :K, can never have ideal correlation properties.

At this point, we de�ne a random variable Æ, which takes all the values of the SNR

degradations Æi, i = 1 : : :KN , see (6.26). In Fig. B.1 the pdf p(Æ) of Æ is shown for the

two special cases described above. These pdf's are considered as upper and lower bounds,

respectively, for the SNR degradation, and, in practice, the actual SNR degradation lies

somewhere between these bounds. In the simulations, the COST207 RA channel mod-

els [COS89] were used and 104 experiments were conducted. Moreover, there are K equal

to four users active within the same frequency band and time slot, and the number of

symbols N is chosen to be equal to four, see the analysis of Section 6.3.3. The remaining

parameters of TD{CDMA used in the simulations can be taken from Table 5.1. In Fig. B.2

the cdf F (Æ) of Æ is plotted for the upper and lower bound of the SNR degradation. Fi-

nally, in Figs. B.3 and B.4 the respective pdf and cdf are shown when the COST207 BU

channel model [COS89] is used.
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A direct comparison of the solid curves, i.e., lower bound, with the dashed curves, i.e.,

upper bound, of Figs. B.1 and B.2 shows the more favourable transmission conditions

when the used CDMA codes c(k), k = 1 : : :K, would have ideal correlation properties.

The same can be also observed from Figs. B.3 and B.4, where the COST207 BU chan-

nel model is used. Now, comparing Figs. B.1 and B.2 with Figs. B.3 and B.4, a more

favourable system behaviour is observed when the COST207 BU channel model is used,

see Figs. B.3 and B.4, compared to the COST207 RA channel model, see Figs. B.1 and

B.2. This is especially true for the case where the codes have the worst possible auto{ and

cross{correlation properties. In practice, though, codes with ideal correlation properties

cannot be found. Moreover, codes have always better correlation properties than the �rst

special case considered in the paper, i.e., for the worst possible correlation properties.

Therefore, depending on the properties of the employed CDMA codes c(k), k = 1 : : :K,

and the propagation environment, the SNR degradation has a pdf and a cdf somewhere

between the upper and lower bounds set by the special cases investigated in this letter

and illustrated by the simulation results of Figs. B.1{B.4. As already mentioned above,

the results of Figs. B.1{B.4 can serve as a guideline on CDMA code optimization in

TD{CDMA mobile radio systems.
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Figure B.1. pdf for the upper and lower bound of the SNR degradation; COST207 RA

channel model; K = 4 users
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Figure B.2. cdf for the upper and lower bound of the SNR degradation; COST207 RA

channel model; K = 4 users
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Figure B.3. pdf for the upper and lower bound of the SNR degradation; COST207 BU

channel model; K = 4 users
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channel model; K = 4 users
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Appendix C

Special issues concerning DOA estimation and

the SNR degradation

C.1 Summary of 2D Unitary ESPRIT

The following summary of the 2D Unitary ESPRIT [Haa97a] algorithm is based on the

covariance approach. The algorithm is used for eÆcient DOA estimation in the simulations

of Chapters 5{8, in order to obtain estimates of the DOAs of each user.

1. Initialization: Form the matrix X 2 CM�N from the available measurements. M is

the number of elements of the used 2D array con�guration, and N is the number of

snapshots.

2. Signal Subspace Estimation: Determine the real matrix

Ts (X) = Q�T

M
[X �MX

��N]Q2N
; (C.1)

where

Q
2n
=

1p
2

�
In jIn
�n �j�n

�
(C.2)

and

Q
2n+1

=
1p
2

2
4 In 0 jIn
0T

p
2 0T

�n 0 �j�n

3
5 (C.3)

are left �{real matrices of even and odd order, respectively, and �q is the q � q

exchange matrix with ones on its antidiagonal and zeros elsewhere. Then, form the

covariance matrix

Rs = Ts (X) Ts (X)
�T

(C.4)

and compute the eigenvalue decomposition of Rs. The d dominant left singular

vectors will be called Es. Estimate the number of sources d, if d is not known a

priori [XRK94].

3. Invariance equation: Solve the overdetermined system of equations

K1Es� =K2Es (C.5)
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by means of least squares (LS), total least squares (TLS) or structured least squares

(SLS) [Haa97b]. The matrices K1 and K2 are de�ned as follows:

K1 = Q�T

m
(J1 + J2)QM

= 2 � Re
n
Q�T

m
J2QM

o
; (C.6)

K2 = jQ�T

m
(J1 � J2)QM

= 2 � Im
n
Q�T

m
J2QM

o
: (C.7)

The matrices J1 and J2 are the m �M selection matrices presented in [Haa97a]

with m < M .

4. Eigenvalue Decomposition: Compute the eigendecomposition of the resulting solu-

tion

� = T
T�1; (C.8)

where


 = diag f!kgdk=1 : (C.9)

5. Reliability test: If all eigenvalues !k are real, the estimates will be reliable. Other-

wise, start again with more or more reliable measurements.

6. DOA estimation: Determine the estimates of the DOAs from

�k = 2 arctan (!k) ; k = 1 : : : d; (C.10)

according to (A.9).

C.2 Covariance matrix of the intercell MAI valid for

DOA estimation in the large cell channel type

In this section the covariance matrix R
(k)
N of the matrix N(k), k = 1 : : :K, see (5.45), is

derived. This covariance matrix can be used in the 2{D Unitary ESPRIT algorithm, see

Appendix A.1, and can lead to considerable performance improvement. Here, the large

cell channel type is considered. The covariance matrix of the intercell MAI used in the

DOA estimation process for the small cell channel type is computed in Appendix A.3.

By de�nition, the covariance matrix R
(k)
N of N(k), see (5.47), is given by [Wha71]

R
(k)
N = E

n
N(k)N(k)�T

o
(C.11)

= E
�
NT

mM
T
m

�
u(k) 
 I(W )

� �
u(k)T 
 I(W )

�
M�

mN
�

m

	
; (C.12)
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where Mm is de�ned in (5.37). If we de�ne the selection matrix

P(k) =MT
m

�
u(k) 
 I(W )

� �
u(k)T 
 I(W )

�
M�

m; (C.13)

(C.12) can be written in the following form:

R
(k)
N = E

n
NT

mP
(k)N�

m

o
: (C.14)

The matrix P(k), k = 1 : : :K, of (C.13) is a hermitian matrix which depends exclusively

on the midamble training sequences, see (5.4), with its structure being determined by the

selection matrices
�
u(k) 
 I(W )

�
, k = 1 : : :K, see (C.13). Therefore, it can be computed

o�{line and thus not contribute to the receiver realtime processing. Noting that Nm

consists of Ka column vectors n
(ka)
m , ka = 1 : : :Ka, see (5.28) and (5.26), the covariance

matrix of (C.14) can be expressed as [Wha71]:

R
(k)
N = E

8>>>><
>>>>:

2
66664

n
(1)T
m P(k)n

(1)�
m � � � n

(1)T
m P(k)n

(Ka)�
m

� �
� �
� �

n
(Ka)T
m P(k)n

(1)�
m � � � n

(Ka)T
m P(k)n

(Ka)�
m

3
77775

9>>>>=
>>>>;

=

2
6666664

tr
n
P(k)TR(1;1)

m

o
� � � tr

n
P(k)TR(1;Ka)

m

o
� �
� �
� �

tr
n
P(k)TR(Ka;1)

m

o
� � � tr

n
P(k)TR(Ka;Ka)

m

o

3
7777775

(C.15)

where the fact that [Wha71]

E
�
n(l)Tm P n(m)�

m

	
= tr

n
P(k)TR(l;m)

m

o
; (C.16)

l; m = 1 : : :Ka;

has been used. The operator trf�g denotes the trace of a matrix [Wha71]. By using (C.17)

and (7.21), (C.15) can be written as follows:

R
(k)
N =

2
6666664

tr
n
P(k)Tr1;1Rm;t

o
� � � tr

n
P(k)Tr1;Ka

Rm;t

o
� �
� �
� �

tr
n
P(k)TrKa;1Rm;t

o
� � � tr

n
P(k)TrKa;Ka

Rm;t

o

3
7777775

= tr
n
P(k)TRm;t

o



2
66664

r1;1 � � � r1;Ka

� �
� �
� �

rKa;1 � � � rKa;Ka

3
77775

= tr
n
P(k)TRm;t

o

Rs; (C.17)
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whereRs forms the spatial part of the total covariance de�ned in (7.22), see also [PHFB97].

Thus, using the user speci�c matrix X(k), k = 1 : : :K, see (5.45), and the user speci�c

covariance matrix R
(k)
N , k = 1 : : : K, see (C.17), as inputs to the 2D Unitary ESPRIT

algorithm, DOA estimates and subsequently estimates of the user speci�c steering matri-

ces A(k), k = 1 : : :K, see (5.21), can be determined. These estimated steering matrices

are used for the enhanced joint channel estimation described in Section 5.3.3.3.

C.3 Covariance matrix of the intercell MAI valid for

DOA estimation in the small cell channel type

In this section the covariance matrix R
(k;w)
N of n

(k)
w , w = 1 : : :W , k = 1 : : :K, see (5.64),

is derived for the small cell channel type. This covariance matrix can be used in the 2{D

Unitary ESPRIT algorithm, see Appendix A.1, and can lead to considerable performance

improvement as in the case of the small cell channel type.

By de�nition, the covariance matrix R
(k;w)
N is given by [Wha71]

R
(k;w)
N = E

�
NT

mM
T
m

�
u(k) 
 I(W )

�
u(w)u(w)T

�
u(k)T 
 I(W )

�
M�

mN
�

m

	
: (C.18)

If we de�ne the selection matrix

P(k;w) =MT
m

�
u(k) 
 I(W )

�
u(w)u(w)T

�
u(k)T 
 I(W )

�
M�

m; (C.19)

(C.18) can be written in the following form:

R
(k;w)
N = E

n
NT

mP
(k;w)N�

m

o
: (C.20)

The matrix P(k;w), w = 1 : : :W , k = 1 : : :K of (C.19) is a hermitian matrix which

depends exclusively on the midamble training sequences, see (5.4), with its structure

being determined by the selection matrices
�
u(k) 
 I(W )

�
, k = 1 : : :K, and the selection

vector u(w), w = 1 : : :W , see (C.19). Therefore, it can be computed o�{line and thus not

contribute to the receiver realtime processing, as in the case of the large cell channel type,

see (C.13). If the relation (C.17) is used, then (C.20) can be brought to the form:

R
(k;w)
N =

2
6666664

tr
n
P(k;w)Tr1;1Rm;t

o
� � � tr

n
P(k;w)Tr1;Ka

Rm;t

o
� �
� �
� �

tr
n
P(k;w)TrKa;1Rm;t

o
� � � tr

n
P(k;w)TrKa;Ka

Rm;t

o

3
7777775

= tr
n
P(k;w)TRm;t

o



2
66664

r1;1 � � � r1;Ka

� �
� �
� �

rKa;1 � � � rKa;Ka

3
77775

= tr
n
P(k;w)TRm;t

o

Rs; (C.21)
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see also (C.17). Thus, using the covariance matrix h(k)w , k = 1 : : :K, w = 1 : : :W , see

(5.62), and the covariance matrix R
(k;w)
N , k = 1 : : : K, w = 1 : : :W , see (C.21), as inputs

to the 2{D Unitary ESPRIT algorithm, DOA estimates and subsequently estimates of the

user speci�c steering matrices A(k;w), k = 1 : : :K, see (5.49), can be determined. These

estimated steering matrices are used for the enhanced joint channel estimation described

in Section 5.4.2.3.
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